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ABSTRACT
This document is an historical compendium of how Richmond, Virginia
contributed to a significant shift in early American music during and after the American
Civil War. Firstly, we will explore the music industry practices of the 1850’s and 1860’s
in Richmond, and how they were a reflection of the rest of the American South at that
time. Secondly, we will explore the height of parlor song repertoire in the South, its
technical simplicity, and use as a tool for music education, artistic expression, but
perhaps most notably as a means of informal propaganda for the Confederate cause.
Finally, we will highlight the significant musical shift after the downfall of the
Confederate government in Richmond in 1865, as Northern publishers began cataloguing
the first spirituals during the Reconstruction Era in the South. The subsequent sections
and chapters are meant to highlight the transition in American music, from Europeaninfluenced parlor songs to the new repertoire of African American spirituals, which
would precede the uniquely American genres of blues, jazz, and gospel. The repertoire,
works, and ventures of the personalities discussed within this document span well beyond
the boundaries of Richmond, Virginia, and are not limited to their contributions made
during the several years of the American Civil War.
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SECTION 1
THE MUSIC PUBLISHERS OF RICHMOND 1861 – 1866
Music publishing in the United States became a refined profession in the early
decades of the 19th century by way of lithography. The lithographing and printing
practices utilized water, grease, and limestone to transfer hand-drawn images onto paper.
First, a lithographer lightly etched their art on a smooth limestone surface using a grease
compound or resin, which was absorbed by the receptive face. During this time, the
lithographer used a variety of techniques to shape the drawing, such as scraping with
blades or rubbing. Second, the stone was treated with an assortment of compounds
(gums, acids, and turpentine reductions) that were allowed to momentarily cure over the
drawing. Finally, after the surface was prepared, it was ready to receive ink, which was
pushed down into the micro-crevices on the face of the stone. Paper was then pressed
onto the stone, which transferred the image. The process allowed for mass production of
highly artistic and unique depictions that were pleasing to customers, leaving behind the
antiquated blocky images of early 19th century printing presses.1 These delicate stones
could be shipped and reused by various publishers, allowing for mass distribution from
various points of production.

1

Sanders, P. (Director). (2011). Pressure and Ink: Lithography Process [Video file].
1

CHAPTER 1
J.W. RANDOLPH & CO.
Joseph Williamson Randolph was the oldest living publisher in Richmond,
Virginia at the time of his death in 1903.2 His enterprise, J.W. Randolph and Company,
was established in 1834 and became a leading publisher in the city of Richmond during
America’s antebellum years.3 The company maintained a storefront at 121 Main Street
throughout the Civil War.4 At the height of his publications, Randolph was one of the
most prominent publishers in the South, producing a highly competitive amount of
literature on a regional level.5 As a music publisher, J.W. Randolph and Company
distributed works composed in all areas of the South. Until 1863, of the many music
publishers in Richmond, only the production of J.W. Davies and Sons (discussed in the
next chapter) rivaled Randolph’s output of published parlor songs.
Joseph Williamson Randolph was born on August 19, 1815, in the Chester Lodge,
presumably outside of Richmond. Randolph spent his childhood in Richmond and lost his
2

“Joseph Williamson Randolph.” Joseph Williamson Randolph B. 1815 D. 1903: If the
Legends Are True... 2004. Accessed December 09, 2018.
http://www.palmspringsbum.org/genealogy/getperson.php?personID=I30860.
3
G. Brown Goode, and R. A. Brock. Virginia Cousins: A Study of the Ancestry
and Posterity of John Goode of Whitby, a Virginia Colonist of the Seventeenth
Century: With Notes upon Related Families, a Key to Southern Genealogy and a
History of the English Surname Gode, Goad, Goode or Good from 1148 to 1887.
Baltimore, MD: Reprinted for Clearfield, by Genealogical Pub., 2002. Page 212.
4
Joseph Williamson Randolph. The Letter Writer, Or, The Art of Polite Correspondence:
Containing a Variety of Plain and Elegant Letters on Business, Love, Courtship,
Marriage, Relationship, Friendship, &c. 2nd ed. Richmond, VA: J.W. Randolph
and Company, 1863.
5
Goode and Brock, Virginia Cousins, 353 - 355.
2

mother when he was nine years of age. Several years later in 1829, local bookseller John
H. Nash, employed 14-year-old Randolph for a salary of $50 per annum. The following
year, Nash increased Randolph’s salary to $150, however this would be short lived as the
bookstore failed in 1831. Randolph, now approximately 16 to 17 years of age, purchased
the remaining inventory of Nash’s books and stationary for $200 and opened his own
circulating library on 12th Street in Richmond. In 1834, Randolph expanded his enterprise
and bought out the stock of a Norfolk bookseller, and then moved his business to the
coastal city under the new company title, J.W. Randolph & Company. For three years the
small business showed much promise and increased the value of its stock to $4,000.
However, due to a bank panic in 1837, coupled by poor investments in the Virginia Gold
Mining Company made on behalf of the enterprise by Randolph’s uncle and business
partner, Josiah Abbott, the business was forced to sell its estate to cover its losses.6
J.W. Randolph and Company relocated to Richmond, Virginia, and in 1842
bought out the bookseller and binder, Richard D. Sanxey. After this purchase, the
company saw good success and was even capable of paying off a $17,000 debt of one of
its associates, a Mr. H. Drew. Randolph’s uncle, Abbott, had yet again entangled the
company in a liability by cosigning on the loans of H. Drew. However, within four years,
Randolph was able to repay the loans by liquidating the assets of H. Drew for 40% of the
total sum and paid the remaining amount with company profits. After the alleviation of
this liability, Abbott passed away in 1849 and Randolph continued to operate the business
alone.7

6
7

Ibid.
Ibid.
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During the Civil War, J.W. Randolph and Company was located at 121 Main
Street in downtown Richmond, Virginia.8 Like most publishers in town, music
publications were only one part of Randolph’s business. Randolph published books,
maps, field manuals for the Confederate army, instructional manuals, and popular
European airs such as “The Last Rose of Summer.”9 As early as 1861, Randolph began
publishing pro-Confederate parlor songs such as, “Stonewall Jackson’s Way,” “Stonewall
Banner,” and, “Virginia! Virginia!”10 In the same year, J.W. Randolph also published the
work, “God Will Defend the Right,” by the anonymous composer, A Lady of
Richmond.11 Randolph often used a popular lithographer in Richmond, Earnest Crehen,
who maintained a lithographing practice at 146 Main Street.12 He created lithographs for
Randolph’s parlor song publications such as, “Riding A Raid,” and, “Virginia.”13
Randolph’s repertoire of compositions originated from all areas of the South.
A noteworthy publication of J.W. Randolph and Company was the parlor song,
“Stonewall Jackson’s Way.” The work was advertised as an anonymous submission by a
sergeant in Jackson’s brigade. However, the true composer of the song was a reporter for
the New York Tribune, John W. Palmer. This was done to prevent Palmer’s arrest as a

8

Randolph, The Letter Writer, Or, The Art of Polite Correspondence, title page.
The Last Rose of Summer. Richmond, VA: J.W. Randolph.
10
C. C. D. The Stonewall Banner. Richmond, VA: J.W. Randolph, 1861.
11
Richmond, Lady Of. God Will Defend The Right. Augusta, GA: Blackmar and
Brothers, 1861.
12
C. T. DeCoeniel, Our National Confederate Anthem: God Save The South. 2nd ed.
Richmond, VA: C.T. DeCoeniel, 1861.
13
Riding A Raid. Richmond, VA: J.W. Randolph.
9
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Southern sympathizer by Northern authorities.14 Whether Randolph was aware of the
identity of this anonymous composer remains a question.
Most notably related to Richmond, Randolph was part of a network of Southern
publishers who distributed the compositions of the nationally renowned Richmond
composer, John Hill Hewitt. Particularly, Randolph published Hewitt’s parlor song, “I
Will Meet Thee,” dedicated to another Richmond composer, Ella Wren, in August of
1863.15 Randolph continued to publish Hewitt’s works even after his departure from
Richmond in 1862. As late as 1864, Randolph published Hewitt’s parlor songs, including,
“Oh, Come to Me Love in a Beautiful Dream,” a sentimental song at the end of Hewitt’s
compositional peak.16 By publishing pro-Confederate works like Hewitt’s during the
Civil War, Randolph achieved great financial success.
An article from the Richmond Enquirer best summarizes the financial triumph of
J.W. Randolph during the Civil War on March 3, 1863:

A Stockholder of the Belvidere Manufacturing Company informs us that since the
war began he had received dividends on $1,000 of shares amounting to $6,460.
An amount which he considered if not extortionate, at least, improper, and he
donated the whole amount to the [Confederate] army—This man was Mr. J. W.
Randolph, of Richmond, Va.17

14

“Strike the Tent! – Song Notes.” Civil War Music. 2nd South Carolina String Band.
Accessed December 10, 2018.
http://civilwarband.com/songnotes/strike-the-tent-song-notes/.
15
Hewitt, John Hill. I Will Meet Thee. Richmond, VA: J.W. Randolph, 1863.
16
Hewitt, John Hill. Oh, Come to Me Love in a Beautiful Dream. Savannah, GA: J.C.
Schreiner and Son, 1864.
17
Goode and Brock. Virginia Cousins, 353 – 355.
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On April 3, 1865, Randolph’s establishment was destroyed in the burning of
Richmond. Randolph’s accumulated wealth, much of which was invested in Confederate
securities and war bonds, was lost in the blaze. His estate was reduced to a small house
outside of Richmond and a small farm, with which he attempted to support his family
after the Civil War. The remainder of his estate was eventually sold to repay Northern
creditors whom he was prohibited from reimbursing during the conflict. In 1866,
Randolph reestablished his publishing business, now under the firm name J.W. Randolph
and English, in the same location as his 1832 circulating library. Hailed for his post-war
success as a publisher, a contemporary editor was quoted as praising, “When he
commenced his business he could have taken his stock in a wheelbarrow…now it would
take a steamboat to remove it.”18 As further evidence of his success, Randolph was
credited as having the largest compilation of valuable books in the Southern states at his
post-war storefronts, encompassing 1302 through 1304 East Main Street.19
Joseph Williamson Randolph died in 1903. His family lineage cites the following
statement by Randolph as a personal summary of his life:

The world as a rule has treated me well, and will so treat others who try to
do right. Every man, as long as he is able, is bound to do his part in the
world, and it is better to wear out than to rust out. Being blessed with a
good wife, a son who has nobly done, and is now doing his duty, and with
cherished memory of another noble son who gave his life for a cause he

18
19

Ibid.
Ibid.
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thought just; having a strong will and health, he hopes to go on and meet the end
without fear.20

20

Ibid.
7

CHAPTER 2
J.W. DAVIES & SONS
John Woodburn Davies was a publisher, merchant, and storeowner in Antebellum
Richmond, Virginia beginning in 1850, where he published under the company name,
J.W. Davies and Sons.21 During the years of the Civil War, Davies owned a storefront
entitled The Musical Exchange located at 188 Main Street.22 Davies published many
popular parlor songs during the Civil War, originating in all areas of the South. Until
1863, of the many music publishers in Richmond, only the productions of J.W. Randolph
and Company rivaled Davies’ output of published parlor songs.
John Woodburn Davies was born on March 12, 1818 in Liverpool, England.23
Davies received training in England as a stationer and stonemason and used this training
later upon his immigration and relocation to Richmond, Virginia. Originally, Davies
immigrated to New York City and applied his stonemasonry training to the reconstruction
of Fort Wood in 1844. During these early years of Davies’ time in America, he married
his wife Nancy P. Davies and fathered two sons and a daughter.24
In 1850, Davies and his family relocated to Richmond, Virginia. He produced
monuments that adorned the Capitol Square; various state buildings, and the Hebrew and
21

Sara B. Bearss “Dictionary of Virginia Biography - John Woodburn Davies (12 March
1818-2 October 1883) Biography.” The Library of Virginia. Accessed September
26, 2018.
22
Farewell to the Star Spangled Banner. Richmond, VA: John W. Davies and Sons,
1861.
23
Bearss, “Dictionary of Virginia Biography.”
24
Ibid.
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Hollywood Cemeteries in downtown Richmond. In addition to his stonemasonry
business, Davies sold luxury goods out of his storefront on Main Street. Davies also
published literature and music as the company J.W. Davies and Sons, often using local
lithographer Earnest Crehen, located at 146 Main Street, to print various parlor songs,
musical compositions, and literature. 25
At the onset of the Civil War in 1861, Davies embraced the Confederate cause.
He is believed to have given testimonies against his neighbors, acquaintances, and
associates at hearings attempting to oust Northern sympathizers in Richmond. As a
reflection of his Confederate testimonials, J.W. Davies and Sons published almost
exclusively nationally popular, pro-Confederate music after the onset of the Civil War.
The following parlor songs are a few examples of Davies’ musical preferences: “Farewell
to the Star Spangled Banner,” “No Surrender,” “Pickett's Charge March,” and “We
Conquer or Die.”26 These pieces originated from all areas of the South and were
published by other outlets in major Southern cities.
In 1864, Davies’ storage yard, located on the corner of 9th and Main Streets,
suffered damage in a fire set by an arsonist. Davies lost forty marble mantels and an
undetermined number of oil paintings for an estimated loss of $75,000. The day after the
blaze, while Davies was occupied distributing food rations to returning prisoners of war
on the State House grounds, his storefront was burglarized, and thieves stole $1,500
worth of luxury goods such as soaps, knives, pipes, and playing cards. After his losses,
Davies focused his attention solely on music publishing and photography. Davies’ 1864
photographs of Robert E. Lee were featured on the piano and violin composition, “The
25
26

Ibid.
Ibid.
9

Lee Schottisch.” In 1865, his photographs of Confederate Commander John Singleton
Mosby were featured on the parlor song, “You Can Never Win Us Back.” Both
compositions were sold in his storefront entitled, The Musical Exchange.27
After the evacuation of Richmond and the end of the Civil War, Davies returned
to the city and continued printing music at his shop on Main Street. However, he
eventually abandoned music publishing and concentrated solely on photography. John
Woodburn Davies died of a stroke in Richmond, Virginia on October 2, 1883.28

27
28

Ibid.
Ibid.
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CHAPTER 3
GEO. DUNN & COMPANY
George Dunn was a Scottish immigrant who first came to Richmond, Virginia in
early 1862.29 After briefly working for the Confederate Treasury, he founded the
publishing firm, Geo. Dunn and Company, located on the corners of 14th and Main
Streets.30 Dunn began lithographing music in late 1862, surpassing all local competition
in productivity and national popularity.31 During the years of the Civil War, Dunn
focused much of his company’s attention on publishing the works of Richmond based
composers, such as John Hill Hewitt and Fitz William Rosier, which set him apart from
his competitors within the city. Dunn partnered with a distributor in Columbia, South
Carolina – Julian A. Selby, whose name can be found as a partner at the base of nearly
half of Dunn’s publications.32 Dunn remained in Richmond until the end of the Civil
War.33
In late 1861, George Dunn began working as a lithographer for Major Benjamin
F. Evans in London, England.34 Dunn produced lithographs without the traditional
29

“Confederate Bond Engravers.” Confederate Bonds - Collect Confederate Bonds
– The Gift of History. Accessed October 03, 2018
http://www.confederatebonds.com/printers.htm.
30
Rosier, Fitz William. “Education: Tuition in Music.” The Daily Dispatch, February 2,
1865.
31
“Confederate Bond Engravers.”
32
Steven H. Cornelius, Music of the Civil War Era. Westport, Conn: Greenwood Press,
2010.
33
“Confederate Bond Engravers.”
34
Ibid.
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equipment of the day, which brought his skills to the attention of Confederate Secretary
of Treasury, Christopher Gustavus Memminger. Secretary Memminger encouraged Dunn
to immigrate to Richmond, Virginia and establish a private shop independent from the
Confederate government, as well as design bonds for the Confederate Treasury. In early
1862, Dunn immigrated to America aboard the Giraffe through the port of Wilmington,
North Carolina. Dunn then began designing bonds for the Confederate government in
Richmond. His first bond was released in Richmond, Virginia on December 2, 1862.
Dunn would continue to produce bonds, call certificates, and warrants for the
Confederate government throughout the Civil War. He would often outsource the printing
of his bond works due to his limited capabilities in-house. Some of the printers included
the Richmond based company, Hoyer and Ludwig Printing, as well as the Charleston and
Columbia, South Carolina based company, Evans and Cogswell Printing.35 In late 1862,
Geo. Dunn and Company was formed, and the firm’s first publications of music began to
appear on the market.
One of the first parlor songs published by George Dunn was, “I Am Fondly
Dreaming of Thee” by Richmond based composer John Hill Hewitt.36 Dunn’s
publications included some nationally popular parlor songs of the day, such as the massproduced composition, “The Vacant Chair” by George F. Root, which was also published
by Dunn’s in-town competitor J.W. Davies and Sons.37 During the Civil War, Geo. Dunn

35

Ibid.
E. Lawrence Abel, and Bobby Horton. Singing the New Nation: How Music Shaped the
Confederacy, 1861-1865. Mechanicsburg, PA: Stackpole Books, 2000. Pages 207
- 208.
37
Ibid.
36
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and Company produced 56 compositions, of which the dominant demographic of
composers was from the Richmond area.38
Between late 1862 and 1864, Geo. Dunn and Company lithographed and
distributed parlor songs by the following Richmond composers: Fitz William Rosier’s,
“Virginian Marseillaise,” “My Wife and Child,” “The Alabama,” “Fairies Have Broken
Their Wands,” “The Lover’s Wish,” and “I Know A Maiden Fair to See;” Ella Wren’s,
“We Have Parted;” Captain George Washington Alexander’s, “The Southern Soldier
Boy;” G.W. Burton’s, “Wait ‘til the War, Love, Is Over;” and John Hill Hewitt’s, “All Is
Quiet Along The Potomac Tonight,” “The South,” and “Rock Me to Sleep Mother.”
Other parlor songs that highlight Richmonders in dedication or recognition include: “See
at Your Feet a Suppliant One: As Sung by Miss Ella Wren,” “The Southern Soldier Boy:
As Sung by Miss Sallie Partington in the Virginia Cavalier at the New Richmond
Theater,” and, “The Standard Bearer: Respectfully Dedicated to Miss Belle B. Taylor of
Richmond, VA.”
Geo. Dunn and Company frequently employed Richmond composer, Fitz William
Rosier, as an arranger for guitar. Many of the published parlor songs, such as, “Her
Bright Smile Haunts Me Still,” feature Rosier’s arrangement of the accompaniment for
guitar on the final page.39 To expand its distribution into the Deep South, Geo. Dunn and

38

Richard B. Howell, The Confederate Reader: How the South Saw the War. New York:
Dover Publ., 1989.
39
J. E. Carpenter, W. T. Wrighton, and F. W. Rosier. “Her Bright Smile Haunts Me
Still.” Library of Congress. Accessed December 07, 2018.
https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200002588/.
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Company partnered with publisher Julian A. Selby of Columbia, South Carolina. Selby’s
partnership appears at the base of 24 compositions beginning in 1863.40
There are currently no records of Dunn’s activities after the evacuation of
Richmond in April of 1865. However, there is a letter from George Dunn to Fitz William
Rosier, from 1877 that indicates Dunn relocated to Jersey City to live with his daughter,
Mary. The letter reads:

George Dunn to F.W. Rosier 1877
287 Seventh St. J. City
F.W. Rosier

My Dear Sir,

For the last few days, and the first time in this country I have been, from
rheumatism in the ankles, entirely laid up, and but for the partial relief offered
from Hydi. of Potass. and solace from “Music and Morals,[sic] should have quite
succumbed. Unfortunately, I have run out of funds so that if you could lend me for
an emergency on Monday any sum over two dollars as may not be a positive
inconvenience it would be a great favor returnable the moment I am around. To
ask a similar favor from Ford, Mayer would be revealed more than I care to let
him know. My daughter Mary who works for John Russel, Paper Boxes, 179

40

Steven H. Cornelius, Music of the Civil War Era. Westport, Conn: Greenwood Press,
2010.
14

Grand St. will if convenient bring me your Answer. I can just hobble about a
Little but hope to get to York about Wednesday.

Yours ever truly,
Geo. Dunn41

41

“Rosier Diary & Letters.” George Dunn to Fitz William Rosier. 1877. 287 Seventh
Street, Jersey City, New Jersey.
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CHAPTER 4
WEST & JOHNSON, JOHNSON & CHAMBERLAYNE, AND E. CREHEN
During the Civil War, Richmond was a competitive market for published parlor
songs. The new Confederate government located in Richmond created a social hierarchy
where luxury items were in demand. A swath of publishers in Richmond produced parlor
music, though often these publications were a small venture of a larger business. Some of
the less competitive publishers of parlor music in Richmond included West and Johnston
Publishing, and Johnson and Chamberlayne Publishing. 42
West and Johnston Publishing and Booksellers (sometimes appearing as West and
Johnson) was located at 145 Main Street in Richmond.43 In 1861, West and Johnson
published the parlor song, “God Will Defend the Right,” by the anonymous composer, A
Lady of Richmond.44 Additionally, the company was part of a network of Southern
publishers who distributed the works of nationally renowned Richmond composer, John
Hill Hewitt. In 1863, West and Johnston published Hewitt’s parlor song, “I Will Meet
Thee,” dedicated to another Richmond composer, Ella Wren.45 West and Johnston
continued to publish Hewitt’s works even after his departure from Richmond in 1863. In
42

Vicki Betts. “Southern Illustrated News [Richmond, VA], September 13, 1862-March
25, 1865.” University of Texas at Tyler: Scholar Works at UT Tyler. 2016.
Accessed December 10, 2018.
43
G.W. Burton, and A. J. Andrews. Wait 'til the War, Love, Is Over. Richmond, VA:
West and Johnston, 1864.
44
Lady of Richmond. God Will Defend the Right. Augusta, GA: Blackmar and Brothers,
1861.
45
John Hill Hewitt. I Will Meet Thee. Richmond, VA: J.W. Randolph, 1863.
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1864, the company published Hewitt’s parlor song, “Oh Come to Me Love in a Beautiful
Dream.”46 Additionally in 1864, the company published the parlor song, “Wait ‘til the
War, Love, is Over,” composed and authored by Richmonders, G.W. Burton and Andrew
Jackson Andrews, a composition that was artistically lithographed by Geo. Dunn and
Company.47 West and Johnston focused much of their efforts on publishing literature,
Confederate judicial rulings and public documents, maps, handbooks, instructional
manuals, and recounts of public events.48 During the burning of Richmond on April 3rd,
1865, West and Johnston lost their entire business in the blaze.49
In 1866, just after the burning of Richmond, Johnson and Chamberlayne
Publishing contributed to the Richmond parlor song repertoire. The company published
the song, “The Rebel’s Grave,” by Richmond composer, E.A. Ambold.50 It is unclear if
this company existed prior to 1866 or was a new enterprise taking advantage of the
current reconstruction in Richmond, Virginia.
As mentioned previously, another influential figure in the music publishing
business of Richmond during the Civil War, was lithographer, Ernest Crehen. Prior to the

46

John Hill Hewitt. Oh, Come to Me Love in a Beautiful Dream. Savannah, GA: J.C.
Schreiner and Son, 1864.
47
G.W. Burton, and A. J. Andrews. Wait 'til the War, Love, Is Over. Richmond, VA:
West and Johnston,1864.
48
Earl Gregg Swem, Wilmer Lee Hall, and Davis Bottom. A Bibliography of Virginia:
Titles of Books in the Virginia State Library Which Relate to Virginia and
Virginians, the Titles of Those Books Written by Virginians, and of Those Printed
in Virginia... Richmond, VA: Super Intendant of Public Printing, 1916.
49
Burton Harrison, Nathaniel Cheairs Hughes, S. Kittrell. Rushing, and Burton Harrison.
Refugitta of Richmond: The Wartime Recollections, Grave and Gay, of Constance
Cary Harrison. Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2011.
50
E.A. Ambold, The Rebel's Grave. Johnson & Chamberlayne, Richmond, 1866. Notated
Music. Retrieved from the Library of Congress,
https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200001838/. (Accessed March 05, 2017.)
17

war, Crehen’s lithographs were published in Richmond as early as 1856.51 Though not a
publisher or distributor, Crehen’s name appears on a multitude of parlor song
publications between 1861 and 1865. During these years, Crehen’s lithographing practice
was located at 146 Main Street, next door to West and Johnston Publishing and
Booksellers.52
In 1861, Crehen was credited with the lithographed illustrations in the manual,
Uniform and dress of the army of the Confederate States.53 In the early years of the Civil
War, Crehen appears as the lithographer on multiple pro-Confederate parlor song
publications by J.W. Randolph Publishing; the repertoire includes: “Riding a Raid,”
“Virginia,” and, “The Captain and His Whiskers.”54 In addition, the European air, “The
Last Rose of Summer,” published by Randolph and lithographed by Crehen, may also be
from the early days of the Civil War, though the publication is undated.55 Likewise
during these early wartime years, Crehen was credited on J.W. Davies and Sons’
publication of the parlor song, “The Vacant Chair.”56 Furthermore, in 1862 Richmond
composer, C.T. DeCoeniel’s, self-published, pro-Confederate parlor song, “Our
Confederate National Anthem: God Save the South,” credited Crehen as the

51

John Williamson Reps. Views and Viewmakers of Urban America: Lithographs of
Towns and Cities in the United States and Canada, Notes on the Artists and
Publishers, and a Union Catalog of Their Work, 1825-1925. Columbia, MO:
University of Missouri Press, 1984.
52
C. T. DeCoeniel, Our National Confederate Anthem: God Save The South. 2nd ed.
Richmond, VA: C.T. DeCoeniel, 1861.
53
S. Cooper, and Earnest Crehen. Uniform and Dress of the Army of the Confederate
States. Richmond: C.H. Wynne, Printer, 1861. Accessed December 4, 2018.
https://archive.org/details/uniformdressofar00conf/page/n7.
54
C.L. Peticolas. The Captain and His Whiskers. Richmond, VA: J.W. Randolph.
55
The Last Rose of Summer. Richmond, VA: J.W. Randolph.
56
G.F. Root. The Vacant Chair. Richmond, VA: J.W. Davies and Sons, 186-.
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lithographer.57 In 1863, Crehen contributed to the publication, “T’was Bright but T’was a
Dream,” composed by A Lady of Richmond and published by C.T. DeCoeniel.58 In 1864,
Crehen is credited on another J.W. Davies and Sons parlor song publication, “The Dying
Soldier.”59 Other than Geo. Dunn and Company, Crehen was the most influential
lithographer associated with Richmond’s parlor song composers.
It is unclear what became of Crehen after the burning of Richmond. Being the
neighbor of West and Johnston Publishing and Booksellers, and their consequent total
loss due to the burning of Richmond, suggests that Crehen’s establishment was likely
destroyed. It is notable that Crehen’s name does not appear on any new publications
released in Richmond after 1865.
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SECTION 2
THE ANTEBELLUM COMPOSERS OF RICHMOND 1861 – 1865
The entire repertoire of sections 2, 3, and 4 share a variety of commonalities that
designate them as parlor songs. Firstly, the songs are harmonically simple following a
traditional European structure of I – IV – V – I in some order or another. Accidentals are
rare, and if they are used, they are typically a basic theoretical anomaly (such as
secondary chords) that one would expect to discover when studying rudimentary music
theory. Second, the voicing of the chords and level of pedagogy required, whether it be
on guitar or piano, are humble enough for an amateur to accomplish without needing to
abnormally extend the natural position of their hands on an instrument. Third, the vocal
melodies are usually within an octave, never extending above the passaggio, and often
stepwise in motion or modestly intervallic with a supportive accompaniment. Fourth, the
overall structure is exclusively strophic. There are numerous compositions that have an
established refrain within the strophic structure, and furthermore some of those refrains
have a chorus designated for four voices. Finally, the subject matter of the text (apart
from the pro-Confederate or wartime repertoire) is often light, such as love songs, songs
of nature, or songs of friendship. The wartime parlor songs are the height of emotional
maturity within the repertoire, as poems often describe tales of heroism, heartbreak, and
death. These compositions were intended for middle class amateurs to perform at dinner
parties, soirees, and, of course, in the setting of the family parlor.
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The Antebellum Composers are defined as those figures who lived and worked as
musicians in Richmond prior to the Civil War, and those who maintained a residence and
practice in the city during its time as the Confederate capital. These composers were
often career instructors of music, church musicians, and concert performers with wellestablished reputations within the city. Their works range from sentimental to proConfederate parlor songs, which ultimately became irrelevant in post-war America. After
the Fall of Richmond, most of the composers relocated to northern cities.
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CHAPTER 5
A LADY OF RICHMOND
A Lady of Richmond was an anonymous composer whose parlor songs were
published as early as 1849.60 During the Civil War, two compositions were published
under the pseudonym, A Lady of Richmond. First, the pro-Confederate parlor song, “God
Will Defend the Right,” was published in Augusta, Georgia in 1861.61 Second, in 1863,
the parlor song, “T’was Bright but T’was a Dream,” was published in Richmond,
Virginia.62 Little is known about the woman, or women, who composed these parlor
songs. However, there are clues within the relationships they maintained in Richmond
during the antebellum and Civil War years.
The anonymous composer, A Lady of Richmond, was first published in 1849. It
was common during these antebellum and Civil War years for women to be published
under a pseudonym that gave homage to their city or state (ex. A Lady of Virginia, A
Lady of Philadelphia, and A Lady of Kentucky all exist in the broader spectrum of parlor
song repertoire). Her 1849 parlor song, “’Tis Past - the Spell is Broken,” was published
by F.D. Benteen in Baltimore and Nash and Woodhouse in Richmond, and the
composition was dedicated to a John H. (Henry) Strobia, Esquire.63 Although the
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composer is unknown, the life of John H. Strobia is documented and some of his
relationships may be clues to her identity in 1849.
John Henry Strobia was born April 5, 1785 to the son of an Italian immigrant.64
During his childhood, Strobia was a neighbor to Colonel David Lambert, and eventually
married one of his daughters.65 His wife, Ann Maria Lambert, was born on May 27,
1788.66 Strobia and Lambert married in Richmond in 1810.67 In 1815, John’s siblings,
Catherine and Francis Strobia, deeded him a property on Main Street in Richmond.68 On
February 15th of the same year, Catherine’s husband, John Reat, passed away and named
John H. Strobia, as one of the executors of his estate. Catherine and Strobia had a fallingout over the terms of the will and the dispute carried on until 1824. Ultimately, Strobia
billed Catherine, and each of her children, for amounts ranging from $200 to more than
$1,500, which cast him in an ungenerous light.69 Regardless of this family dispute,
Strobia was well respected in Richmond.
Strobia’s contemporaries described him as, “A worthy father of a worthy yet
surviving son.”70 He was hailed as a successful businessman and patron of the artists and
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artisans of Richmond.71 Strobia was a great lover of music and praised as a fine
performer, though it is unclear if this was in the parlor or more professional realm.72 As
further evidence of his patronage, Strobia was cited as a friend in Edgar Allen Poe’s
letters and memoirs. In late August of 1849 (the same year of A Lady of Richmond’s
publication, “Tis past – The Spell is Broken”) Strobia hosted a visit from Edgar Allan
Poe. Strobia had been friends with Poe’s foster mother, Frances Allen, which was likely
the origin of their relationship.73 Poe also mentioned Eliza Lambert (Ann Maria’s aunt) as
being a, “Dear friend” and spending the evening with her at Strobia’s home. Poe recalled
in a letter:

…the night before at Strobia’s, where I saw my dear friend Eliza Lambert
(Gen. Lambert’s sister). She was ill in her bed-room, but insisted upon our
coming up, & we stayed until nearly 1 o’clock.74

The 1849 parlor song, “’Tis Past – The Spell is Broken,” composed in E flat by A
Lady of Richmond, reads:

Tis past - the spell is broken
And my spirit now is free,
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There is left not one lone token
Of the love it bore to thee.
I fear not this will grieve thee
For thou hast never loved
No I feel thou hast deceived me,
This thy broken vows have prov’d
I can never love another,
For the heart which once was thine,
Could not fold again thy idol
Where thou has hast held thy shrine.
Yet, think I not reproach thee,
By e’en one unkind thought
No! Though wretched I forgive thee
For the ruin thou hast wrought.75

John H. Strobia died October 10, 1856.76 Strobia’s wife, Ann Maria Strobia
(Lambert), lived in Richmond throughout the Civil War and died September 4, 1877.
They are buried together in the graveyard at St. John’s Episcopal Church.77
As this song was dedicated to John H. Strobia, it is likely he may have known the
identity of the composer, A Lady of Richmond. Additionally, the parlor song’s Richmond
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publishers, E.P. Nash and James Woodhouse, may have known the identity of the woman
during their tenure in the city from 1844 to 1865.78
To add to the mystery of A Lady of Richmond, another parlor song was released
under the pseudonym in 1850. This time the composition was dedicated to Miss Eliza
Lambert (John H. Strobia’s aunt by law and the same relative who was visited by Poe
during her illness). The song, “Why Art Thou Sad?” was published by A. Fiot, located at
196 Chesnut Street in Philadelphia, and Dubois and Warriner at 239 Broadway in New
York City.79 “Why Art Thou Sad,” composed by a Lady of Richmond, reads:

Why art thou sad oh my heart?
Why midst the mirth…full and gay
Musest thou lonely apart
Ever more joyless by night and by day
Why brings the morn naught by sorrow?
Why hast the night hour no rest?
While a dark cloud shades the morrow?
Telling the grief of this breast.
Thou art all lone and forsaken;
He who once lov’d, loves no more!
Why those fond hopes did he waken?
Teaching this heart to adore.
Then leave it withering in sadness
78
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Broken each chord and unstrung
Save when a high note,
Nigh to madness,
Mournfully wails its crushed ruins among.
Cruel I will not upbraid thee,
Tho’ the dark future for me
Sheds not a gleam that will aid me
Still will my prayer be for thee!
Still will my prayer be for thee.80

For over a decade, no further songs were published under the alias, A Lady of Richmond.
Not until the onset of the Civil War would new parlor songs be inspired under the title.
A Lady of Richmond made reappearances beginning in 1861. Now in the thralls
of the Confederate cause with the city of Richmond as its capital, A Lady of Richmond’s
pro-Confederate parlor song, “God Will Defend the Right,” was published by Blackmar
and Brothers in Augusta, Georgia and lithographed by B. Duncan in Columbia, South
Carolina (see Appendix A, page 240).81 Though the piece was primarily published at the
above location, the work was published or sold in Richmond by J.W. Randolph and
Company and West and Johnston Publishing and Booksellers.82 The cover page for the
anthem, reads:
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GOD WILL DEFEND THE RIGHT
Written and Composed for the
PIANO
BY A
Lady of Richmond, Va.83

The song is composed in the key of F major, with march-like rhythmic structures
in common time, marked for a maestoso e spiritoso tempo.84 The melody and harmonies
are triadic, giving the piece an overall quality of an anthem. The composition has four
verses that could be performed as a solo, followed by a refrain or chorus for a group of
singers, though it is not divided into harmonies. Most notably, the choruses use a dotted
8th note pattern, which is passed between the vocal melody and the piano to capture a
march-like property.85 The text of, “God Will Defend the Right,” reads:

Sons of the South arise
Rise in your matchless might,
Your war cry echo to the skies
“God will defend the right.”

The haughty tyrants know
Our sunny land shall be
In spite of every foe
83
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Home of the brave and free

Sons of the South arise
Rise in your matchless might,
Your war cry echo to the skies
“God will defend the right.”

No wrongs our breasts alarm,
No fears our hearts appall,
Unswerving justice nerves our arm,
We cannot conquered fall,
Think on our noble sires,
Immortal in renown,
Think on our altar-fires,
And strike the oppressors down

Sons of the South arise
Rise in your matchless might,
Your war cry echo to the skies
“God will defend the right.”

With threats and horrors dire,
The fierce invader comes,
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We scorn his boasts, we scorn his ire,
Striking for hearth and homes,
Strike for our mothers now,
For daughters, sisters, wives
Freely would each bestow
Were it ten thousand lives

Sons of the South arise
Rise in your matchless might,
Your war cry echo to the skies
“God will defend the right.”86

The song was performed at three professional concerts in Richmond during the
Civil War, the most notable being a benefit concert for wounded Confederate troops at
the African Church on October 24, 1861. Listed on the concert committee is Mrs.
President Davis (the wife of Confederate President Jefferson Davis), which suggests the
esteem of the event.87 Local musician and Music Director of the concerts, Fitz William
Rosier, was the organizer who listed the anonymous composer and parlor song on the
programs.88 Rosier included some of his female music students on these concerts and it is
possible that one of these young women may have been the composer of, “God Will
Defend the Right.” However, the names of these female students are yet again
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anonymous. Interestingly, Rosier credited the composition differently than the inscription
on the published version of the work. Rather, the song is attributed to a “Young Lady of
Virginia,” which implies his familiarity with her age and identity.89 It also suggests the
composer is likely a different woman than the composer of 1849 and 1850. What is
unclear in the program is if Rosier’s student-performer was also the composer of, “God
Will Defend the Right,” as the piece was performed by request. Another possibility is the
composer was an audience member and wished to see her work on display. Rosier’s
pupil, an “Amateur Lady,” and chorus, performed the work as a dedication to the,
“Defenders of Southern Soil” on two separate occasions, at both the African Church and
Metropolitan Hall in Richmond.90
The song was publicly performed again in Richmond as late as December 20,
1864, by a new performer, Miss Blanche Middleton (and Chorus), who acknowledged
Rosier as the composer, not A Lady of Richmond, on her program of, “A Grand Vocal
Concert.”91 This possibly intimate detail of credit due to Rosier by Miss Blanche
Middleton suggests he may have been the guiding mentor behind the composition.
Curiously, Miss Blanche Middleton may also have been a pupil of Rosier’s before her
coming-of-age as a public performer (her youth and marital status are indicated by her
title of Miss). Middleton is advertised in only one other instance prior, as a performer of
ballads at the New Richmond Theatre on August 27, 1864, in The Daily Dispatch.92
Moreover, there exists a connection between the premiers of, “God Will Defend the
Right” in 1861 and its 1864 performance, which is the inclusion of popular local singer
89
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F.N. Crouch on all three programs.93 Crouch appeared with Rosier’s pupils on both
concerts in 1861 when, “God Will Defend the Right” was premiered in the city; he then
joined the Confederate army, departed Richmond, and then appeared with Middleton on
her, “Grand Vocal Concert” in 1864, which celebrated Crouch’s homecoming.94 The
song’s hiatus and reappearance with Crouch in 1864 reveals some shared nostalgia
between himself, Middleton, and Rosier. These clues seem to point in the direction of
Middleton as a possible contributor to the pseudonym, A Lady of Richmond. Regardless
of the composer’s identity, the pro-Confederate parlor song, “God Will Defend the
Right” contributed significantly to the swell of Southern pride in Civil War Richmond.
The final composition by A Lady of Richmond was published in 1863. Her parlor
song, “T’was Bright but T’was a Dream,” published by local music professor, C.T.
DeCoeniel, and local lithographer, Ernest Crehen, is the only composition produced
entirely within Richmond under the pseudonym (see Appendix A, page 241).95 The cover
page for the parlor song, states:
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T’WAS BRIGHT
BUT T’WAS
A DREAM
A BALLAD
FOR
PIANO
Composed By
A LADY OF VIRGINIA
RICHMOND Va. 96

The parlor song is composed in the key of E major, set in a 3/4 time signature,
and marked for an allegretto tempo. The accompaniment is generally arpeggiated and
makes use of suspensions on the second beats, giving the song a weeping, sarabande
quality, which certainly enhances the lyrics. This use of suspensions is continued with the
introduction of the vocal melody. 97 The text for, “T’was Bright but T’was a Dream,”
reads:

It was a vision beauteous and bright,
As poet’s dreamed seemed it fair,
And charmed was my youthful fancy’s sight
And I was happy then.
Then hope with joy shook its wings
96
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And smiling brightly soar’d on high
Thought it not what the morning oft brings,
Though bright the eve before.

But oh how oft when fancy soars,
On brightest wing and cloud comes o’er,
And often when fairest all things seem,
We wake to find a dream.
T’was thus a vision fair.
My fancy once had pictur’d too
But an echo is whispering where,
Is that once happy spell?

Yes it was bright it was fair
But it’s o’er and now sadly and vainly I call,
Those tones once responsive come no more
And silence breathes ‘tis past.
Even when it brightest beamed
More quickly yet the moments fled,
But thought I not how e’er bright it seemed,
That oh T’was but a dream.98
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The song was sold from DeCoeniel’s residence at the Southern Waverly Institute
on the corner of Grace and 9th Streets.99 Though the identity of A Lady of Richmond
remains a mystery, the life of composer C.T. DeCoeniel offers more clues about the
anonymous female composer. DeCoeniel was the head professor of music at the Southern
Waverly Institute, which was advertised as a finishing school for young women.100 This
would have put DeCoeniel in direct contact with many talented young women in
Richmond. He was also an active performer in the city and held benefit concerts for
Confederate troops in 1862 with various local musicians and singers.101 In addition,
DeCoeniel’s residence at the Southern Waverly Institute was located directly behind the
New Richmond Theatre on Broad Street, which would have put him in proximity with
the many local performers and composers of the prominent theater (conceivably, the
previously mentioned Blanche Middleton). Somewhere in DeCoeniel’s network resides
the identity of A Lady of Richmond, and he was the first to realize the potential of her
composition, “T’was Bright but T’was a Dream.”
The identity of the anonymous composer A Lady of Richmond may never be
revealed. However, the contributions made to the pseudonym by the woman, or women,
whose compositions exist under this title, affected the lives of some of the most
prominent figures in antebellum and Civil War Richmond. From highlighting successful
businessmen and patrons such as John H. Strobia; to touching the realm of Edgar Allen
Poe’s personal relationships; to patriotic tunes performed for the Confederate First Lady,
a Lady of Richmond was an impactful composer in all possible forms of her identity.
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CHAPTER 6
C.T. DeCŒNIÉL
Carliste T. DeCoeniel (sometimes appearing as DeCooniel, DeCöeniel,
DeCœniél, or DeCo’iniel) was a composer and music teacher at the Southern Waverly
Institute in Richmond, Virginia beginning in 1860.102 During the Civil War, DeCoeniel
published a version of the, “Confederate National Anthem: God Save the South,” which
was in competition with an arrangement by Charles Wolfgang Amadeus Ellerbrock.103 In
1863, DeCoeniel published the parlor song, “T’was Bright but T’was a Dream,” by local
anonymous composer, A Lady of Richmond.104 Few records exist about DeCoeniel after
his final publication.
DeCoeniel first appears as music instructor sometime between 1856 and 1859 in a
storefront located at Pennsylvania Avenue North 11th in Washington D.C.105 DeCoeniel
was in partnership with a Mr. B.F. Dennis, and the two advertised a music business
entitled, DeCoeniel and Dennis, Music and Pianos.106 While working at this location,
DeCoeniel maintained a residence at 314 D North in Georgetown, Washington D.C.
After this initial venture, DeCoeniel briefly became a professor of music at the Patapsco
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Institute, a finishing school for young women located in Ellicott City, Maryland.107 Prior
to the onset of the secession movement in 1860, DeCoeniel migrated from Maryland to
Richmond, Virginia to begin work as the head professor of music at the Southern
Waverly Institute, another finishing school for young women.108 DeCoeniel maintained a
residence at the institute located on Grace Street between the blocks of 7th and 8th
Streets.109 The principal of the Southern Waverly Institute, Mrs. Peter D. Mayo,
advertised DeCoeniel’s arrival in the August 2, 1860 edition of the Richmond Daily
Dispatch, as:

The musical department will be entirely under the control of Prof. C.T.
DeCoeniel a gentleman of well known ability and high standing in his
profession and for many years occupying a similar position at the
Patapsco Institute Md. Professor DeCoeniel will also reside in the
institution as it is deemed that his presence will be of the greatest
advantage to his pupils. There will be musical soirees held for the
improvement and entertainment of the young Ladies, to which the friends
of the Principal and those of the young Ladies if resident, will be
frequently invited.110
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DeCoeniel taught yearly at the Southern Waverly Institute from October 1, to the
last day of June the following year.111 As an insight into DeCoeniel’s salary at the
institute, the paper listed for one semester: two weekly preparatory pianoforte lessons
cost $25, two weekly advanced lessons cost $35, two weekly finishing lessons cost $40,
harp lessons cost $40, “Singing with due attention paid to the anatomy of the vocal
organs to insure good intonation, grace and freedom of execution” cost $40, and, “Tuition
in the art of Teaching Music, for those who wish to become competent teachers” cost
$40.112 DeCoeniel’s course that trained young women as instructors of music was the
only class of its kind offered in Richmond before 1865.113
As indicated in the Southern Waverly Institute’s advertisement in the Richmond
Daily Dispatch, DeCoeniel was accustomed to training young women to perform with
proper deportment and etiquette. It would have been encouraged that young women sing
with a sweet tone, but not too operatically; a career as a performer was viewed as
unsuitable for a lady. In preparation for marriage and homemaking, young women of the
era were expected to pursue the art of music for the entertainment of guests rather than
their enjoyment.114 One of DeCoeniel’s piano students, Mrs. Anita Dwyer Withers,
recollects in her diary from October 1861, “I commenced taking music lessons from Mr.
[DeCoeniel]. Miss Susan sits in the room.”115 Withers’ diary offers another example of
DeCoeniel’s proficiency in etiquette, as it was proper that a female pupil be supervised
when in a room with a man outside of her family or household, even for a student such as
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Mrs. Withers, who was married and only in Richmond with her husband temporarily.116
Mrs. Withers was intentional about her attendance with DeCoeniel and endured her
appointments even when painfully ill.117
DeCoeniel was an active performer in Richmond during the Civil War. Between
December of 1861 and February of 1862, DeCoeniel produced multiple benefit concerts
for Confederate troops. The first concert took place with M’dlle Alboni De Vries, of New
Orleans, Louisiana combined with, “The best talent of [the] city.”118 Two weeks after this
initial concert, DeCoeniel scheduled a series of concerts performed by amateur musicians
of Richmond, accompanied by professors and a full orchestra.119 The first two concerts
took place at the United Presbyterian Church and raised $1,500 to support the wives and
children of soldiers in the Richmond Volunteers as well as Confederate soldiers from
Maryland.120 In early 1862, DeCoeniel and his ensemble performed two final concerts at
the Second Baptist Church to support regiments from Kentucky and western Virginia.121
In 1863, DeCoeniel premiered his pro-Confederate parlor song, “Our Confederate
National Anthem: God Save the South,” on a concert series given by a Mr. and Mrs.
Sloman, at the Exchange Hotel in Richmond (see Appendix A, pages 242-243).122 It was
announced in the November 6th edition of the Richmond Daily Dispatch that between the
first and second parts of a concert, a soloist and chorus would perform:
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“Our Confederate National Anthem: God Save the South,” …introduced for the
first time, accompanied by the composer, Prof. DeCoeniel.123

DeCoeniel published his composition and sold the work from his residence on
Grace Street.124 Earnest Crehen, located at 146 Main Street in Richmond, lithographed
the parlor song and anthem.125 The cover page for DeCoeniel’s anthem, reads:

OUR
NATIONAL CONFEDERATE
ANTHEM
GOD
SAVE
THE
SOUTH126

The text, authored in 1861 by George Henry Miles under the pseudonym Captain
Earnest Halpin, reads:

God save the South, God save the South,
Her altars and firesides, God save the South!
Now that the war is nigh, now that we arm to die,
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Chanting our battle cry, “Freedom or death!”
Chanting our battle cry, “Freedom or death!”

God be our shield, at home or afield,
Stretch Thine arm over us, strengthen and save.
What tho' they're three to one, forward each sire and son,
Strike till the war is won, strike to the grave!
Strike till the war is won, strike to the grave!

God made the right stronger than might,
Millions would trample us down in their pride.
Lay Thou their legions low, roll back the ruthless foe,
Let the proud spoiler know God's on our side.
Let the proud spoiler know God's on our side.

Hark honor's call, summoning all.
Summoning all of us unto the strife.
Sons of the South, awake! Strike till the brand shall break,
Strike for dear Honor's sake, Freedom and Life!
Strike for dear Honor's sake, Freedom and Life!

Rebels before, our fathers of yore.
Rebel's the righteous name Washington bore.
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Why, then, be ours the same, the name that he snatched from shame,
Making it first in fame, foremost in war.
Making it first in fame, foremost in war.

War to the hilt, theirs be the guilt,
Who fetter the free man to ransom the slave.
Up then, and undismay'd, sheathe not the battle blade,
Till the last foe is laid low in the grave!
Till the last foe is laid low in the grave!

God save the South, God save the South,
Dry the dim eyes that now follow our path.
Still let the light feet rove safe through the orange grove,
Still keep the land we love safe from Thy wrath.
Still keep the land we love safe from Thy wrath.

God save the South, God save the South,
Her altars and firesides, God save the South!
For the great war is nigh, and we will win or die,
Chanting our battle cry, “Freedom or death!”
Chanting our battle cry, “Freedom or death!”127
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DeCoeniel’s composition may have been in reaction to the 1861 version of the
anthem arranged by Charles Wolfgang Amadeus Ellerbrock. Ellerbrock’s version was set
to the popular British tune, “God Save the Queen.”128 In Richmond, local publisher J.W.
Randolph and Company sold Ellerbock’s version of the anthem from his storefront at 121
Main Street, as did P.H. Taylor Publishing at 160 Main Street.129 In comparison,
DeCoeniel’s composition bears its own unique tune. The strophic song is composed in C
major (originally composed in D flat major) in common time at a moderato con grand
spiritoso tempo.130 The work opens with a four-part vocal harmony intended for a chorus.
Generally, the chord progressions transitions between a I – IV – V – I structure on the
strong beats of each measure, following standard Western theoretical development.131
Interspersed between four-part choral sections, a solo vocal melody outlines C major and
A minor scales.132 Briefly, the work transitions to the relative minor key before ending
each strophe with a climactic choral section in C major.133 Overall, the composition is a
heavy, march-like anthem, full of grandeur and density in its voicing.
Sometime in 1863, while DeCoeniel was publishing his own composition, he also
published the parlor song, “T’was Bright but T’was a Dream,” by the anonymous female
composer, A Lady of Richmond.134 Richmond lithographer, Earnest Crehen, lithographed
the composition and the work was sold from DeCoeniel’s residence on Grace Street.135
This publication is the last known contribution of DeCoeniel in the city of Richmond.
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There currently exists no record of DeCoeniel’s life from 1864 to 1870. However, in
1871, DeCoeniel reappears in the State Gazette and Merchants and Farmers Directory
for Maryland, as residing and instructing music at 387 West Fayette Baltimore,
Maryland.136
Though the endeavors of C.T. DeCoeniel after the Civil War remain
undiscovered, the contributions he made to the city of Richmond left a rippling
impression on the lives of its citizens and soldiers. From fundraising for Confederate
troops across state lines, to offering the first formal opportunity for the young women of
Richmond to become music instructors, to publishing the works of the most promising
young female composers, C.T. DeCoeniel dedicated his vocation to enhancing the
cultural life of the city that compelled him to compose a unique version of the proConfederate anthem, “God Save the South.”
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CHAPTER 7
F.W. ROSIER
Fitz William Rosier was the longest established resident composer in Richmond,
Virginia until 1867. Prior to the Civil War, Rosier worked as the organist for St. John’s
Episcopal Church, the Music Director for Presbytery Church, a private music instructor
for prominent Richmond families, composed numerous parlor songs for distribution, and
was a leader in the music community of the city. Amidst the Civil War in 1863, Rosier
began working closely with Richmond publisher Geo. Dunn and Company. The company
published several of Rosier’s parlor songs including, “Virginian Marseillaise,” “My Wife
and Child,” “Christmas and New Year Musical Souvenir,” and “The Alabama.” In
addition, Rosier worked as an arranger of guitar accompaniments for Geo. Dunn and
Company, appearing as a contributor on several of their parlor song publications. Rosier
remained in Richmond until the end of the Civil War after which he relocated to New
York City where he spent the rest of his life.
Fitz William Rosier was born near London, England in 1808.137 Rosier recounts
in the days of his youth, being sent to bed with tales of Napoleon coming to abduct him
in the night if he refused his father’s commands to stay quiet after dark, and reading
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about the Battle of Waterloo to his father from The Times.138 As a young man, Rosier fell
in love with a local church organist, Ann Dunn, but his father disapproved of the romance
and sent him to France for school where he became fluent in the French language.139
Rosier never received any formal music training during this time; rather, his father (an
amateur flutist) gave his son a flute and an instructional book by Wragg for the young
boy to study in his own efforts.140 Rosier was privy to encounters with famous musicians
during his education. In his own words, Rosier described the most influential composer
he encountered during his development and early employment as a lyricist, Carl Maria
von Weber:

“I did know many of them before coming to the United States, but among them all
my most pleasurable reminiscences are those connected with the immortal Carl
Maria von Weber. Our meeting was somewhat romantic. With three other lads, I
used to meet once a week at the rooms of my eldest brother, on the top floor of a
house in Adelphi Terrace, to ‘do’ music. It was next door to the residence of Mr.
Hawes, at that time Master of the Choir Boys of Westminster Abbey, St. Paul’s
and the Chapel Royal in Buckingham Palace. ‘Der Freischutz’ had just been
produced and a new era was dawning on the musical taste of London. One
evening we had been ‘making night hideous’ by playing at Weber’s piano-forte
quartet. A lull in the ‘execution,’ which was doubtless so in more senses of the
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word than one, was interrupted by a gentle tap at the door, and in came the
maestro [Weber], who said he had been listening from his window at the
Hawes’s, and had come to pay us his compliments. As may be supposed, we put
off the completion of the ‘murder’ to a more convenient season; but we listened to
his playing, which was to us a revelation. I had heard the great pianists of the
day…but there was a wild pathos in the style of Weber that seemed to speak at
once from his soul to mine. In after years the same thing was produced by
Chopin. These two were the only really great pianists I ever heard, except in a
concert room…[Weber] saw my enthusiasm, and I used to go often with him to
Covent Garden Theatre during the rehearsals of that king of operas, ‘Oberon,’
the only one the libretto of which is poetry, not merely words. The reminiscence of
my acquaintance with this truly great man is the most interesting of my musical
life; and certainly the proudest is the finding words and rhymes to a work of his,
under his direction called in English, ‘The Praise of Jehovah!’ This was
performed with success at the Musical Festival of Manchester, two or three years
ago, and first published at that time. Though only an amateur, I was allowed to
play in the Requiem Mass at Weber’s funeral in the Roman Catholic Chapel in
Moorfields, London. Seldom has Mozart’s immortal composition been done with
more effect. The best players and singers in London assisted, all of whom were his
admirers and many his friends.”141

After years of being banished in France, his father’s attempt to squash Rosier’s
relationship with Ann Dunn ultimately failed. In 1832 the young Rosier returned to
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England and married Dunn.142 The newlyweds parented two children, but Rosier’s life
took a tragic turn in 1839 when Ann and the children passed away, leaving Rosier a
widower.143
In 1840, Rosier is recognized as the translator for the lieder collection Gems of
German Song published in London, featuring, “Wanderer” by Franz Schubert, and, “All
Is Over” by his late mentor, Carl Maria von Weber.144 By the end of 1840, Rosier had
immigrated to America and settled in New York City, where he would reside until
1845.145 It was also during 1840 that Rosier described a new enthusiasm to the
development of his musicianship, perhaps as a vocational dedication to his late wife who
herself was so accomplished.146 Rosier began his efforts with proficiency on the contrabass, hoping to replace Cassolani as the principal player in the New York Philharmonic
Society.147 Rosier played at a variety of theaters around New York City until he became
Music Director for the inaugural concert of the New York Vocal Society in 1844.148
During his five years in New York City, Rosier composed a multitude of parlor
songs and held several jobs as a music director, instructor, as well as a translator of
French, German, and Italian poetry. In 1841, Rosier appears as the lyricist and translator
for the work, “El jaleo de xeres, or, The evening dance.”149 That same year, he appears as
the composer for the parlor songs, “The Coquette” and, “O, That She Were Here.” In
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1842, the New York Publisher Firth and Hall, released a series of lieder works entitled
Pearls of German Song, which included compositions by Louis Sophr, Franz Schubert,
and Ludwig van Beethoven. Rosier appears in this collection as a translator, arranger, and
composer. He is credited with translating and arranging, “Wake, Wake My Fairest”, and
“The Parting Serenade” by Sophr; “The Rosebud’s Request,” and “The Posthorn” by
Schubert; “Farewell” by Beethoven; and “Thou Art a Lovely Flower” which appears to
be a poetic translation of the Heinrich Heine poem, Du bist wie eine Blume, interpreted
musically by Rosier. Also in 1842, Rosier composed the parlor song, “Oh! Ask Not Why
My Cheek Is Pale,” published in Boston by Henry Prentiss.150 In 1843, Rosier composed,
“Hark, Fairest, Hark! A Serenade” which was released by Firth and Hall.151 In an
interview at the end of his life, Rosier commented to the reporter, “What do you think I
received for each of these songs? Five shillings was all I got for them, and many of them
took days to mold and fashion.”152 Though parlor songs and translations were part of his
income, Rosier made most of his money performing, teaching, and directing.
In his 1844 debut concert with the New York Vocal Society, Rosier included in
the concert the translated German choruses, “True Sword” and, “When Winds Breathe
Soft” by his late friend, Carl Maria von Weber, as well as madrigals by Festa, Wylbye,
Cooke, Marcuzio, and Gibbons, going so far as to arrange a new verse for the Festa
composition, “Down in a Flowery Vale.” Rosier’s poetic addendum was a popular
addition and remained in use up until his passing by concert organizers in New York
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City.153 Rosier recollected about the New York Vocal Society, “There may have been
singing societies in New York before this one was organized, but this is the first one
really deserving of the name vocal society.”154 Ultimately in 1845, a, “fearful attack of
rheumatism” drove Rosier south to Richmond, Virginia where he would spend the next
20 years of his life, unknowingly headed toward the focus of the Confederate cause and
Civil War.155
Sometime in late 1844, Rosier acquired the position of organist at St. John’s
Episcopal Church replacing Edme E. Ulmo, and by 1845 had established himself as a
Richmond resident in Henrico County.156 In the March 17, 1845 edition of The Daily
Dispatch, Rosier is listed as making his first public concert appearance in Richmond,
performing as a cellist and guitarist in a soiree musicale organized by P.H. Taylor,
another prominent Richmond musician at the time.157 The following month, in the April
14, 1845 edition of The Daily Dispatch, Rosier is listed as organizing his own soiree
musicale, featuring Taylor on flute and several local gentlemen amateur musicians.158
This would be the last soiree musicale for the next 15 years. However, during these 15
years, Rosier would develop his reputation as a performer in a variety of Richmond
venues.
Beginning January 19, 1847, Rosier became sought after as a cellist by visiting
musicians to Richmond. On this date, Rosier appeared with visiting guitarist, M.A. Zani
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De Ferranti; on September 27, 1852, he appeared with visiting singers, Anna Wildemann
and Mons. Genisbrel; and on New Year’s Eve of 1855, he appeared with singers, Mara
De Estvan and L. De Lacy.159
In 1852, Rosier was released from a position as Music Director of, “Presbytery
Church” (which may be shorthand for Presbyterian Church). Rosier received a letter from
Presbytery Committee Member, Henry W. Quarly, stating:

“Henry W. Quarly
Richmond, July 4, 1852

Dear Sir,
I write you on behalf of the committee appointed by the joint board of our church
in regard to the matter of music. We are at a great loss to know what to do
about this matter. We need not say to you that the singing on Sabbath afternoon
especially is not what both you and we desire it to be, and we are perfectly aware
that this is not your fault. We believe that you have honestly and faithfully done
your duty in the whole matter and take pleasure in giving you our amplest of
(?) to this effect and our great satisfaction with your fidelity as a leader and
courtesy as a gentleman. Hence we attach no blame to you or indeed to anyone,
for we believe it to be our misfortune rather than the fault of anyone specially,
that things are as we find them. But, candor to you requires us to say that your
hopes and ours as to the creation of a self sustaining choir, which shall be
available for Sabbath mornings, have not been realized, we believe that you have
159
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felt this disappointment as painfully as we have and hence we desire you to know
that we attach no blame whatever to you. You have done all that any man could
do. But we feel that it is not justice to you or to ourselves to have things continue
in this posture. It is injustice to you, because you standing as a musician cannot
but be (?) with this unsuccessful state of (?), over which you really have no
control. It is injustice to ourselves because in the heavy drafts that are made upon
our finances at present we cannot afford to pay $200 per annum (?) we see some
decided prospect of permanent improvement now as our main purpose in
obtaining your services is (?) by the difficulty of getting the choir together to
practice and your consequent inability to instruct them in the (?) if music we can
scarcely see our way clear to renew our engagement with you at present. We
whoever desire this termination not to be (?) by you in a final one. When we enter
the new church we shall desire a reorganization of the whole matter and should
you then feel willing to grant us your service we may desire again to resume then
- we may desire it sooner – but we think it best that under existing circumstances
we should not impose upon you a task which we are persuaded most at time be an
(?) one nor a burden on our treasury for the present which we are only able
to meet with some difficulty. We hope my dear sir that you will appreciate our
movement, as we are acting for others and using the funds of others and hence
feel that ore care and delicacy are required in this than if the suggestion to us
about this whole matter we would feel greatly obliged to you, for at present we
are greatly in the dark.
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Hoping that whether our relations be renewed sooner or later or even not at all,
that our future intercourse may be as pleasant as our past.

I remain on behalf of the committee
Very Respectfully Yours,

Henry W. Quarly”160

Rosier responded several days later:

“1852 Presbytery Church Music and
Richmond 6 July, 1852

Dear Sir,

In reply to yours of the 4th, I (?) with reference to the Church Music and my
leadership, may I beg you to convey to the members of the Committee the
expressions of my sincere gratification as the assurance that they believe me to
have honestly and faithfully done my duty: conscious of having endeavored to
perform is in my difficult position it is pleasing to me to know that my labours
have been appreciated and that no blame attaches to me, although the Music on
Sunday afternoons has not always been such as I might have desired.
160
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There is no reason to complain of the efficiency of the choir: when all the
members have been present, our music has been as good as I could possibly
expect from amateurs, but when as was the case last Sunday afternoon I have
found myself with no ladies, and but a few gentlemen too timid to sing by
themselves certainly the music has not been worth $200. (?) to you, though
my own anxiety of mind and exertions have made it worth infinitely more to
myself.

I wish it were in my power to suggest to the committee any plan of improvement
but you will readily perceive that could I have thought of any I should gladly have
availed myself of it long ago.

I shall take leave of the members of the choir with much personal regret; for
deriving all my intercourse with them, their amicable conduct has won my sincere
esteem.

Permit me to request you to bear my respectful farewell to the Committee and
wish acknowledgements for the friendly (?) with which you on their behalf have
discharged your duty to me, allow me to reciprocate the wish that our future
intercourse may be as pleasant as our past.
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I remain very respectfully yours,
F.W.R.”161

In 1853, Rosier composed his first parlor song published in Richmond. His
colleague P.H. Taylor, whose printing station was located at, “160 Main Street Opposite
the Banks,” published Rosier’s composition, “The Snow.”162 The work was dedicated to
Rosier’s pupil, Miss Julia Gertrude Gardner, utilizing text by the Irish poet, Samuel
Lover.163 In 1855, Rosier is documented as helping to establish the first Freemason
Lodge of Henrico County, Henrico Union Lodge.164 Rosier ceremoniously donated a
bible to the lodge on October 19th and took part in the raising of funds over the next five
years to build Lodge Hall on Union Hill, which finished construction in 1860.165
In 1856, Rosier instructed the young Sallie Lambert, of the same Lambert/Strobia
family lineage whose patronage supported A Lady of Richmond and Edgar Allan Poe.
Sallie wrote to Rosier:

“Richmond Nov. 14 1856
Mr. Rosier

Dear Sir,
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I scarcely know how to address you, although I am glad of an opportunity of
impressing my feelings of gratitude for the deep interest you have taken in my
sister and myself… Well, I have a friend that’s (?) closer than a brother, one who
has promised to be a father to the fatherless.

Oh thou who feed of the raven’s nest
Confirm once more thy promise blest
The fatherless are mine...
[Death of the Emigrant, Sigourney]

Respectfully your pupil

Sallie Lambert”166

Sallie described in her letter to Rosier a deep unease since the death of her father
(which took place in 1853) and the lack of confidence she presently held in her brother,
David, to provide for her and her sister, Caroline. At the time of this letter, Sallie and her
siblings would have been in their later teenage years to mid-twenties. General William
Lambert, Sallie’s father, was Mayor of Richmond, an active Freemason, and buried at St.
John’s Episcopal Church where he was a congregation member.167 These commonalities
may be how Rosier came to know and tutor the influential Lambert family.
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On June 7, 1860, Rosier appeared as a violist on the first and sole concert of the
Richmond Academy of Music, held at the Hall of Mechanics’ Institute.168 The concert
was held to benefit the orphan children of Richmond. Also appearing at the concert was
the renowned composer John Hill Hewitt (appearing misspelled as Jo. H. Hewett), who
would become a prominent figure in the city in the years to come.169 Rosier’s greater
involvement with the Richmond Academy of Music is unclear and it may be that the start
of the Civil War caused the institution to fail. Later that year, in The Dispatch’s
publication on November 22, Rosier is credited as the organizer of the first soiree
musicale in 15 years to celebrate the arrival of two new musicians (English immigrant
F.N. Crouch and John Metz), just as Taylor had celebrated Rosier in 1845.170
Prior to the onset of the secessionist movement in December of 1860, Rosier was
revealed in the United States census as an in-home instructor for the children (ages 7 and
under) of the lawyer C. Griswald of Henrico County.171 Griswald’s estimated net fortune
was $16,000, which aided in additionally supporting an in-home doctor and the wives of
each male tenant (except Rosier, who would not remarry until 1876).172
By April of 1861, the Civil War was underway in South Carolina and Richmond
became home of the Confederate Capitol the following month. Anticipating an escalation
of the war, Rosier’s Freemason lodge was called upon by the Confederate government to
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forfeit its new building on Union Hill so the hall could be transformed into a wartime
hospital.173
Beginning in 1861, Rosier appeared on a series of benefit concerts as his
contribution to the war effort. In The Dispatch’s publication on September 25, 1861,
Rosier is listed as the organizer and musical director for a concert to benefit the sick and
wounded Confederate soldiers at St. Charles Hospital.174 Held at Metropolitan Hall, the
concert opened with the pro-Confederate parlor song:

‘God Will Defend the Right.’
Dedicated to the defenders of Southern soil, by a young lady of Virginia,
(Specifying Richmond on the official publication by Blackmar and Brothers),
Lady Amateur (pupil of Mr. Rosier) and chorus.175

Encouraged by the finishing schools for young women, it is possible that Rosier’s
anonymous female student was one of the composers who contributed to the pseudonym,
A Lady of Richmond. Additionally, the concert featured works by Schubert, Mozart,
Arne, Weber, and a parlor ballad, “Kathleen Mavoureen” composed by F.N. Crouch in
1842.176
In The Dispatch’s publication on October 24, 1861, Rosier appeared on another
Confederate benefit concert for the First Maryland Regiment, held at the African Church,
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overseen by Mrs. President Jefferson Davis and Brigadier General Winder.177 During the
second half of the concert, what we can assume is Rosier’s pupil, the Lady Amateur from
the previous month’s concert, performed the patriotic parlor song, “God Will Defend the
Right” followed by the maestro himself, performing, “Oh, Would I Were a Boy Again”
with a Gentleman Amateur.178 Also listed on the concert was John Hill Hewitt, once
again sharing the stage with Rosier, presenting his own patriotic parlor songs and
chorales.179 The Dispatch praised Rosier and his colleague Crouch for, “The manner in
which they presided over the affair.”180
After a performing absence in 1862, a series of events in the city of Richmond
may have stirred Rosier into action the following year. During the harvest of 1862 and
into 1863, the Confederate capital was plagued with famine, inflation and disparity in
income, drought, and a lack of salt for food preservation and general supplies due to the
Union blockade.181 Confederate President Jefferson Davis was seen as oblivious to the
sufferings of the people and the result was the Richmond Bread Riot on April 2, 1863.
Over 1,000 starving and impoverished women and boys gathered on Capitol Square in
silence. With axes, knives, and other weapons in hand, they began chanting, “Bread or
blood.” The mob began looting government warehouses and local businesses for food,
jewelry, clothing and more.182 Jefferson Davis climbed atop a wagon and confronted the
crowd. He threw his own money to the poor women and children, declaring if they did
177
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not disperse the Public Guard would be rallied and instructed to open fire on the crowd.
The mob disbanded, but the message had been sent; the Confederate government issued
rations to starving citizens in the days to follow.183
In The Dispatch’s publication on October 22, 1863, Rosier is listed in his final
charity concert, performed to benefit, “The poor and soldier’s families, under the
direction of the Army Committee of the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA),
given at the African Church.”184 Rosier appeared in the duet, “Oh, Maiden Fair” with a
Miss Dale, and as a cellist in the Haydn quartet, “Hymn for the Emperor.”185
By 1863, George Dunn had opened his lithographing business, Geo. Dunn and
Company, and Rosier began appearing as a contributor or composer on many published
parlor songs. That year, Rosier composed two pro-Confederate parlor songs and a
collection of Christmas parlor songs for distribution. Rosier’s first parlor song of the
Civil War may have been, “Virginian Marseillaise,” (see Appendix A, page 244) of
which the cover page reads:
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VIRGINIAN
MARSEILLAISE
COMPOSED AND ARRANGED
For The
VOICE & PIANO FORTE
BY
F.W. ROSIER
RICHMOND
VA186

There is no month of publication designated on the composition, however George
Dunn’s lithographed illustration on the cover of the song conspicuously uses the
“Stainless Banner” version of the Confederate flag adopted by the rebel government on
May 1, 1863.187 It may be that the lithographer and composer created this work to
celebrate and inform the public of the flag’s coronation. A review for the composition
appeared in The Daily Dispatch on June 27, 1863, stating:

Virginian Marseillaise, composed and arranged for piano-forte by F.W. Rosier.
Published by Geo. Dunn and Company--This spirited song is very handsomely
lithographed and printed by the publishers [Geo. Dunn and Company]. The music
follows the genuine French air. The publishers, we learn, have in course of
186
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preparation some reprints of very good songs, which have stood the test of
criticism, and must live through ages, a healthy, variation upon the mass of
musical publications of the day.188

The pro-Confederate, pro-Virginia anthem, “Virginian Marseillaise” is an
adaptation of the French National Anthem. One might have expected this of Rosier, who
was immersed in French culture and had recently released the first French instructional
book in the South since the onset of the Civil War, through Geo. Dunn and Company
(Complete Grammar of the French Language, 1863).189 “Virginia Marseillaise” is a
strophic anthem composed in G major and set in common time. It is a replication of
various interpretations of the French air, “La Marseillaise” originally composed by
Claude Joseph Rouget de Lisle in 1792. The tempo is marked as risoluto and the work’s
piano accompaniment generally has a triumphant character using some dotted rhythms
and quarter note patterns on strong beats, utilizing a homophonic texture. The text for,
“Virginia Marseillaise” authored by Rosier, reads:

Virginia hears the dreadful summons,
Sounding hoarsely from afar;
On her sons she calls,
And calmly bids them now prepare for war,
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With manly hearts and hands to aid her,
She cares not how her foeman swarm,
She bares her bosom to the storm;
While she laughs to scorn to proud invader
To arms! Brothers dear; gird on the trenchant brand!
Strike home! Strike home! No craven fear!
For home and native land!

Shall the sons of Old Virginia,
Prove unworthy of their sires;
No! They’ll show the haughty foeman,
That in fight, she “never tires,”
That in fight, she “never tires.”
With fav’ring Heaven to befriend her,
To whom alone she bends the knee;
‘Til ev’ry goot of soil is free,
She her sacred cause will ne’er surrender.
To arms! Brothers dear; gird on the trenchant brand!
Strike home! Strike home! No craven fear!
For home and native land!

A ray of never dying glory,
Shall Virginia’s brows o’er spread,
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Men unborn shall tell the story,
How their fathers fought and bled;
How their fathers fought and bled.
While fairest hands their wounds were tending,
And brightest eyes the dead bewailed;
How not a noble bosom quailed,
E’en to die, their native land defending.
To arms! Brothers dear; gird on the trenchant brand!
Strike home! Strike home! No craven fear!
For home and native land!190

Rosier’s second pro-Confederate parlor song of the Civil War was likely, “My
Wife and Child,” lithographed by Geo. Dunn and Company (see Appendix A, page
245).191 The cover page for Rosier’s song, reads:

MY
WIFE AND CHILD
SONG.
POETRY BY THE LATE LAMENTED HERO
GENERAL
STONEWALL JACKSON
MUSIC BY F.W. ROSIER192
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Rosier’s timely piece likely comes after the passing of General Stonewall
Jackson. General Jackson died from complications ensued by his wounds via friendly fire
at the battle of Chancellorsville, Virginia on May 10, 1863. One can assume it was
sometime shortly after this date, perhaps within the same month, that Rosier’s second
song of the war was published. However, Rosier’s dedication was incorrect; General
Jackson was not the author of the poem he used. A year prior to Rosier’s publication,
General Jackson sent a letter correcting the misidentification in response to an admirer
who asked about the poem. His letter was later published as a retraction on December 6,
1862, in the Richmond Enquirer, but it seems the correction went unseen by Rosier.193
General Jackson wrote:

Gordonsville Pike, November 27th, 1862

Dear Madam:

In answer to your letter of the 20th, which has just been received, I am happy to
inform you that I am not the author of the beautiful lines entitled, “My Wife and
Child” of which you enclose a printed copy. The poem was written by Hon. John
(Roots) Jackson of Alabama, who was a field officer in one of the Southern
regiments during the Mexican War and one of the noblest sons of the South.
During a great war Generals often great (?) credit for many acts, which they do
not perform, and this is not the first time I have been inadvertently complimented
192
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by the press. I have never written anything for publication, would always rather
read than write. I am a plain practical soldier, with an ambition to demonstrate
the great problems of the war and save my country.
I am madam, your humble servant,

T.J. Jackson

Maj. Gen. C.S.P.A.194

“My Wife and Child” is a strophic song composed in B flat major, set in common
time. The tempo is marked as maziale [sic] ma con expressione. The broad harmonic
outline revolves around I – IV – V – I as would be expected for amateur players. The
piano accompaniment’s rhythmic structure is at its most complex in the opening and
closing ritornelli, which uses 16th note subdivisions and triplets, switching to a
homophonic quarter note pattern with the entrance of the vocal melody. It was likely
expected that the singer would be self-accompanying, and this total simplicity would be
ideal for a student or amateur.
The text for, “My Wife and Child” reads:

The tattoo beats; the lights are gone;
The camp around in slumber lies;
The night with solemn pace moves on
The shadows thicken o’er the skies;
194
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But sleep my weary eyes hath flown,
And sad, uneasy thoughts arise.

I think of thee, oh! Dearest one!
Whose love my early life hath blest;
Of thee and him – our baby son –
Who slumbers on thy gentle breast;
God of the tender, frail and lone,
Oh! Guard that little sleeper’s rest!

Wherever fate those forms may throw,
Loved with a passion almost wild –
By day, by night – in joy or woe –
By fears oppressed, or hopes beguiled –
From every danger, every foe,
O God! Protect my wife and child!195

By Christmas of 1863, Rosier and Geo. Dunn Company published a collection of
parlor songs entitled Christmas and New Year Musical Souvenir (see Appendix A, page
246).196 The stunningly lithographed cover of the collection, states:
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CHRISTMAS
AND
NEW YEAR
MUSICAL SOUVENIR
3 NEW SONGS
“FAIRIES HAVE BROKEN THEIR WANDS” THOMAS HOOD
THE LOVER’S WISH F.W. ROSIER
“I KNOW A MAIDEN FAIR TO SEE” LONGFELLOW
MUSIC BY F.W.R.197
The collection contained three songs with texts by Thomas Hood, Rosier, and
Longfellow.198 The collection came at the end of a difficult year in the Confederate
capital. The bloodiest conflict of the Civil War, The Battle of Gettysburg, had solidified a
turning point for the Southern cause. By this time, the public was weary of the war’s
staggering casualties and Rosier may have composed these songs to capitalize on the
people’s need for distraction.
The first song in the collection Christmas and New Year Musical Souvenir, is,
“Fairies Have Broken Their Wands.”199 The text’s author is English poet, Thomas Hood,
though neither the first verse of song, nor the title, appear in The Poetical Works
collection by Hood.200 It may be that Rosier authored the additional first verse of the
song, much like his addition to the Festa madrigal in 1844. The song is composed in C
major, though it uses a variety of secondary chords in the opening measures, metered in
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6/8-time, and set at an allegretto tempo.201 The piano accompaniment is slightly more
intricate than his previous compositions. Secondary chords are used more frequently
under the vocal melody, appearing homophonically, as well as in a misty arpeggiation,
while the left hand of the piano often stretches as much as an octave. The rhythmic
pattern is disparate and syncopated at times, under a somewhat leaping though legato
vocal line, giving the work a galloping feel. The text for the song reads:

A path on a mountain side,
When the sun first gilds the deep,
And merrily will we ride,
While the drowsy world’s asleep.
Our fairy courses shall seem to fly,
As o’er the ground we go,
Till wood and plain and see and sky,
Are lost in the mist below:
The matinal lark shall respond
To the bee as he sips the flower;
But I have no fairy wand,
And wishing hath lost its power.

A lake and fairy boat,
To sail on the moonbeam clear;
And merrily will we float
201
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From the dragons that watch us here.
Thy gown shall be of the snow-white silk
And strings of the orient pearls,
Like summer gossamer dripp’d in milk,
Shall twine in thy raven curls.
Red rubies shall deck thy hands,
And diamonds be thy dower;
But fairies have broken their wands,
And wishing hath lost its power.202

The second song of the collection is, “The Lover’s Wish” which was authored and
composed by Rosier.203 The song is composed in B flat major, set in a 3/8-time signature
at a con grazie tempo, and uses some of the same accompaniment patterns and techniques
as the previous song.204 The opening micro-ritornello outlines an arpeggiated melody that
is passed to the vocal line to develop. The accompaniment then takes on the same
rhythmic style of, “The Fairies Have Broken Their Wands” as if the work were composed
in a 6/8-time signature. The accompaniment emphasizes beats 1 and 3, giving another
galloping feel, though somewhat elongated in comparison to the previous song.205 The
text reads:

Oh! That I were a bird in the air, My love,
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Sporting about on its pinions so free;
I’d fly from earth with its woe and its care, My love,
I’d fly to Heaven, for I’d fly to thee

Music’s sweet notes at dawning of day, My love,
Should to thine ear my first offering be;
Still would I hover at evening’s decay, My love,
Singing untiring love-songs to thee.

Then would I see my haven of rest, My love,
Bidding adieu to all sorrow and pain;
There in thy heart would I make my own nest, My love,
Never to part from thee, dearest, again.206

The final song of Christmas and New Year Musical Souvenir is, “I Know A
Maiden Fair To See” with text by an author known only as, Longfellow.207 The song is
composed in G major and set in 3/8 time signature at a con espressione tempo.208 The
opening accompaniment immediately sets up the same rhythmic pattern as the previous
two songs, with emphases on beats 1 and 3, creating a syncopated galloping feel as if the
piece were in a 6/8 time signature. Secondary chords are more sparsely used in the piano
accompaniment and the vocal melody’s comparatively raised tessitura sits as high as a
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G5 above the treble clef, which is the peak written note in the set, giving the work a
conclusive feeling when performed as a whole.209 The text for the parlor song reads:

I know a maiden fair to see: Take care!
She can both false and friendly be. Beware! Beware!
Trust her not, she’s fooling thee.
Trust her not, she’s fooling thee.

She has two eyes so soft and brown: Take care!
Gives a side glance, and then looks down. Beware! Beware!
Trust her not, she’s fooling thee.
Trust her not, she’s fooling thee.

And she has hair of raven hue: Take care!
And what she says, it is not true. Beware! Beware!
Trust her not, she’s fooling thee.
Trust her not, she’s fooling thee.

She gives thee a garland passing fair: Take care!
‘Tis a fool’s cap for thee to wear. Beware! Beware!
Trust her not, she’s fooling thee.
Trust her not, she’s fooling thee.210
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On June 19, 1864, the defeat of the Confederate Navy inspired Rosier’s final
composition of the Civil War, “The Alabama” (see Appendix A, page 247). The
Confederate ship CSS Alabama, was a screw sloop-of-war built and launched in secrecy
by John Laird Sons and Company in 1862 near Liverpool, England.211 Beginning in
1863, the CSS Alabama sailed all over the eastern Atlantic raiding Northern merchant
supply ships. The ship then sailed South to combat the Union blockade around the
Southern coast.212
Off the coast of Texas, the CSS Alabama sunk its first Union Naval Ship, the USS
Hatteras.213 The CSS Alabama continued its assignment to raid Union ships and disrupt
supply lines, venturing as far as the coast of South America and the Cape of Good Hope
in South Africa.214 Over the course of seven expeditionary raids, the CSS Alabama
boarded almost 450 vessels, captured or burned 65 Union merchant ships, and took more
than 2,000 prisoners without any casualties. The ship had obtained a reputation among
the Union Navy as an elusive raider and was a source of pride for the Confederate
cause.215
In June of 1864, the CSS Alabama docked in Cherbourg, France for repairs when
the USS Kearsarge trapped the ship in the harbor.216 After eight days of being ensnared,
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Captain Semmes of the CSS Alabama sailed out and confronted the USS Kearsarge.
After firing 370 rounds, the CSS Alabama was outmaneuvered and sunk by the USS
Kearsarge.217 Of the 170-man crew on the Alabama, 19 sailors were killed or drowned
and 21 were wounded.218 The nearby British steam yacht, Deerhound, rescued Captain
Semmes and 41 of his men, while the Kearsarge took prisoner the remainder of the
crew.219
After the naval defeat, Rosier composed a pro-Confederate parlor song honoring
the crew of CSS Alabama. The dedication on the cover of Rosier’s composition reads:

Nautical Song
With piano-forte accompaniment
The Alabama
Respectfully dedicated to the gallant Captain Semmes
His officers and crew
And to the officers and seamen of the C.S. Navy220

Rosier used poetry by an E. King, who is acknowledged as being the author of The Naval
Songs of the South on the cover.221 The parlor song was lithographed and distributed by
Geo. Dunn and Company.222
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“The Alabama” is composed in F major and set in common time with a pomposo
tempo marking.223 In a true sea shanty style, the work is written for a solo voice, using a
moderate tessitura, and male chorus (Tenor I, Tenor II, and Bass).224 Traditionally, sea
shanties were sung while performing various tasks and Rosier captures that laborious
sentiment through a consistent quarter note rhythmic pattern accompanying the solo.
Additionally, Rosier uses almost no accidentals, employing varying standard
progressions of I – IV – V – I for most of the song.225 With the entrance of the chorus, the
accompaniment becomes more varied between half note and dotted rhythm chords;
highlighting the homophonic three-part harmony in the voices.226 The text for the song
reads:

The wind blows off yon rocky shore,
Boys! Set your sails all free;
And soon our booming cannon’s roar
Shall ring out merrily.
Run up your bunting taught a peak,
And swear, lads, to defend her;
‘Gainst every foe, where’er we go,
Our motto, “No Surrender!”

Then sling the bowl, drink every soul,
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A toast to Alabama;
Whate’er our lot, through stern or shot,
Here’s success to the Alabama!

Our country calls all hands to arms,
We hear but to obey;
Nor shall home’s most endearing charms
Steal one weak thought away.
Our saucy craft shall roam the deep,
We’ve sworn, lads, to defend her;
Trim, taught and tight, we’ll brave the fight,
Our motto, “No Surrender!”

Then sling the bowl, drink every soul,
A toast to Alabama;
Whate’er our lot, through stern or shot,
Here’s success to the Alabama!

Our home is on the mountain wave,
Our flag floats proudly free;
No boasting despot, tyrant, knave,
Shall crush fair Liberty.
Firmly we’ll aid her glorious cause,
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We’ll die, boys, to defend her;
We’ll brave the foe, where’er we go,
Our motto, “No Surrender!”

Then sling the bowl, drink every soul,
A toast to Alabama;
Whate’er our lot, through stern or shot,
Here’s success to the Alabama!

Boys! If perchance it may befall,
When storm of battle raves,
By shot or shell our noble hull
Shall sink beneath the waves,
Yet while a plank to us is left
To death we will defend her;
Facing the foe, down, down we’ll go,
But still cry, “No Surrender!”

Then sling the bowl, drink every soul,
A toast to Alabama;
Whate’er our lot, through stern or shot,
Here’s success to the Alabama!227
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At various times during 1864, Rosier appears as an arranger of guitar
accompaniments for a variety of parlor songs published by Geo. Dunn and Company.
Rosier made arrangements for, “The Murmur of the Shell”, “Her Bright Smile Haunts Me
Still”, “Annie of the Vale”, “Mary of Argyle”, “The Standard Bearer”, “When This Cruel
War Is Over” and, “They Told Me Not to Love Him.” Rosier’s arrangements typically
appeared on the last page of the compositions, separate from the piano/vocal
accompaniment. Often, Rosier was not given credit as a contributor on the front cover,
though there were exceptions, such as, “Her Bright Smile Haunts Me Still.”228
On December 20, 1864 Rosier appeared on the program for a, “Grand Vocal
Concert,” advertised in The Daily Dispatch.229 A new performer, Miss Blanche
Middleton, and the recently furloughed F.N. Crouch, performed a, “Grand Vocal
Concert” and opened with the pro-Confederate parlor song and chorus, “God Will
Defend The Right.”230 As mentioned in chapter 5, the program recognizes Rosier as the
composer for the work, not A Lady of Richmond, as the inscription reads on the
published version of the parlor song.231
In February of 1865, Rosier published an ad in The Daily Dispatch, indicating he
had taken a brief hiatus from music instruction, but was ready to return to work and seek
new students.232 His return to teaching was short lived, as Richmond succumbed to fire
and Union forces on April 2, 1865. It is unclear if Rosier evacuated the city during its
fall, but he remained a resident of the city after the war.
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In 1867, Rosier reappeared as a commissioner in one of Richmond’s first postwar elections. Though Rosier was specifically directed to collect white votes, he
participated in a historic process that counted the first votes cast by the recently
emancipated African American population.233 This act of civic duty was his last major
contribution to the city of Richmond, though the relationships he established there would
continue in the years to come.
For decades, Rosier had chosen the life of a bachelor after the death of his first
wife. This changed in the post-war years. Rosier began corresponding with one of his
former Richmond students, Sarah Catherine Walthall, in 1866 after she departed to study
at the Hollins Institute (today called Hollins University) in Roanoke, Virginia.234
Sometime shortly after their initial letters, Rosier returned to New York City, but the two
continued a friendly communication, keeping track of each other’s lives and progresses.
However, their letters turned romantic on August 29, 1876, when Rosier endearingly
professed his feelings, stating:

I carry [your letter] in an inside pocket of my vest on the left side and
don’t feel too flattered when I say my old silly heart beats against it
‘nineteen to the dozen’ whenever I think of you, which is just about all the
time. And don’t be angry either that I should tell you of it. Is it my faulty [sic]
that I continue and shall ever continue to look upon you as the best,
kindest and dearest friend I ever had? And is there any thing wrong, if I
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tell you how much I love you when, as you know, it can only be as ‘the
moth adores the star?235

Sarah accepted the courtship when she insisted Rosier begin calling her by her
nickname, Katie. The two wrote secret love letters for years, and Sarah would often
remove sections of the notes to keep their relationship undisclosed. After more than a
decade of courtship by mail, the two married on June 20, 1880.236 Sadly, their new life
together arrived on the cusp of Rosier’s death in 1882. Rosier’s final decades were spent
translating and contributing to parlor and European art songs published within New York
City.237 Since his death, Rosier’s works or contributions have been recorded and
recognized by famous singers John McCormick and Enrico Caruso.
Fitz William Rosier was an enduring composer, one who strove to enhance
America’s musical culture under the most difficult of circumstances. Both North and
South benefited from his diligent efforts. For all his triumphs, the interviewer of Rosier at
the end of his life described the composer as a modest man, saying:

He is, as he always has been, a poor man, but one to whom enough is content;
but it is to such as he, and to him most of all, that there is today a cultured, musicloving public in America – a class which did not exist forty years ago… and of
him it may perhaps be said, as was sung of the silver swan at the first concert of
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the New York Vocal Society, in 1844, “… Farewell all joys, oh! Death, come
close my eyes; More geese than swans now live, more fools than wise.”238
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SECTION 3
THE NEW RICHMOND THEATRE COMPOSERS 1861 – 1865
The New Richmond Theatre Composers are defined as those figures that lived
and worked as musicians in Richmond during the Civil War and maintained a
professional relationship with the theater. These composers often moved to Richmond at
the onset of the Civil War to entertain the new Confederate political class that had
established themselves in the city. By the war’s end, many of the musicians had moved
farther south to seek other opportunities. The Richmond Theatre, located on the corner of
7th and Broad Streets, opened on November 2, 1861. After a devastating fire in 1862, the
theatre troupe briefly relocated to Franklin Hall and Trinity Church as The Richmond
Varieties, and then reopened in its original location in 1863 as The New Richmond
Theatre. During the years of the Confederacy, The New Richmond Theatre was one of
the most successful in the South, due in part to its specialty of pro-Confederate repertoire.
Unfortunately, the theater competed with encroaching cannon fire in the distance and its
repertoire declined with the rest of the Confederacy.
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CHAPTER 8
CAPTAIN G.W. ALEXANDER
In 1862, Captain George Washington Alexander, a Confederate war hero, was
assigned as provost of the infamous Richmond prison, Castle Thunder. During this time,
Alexander authored the play The Virginia Cavalier, which premiered at The New
Richmond Theatre in March of 1863. More of a playwright than a composer, the most
favored air of the Alexander’s play was, “The Southern Soldier Boy”, which was a
setting of pro-Confederate text to the traditional melody of, “The Boy with the Auburn
Hair.” Alexander’s setting of the air was so admired by Richmond audiences that Geo.
Dunn and Company published the work as a parlor song. Alexander’s play was
performed at The New Richmond Theatre through 1864, until he was reassigned by the
Confederate government to Charlotte, North Carolina under suspicion of prisoner
maltreatment. At the time, it was believed by critics that Alexander anonymously
authored multiple dramas, which likely contained other musical settings of his poetry.
However, this cannot be confirmed due to the ambiguity of existing materials or lack of
facsimile manuscripts and sheet music.
Little is known about Alexander’s formative years. According to his obituary,
George Washington Alexander was born in Francesville, Pennsylvania (now part of
Philadelphia), in 1831. Contrary to the aforementioned article, Alexander’s tombstone
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reads a birth year of 1829.239 During the 1880 census, Alexander reported he was the son
of Scottish immigrants.240 Alexander’s journey toward Richmond began in 1848, when
he joined the United States Navy. By 1855, Alexander had advanced through the ranks of
Third, Second, and First Assistant Engineer. At some point during his travels with the
United States Navy, Alexander was temporarily stationed in Portsmouth, Virginia, where
he married a local woman, Miss Susanna S. Ashby.241
Alexander traveled the world during his tenure with the U.S. Navy. Most notable,
was Alexander’s time spent aboard the USS Mississippi between 1848 and 1855. During
his final year on the vessel, President Millard Fillmore dispatched Alexander’s ship to
Edo Bay, Japan.242
The USS Mississippi, a side-wheel steamer, was built in Philadelphia between
1839 and 1841. It was the first of ship of its kind capable of ocean travel across the
hemispheres. Under the command of Commodore Matthew C. Perry, the mission was the
first in America’s efforts to open up trade routes with Japan. In 1863, the iconic ship was
destroyed at Port Hudson on the Mississippi River, likely a casualty of Confederate
repellant fire during the siege of the port.243
Between 1856 and 1859, Alexander was reassigned to the USS Susquehanna and
the USS Fulton, which took him on voyages to the Mediterranean and Caribbean,
respectively. From 1860 to 1861, Alexander awaited orders for his next voyage from the
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U.S. Navy.244 However by 1861, the secessionist movement had spread to half-a-dozen
Southern states. Likely foreseeing the war to come, Alexander resigned from the United
States Navy on April 5, 1861, only one week prior to the Confederate assault on Fort
Sumter, South Carolina.245
On June 15, 1861, Alexander and a crew of Maryland men made their way to
Richmond, Virginia to offer their services to the Confederate Navy. During their meeting,
Virginia Governor John Letcher asked Alexander to lead his men on an expedition to
reclaim the small island of Sombrero in the West Indies, which contained stockpiles of
guano fertilizer for Southern plantations and had been captured by a group of New
Yorkers.246 Alexander’s maiden voyage with the Confederate Navy was met with
catastrophe as his vessel was shipwrecked in a storm off Point Lookout, Virginia.
However, it was there that Alexander, and his group of Marylanders was given safe
haven by the Thomas Family, and Alexander struck a friendship with the adventurer and
wanderer, Richard Thomas. Thomas was a West Point attendee who left school to travel
to the Far East and Italy. During his travels, Thomas was involved in naval campaigns
against Chinese pirates and fought in the war for Italian independence.247 Alexander’s
friendship with the seasoned sailor would ultimately lead to his greatest naval adventures
and confirm his fame in Richmond as a Confederate hero in the early years of the Civil
War.
After their first debacle, Alexander, Thomas, and the Maryland crew returned to
Richmond to present Governor Letcher with a new plan: to capture Union ships in the
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Chesapeake Bay outside of Baltimore Harbor. Letcher approved and granted the men
money for rifles, pistols, and a declaration permitting the crew any required Confederate
military support.248 Alexander and the crew made their way to the Chesapeake Bay and
put their plan into action.
On June 28, 1861, Alexander, Thomas, and his crew of Marylanders disguised
themselves and boarded the Union steamship St. Nicholas. Thomas went so far as to
impersonate a French woman and go by the alias, “Madame LaForce.”249 The men pulled
their weapons on the St. Nicholas crew and commandeered the ship without a struggle.
Alexander and his men used the steamship to capture three more vessels, all of which
were carrying coal, ice, coffee and more valued at $400,000.250 Alexander and his men
dispersed the goods to the Confederate government, who in turn sold them to citizens in
Fredericksburg, and Richmond, Virginia that were suffering shortages from the Union
blockades. As a result, Alexander became famous as a Confederate hero to the citizens of
Virginia, and infamous as a Confederate pirate to the merchants and United States
government in the North.251
In July of 1861, Alexander, Thomas, and his crew of Marylanders set out on a
second pirating expedition. Alexander and his men captured the Georgeanna, while
Thomas attempted to capture the Mary Washington in disguise once again as Madame
LaForce. However, the crew of the Mary Washington recognized Thomas, and the
captain set a course toward Fort McHenry where he was captured by Federal troops.252
Unaware of Thomas’ imprisonment, Alexander and his crew continued their expedition
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and captured the Arrow. After docking the ships, Alexander learned through Union
newspapers that Thomas had been apprehended. Realizing their plan was foiled,
Alexander attempted to lead his men to safety across the Virginia border. However, while
onshore, one of Alexander’s men was recognized by a local relative who alerted the
authorities. The next evening, the Dorchester Guards at Cambridge, Maryland captured
the crew. Alexander was transported to Fort McHenry, where he reunited with
Thomas.253
Alexander and Thomas were rowdy prisoners while at Fort McHenry. The two
assaulted a guard and were sent to solitary confinement for six weeks.254 Once released, it
was only a matter of days before Alexander managed to escape Fort McHenry, the first
documented case of a Confederate prisoner doing so during the Civil War. Alexander’s
wife, Susanna Ashby Alexander, concealed a union uniform, harbor map, and life
preserver beneath her hoop skirt on a visit to the prison. The following night, though his
wife begged him to suspend his plan until she could visit him one final time, Alexander
donned the Federal uniform and made his escape while Thomas distracted the guard.
When the guard’s attention returned to Alexander’s direction, the escapee saluted him as
they passed one another in the hall and the prisoner went unidentified. Alexander then
made his way up to Fort McHenry’s ramparts, those famous structures described in the
Star Spangled Banner, and leapt down to his freedom, injuring his right ankle and
shoulder in the jump.255 In an interview, Alexander claimed the guards shot at him as he
flew through the air into the river, though accounts of the escape vary.256 An injured
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Alexander crawled into the river, evaded the guards, and inflated the life preserver
brought to him by his wife.
On September 7, 1861, Alexander swam across the frigid harbor waters and
entered the city of Baltimore near modern day Riverside Park.257 A reluctant Good
Samaritan then transported Alexander, who was concealed in the back of his buggy
underneath his three daughters’ large hoop skirts. Confederate sympathizers in Baltimore
harbored Alexander until he could be moved across the border to Virginia.258 Alexander
and his escort managed to reach the Potomac River, then waited on the river shores as a
federal gunship passed by on patrol, after which Alexander crossed to the safety of
Confederate territory.259 Federal authorities learned of Alexander’s escape and made
improvements to Fort McHenry’s security. The Federal Government offered a reward of
$10,000 for Alexander’s capture, however the escapee safely arrived in Richmond on
October 2, 1861.260 Unfortunately for his comrade, Thomas never escaped Fort McHenry,
and was kept in solitary confinement for as long as nine months at a time, which severely
injured his psyche. Efforts were made by Governor Letcher to negotiate his release in a
prisoner exchange.261
Safely back in Richmond, Alexander spent the next year recruiting and leading a
company of guerrilla troops for the Confederate army. Alexander held recruitment
meetings on 10th Street between Main Street and Cary Street, using the Powhatan Hotel
as his headquarters.262 Alexander’s company fought at the Battles of Williamsburg and
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Seven Pines and was stationed all over the state of Virginia with various Confederate
regulars.263 The company disbanded in June of 1862 and four months later Alexander
would find himself assigned as provost to the infamous Confederate war prison, Castle
Thunder, in Richmond.264
Alexander’s reputation with the Confederate government and military helped him
secure the position as Assistant Provost Marshall and superintendent of Castle Thunder.
From September 1862 through December of 1863, Alexander was solely in charge of the
prison. After his initial appointment to Castle Thunder, General Winder and the
Confederate Senate promoted Alexander to captain.265 During this time, the prison gained
a reputation of unnecessary brutality towards its prisoners due to merciless living
conditions. Alexander governed Castle Thunder with tyrannical inhumaneness. This was
made possible by an over population of the civilian prison system with prisoners of war
and the suspension of habeas corpus in both the North and South.266 Additionally,
Confederate President Jefferson Davis declared martial law in Richmond for the duration
of the Civil War. Richmond had fallen into chaos with theft, arson, and murder being a
daily norm. Richmond resident, Mrs. Putnum, described the city as:

Meanwhile, with the Incoming of the Confederate Government, Richmond
was flooded with pernicious characters. The population was very soon
doubled* Speculators, gamblers, and bad characters of every grade
flocked to the capital, and with a lawlessness which for a time bade
263
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defiance to authority, pursued the rounds of their wicked professions, and
grew rich upon their dishonest gains. Thieving, garroting, and murdering
were the nightly employ* ante of the villains who prowled around the
city, until, by the increased vigilance of the police under the newlyappointed Provost Marshal, this alarming state of affairs was in a
measure rectified. Richmond had already become a “city of refuge”
Flying before the face of the Invader, thousands sought within its
hospitable walls that security they could not hope to receive in exposed
places.267

Under martial law, the saloons were closed, and citizens of the city could now be
incarcerated in Castle Thunder as political prisoners under suspicion of treason.268
Alexander was there to oversee them all, further developing his reputation as a brutal
superintendent and extension of Richmond’s increasingly despised military police force
under General Winder.
For all his wartime misgivings during his military tenure in Richmond, Alexander
enjoyed tremendous success as a playwright and composer from March 1863 through
June of 1864.269 Alexander’s play Virginia Cavalier, was submitted anonymously to the
New Richmond Theatre when the company was under the management of Richard
D’Orsey Ogden (successor to John Hill Hewitt) in 1863. However, the press quickly
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realized his identity and Alexander was recognized by name in reviews of the play.270 At
present, no original script for Virginia Cavalier is archived. However, a denigrating
review from The Southern Illustrated News published by Ayers and Wade, notes:

The play contained nothing strikingly new or original – ‘twas the same old
story of “virtue rewarded – villainy foiled”- interspersed with singing and
dancing. As the plot began to unfold itself, some of the literary gentlemen
groaned inadvertently, and despondingly moved toward the door…

The plot of the “Cavalier” is similar to that of the “Guerrillas,” which
was produced some months ago at the Varieties, though we will do the
author of the last named piece the justice to say, that so far as dramatic
situations and beauty of composition are concerned he is head and
shoulders above the unknown captain. We have never before seen a play
put upon the stage in which there was not at least one good character. In
the “Virginia Cavalier” not even one good character exists in the entire
dramatis personae of the play that might not have had its origin in the
veriest dunce of the country school. The dialogue is stupid, the incidents
are stale, the plot ridiculous. The best company ever put on the American
stage, would fail in making a point or hit in such a place.271
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As is often the case, the reviews of the critics did not match the enthusiasm of the
general public. Pro-Confederate war themes were a favorite of Southern theatergoers
during the conflict, and especially of those soldiers who would leave the frontlines of the
surrounding blockades in Richmond and Petersburg. As the review describes, Virginia
Cavalier mimicked the plot of the Guerrillas, which was the first Confederate drama ever
produced and received a similar disparaging review by The Southern Illustrated News for
a lack of wartime reality.272 A script for the Guerrillas is archived at the Boston
Athenaeum, which provides some insight into the style and plot of Virginia Cavalier. The
plot of Guerrillas takes place in northwestern Virginia and highlights Confederate militia
fighting a guerrilla war against ruthless Federal troops. The play’s sole purpose was to
vilify the invading Union army and glorify the Confederate cause, highlighting themes of
love, virtue, and duty.273
Alexander’s Virginia Cavalier was the most successful play in the Confederacy,
running for well over a year at the New Richmond Theatre on the following dates: March
16-26, April 2, May 7 & 18, remounted on October 10 & 17 featuring Richmond actress
and composer, Ella Wren, in the role of Susan Ashton, by request on November 25, and
December 19 & 29 of 1863; and January 1 & 2, February 8 & 20, April 19, and June 22,
of 1864.274 To further the success of his play and rile the crowds, Alexander appeared at
each performance of Virginia Cavalier as an audience member and an actor. In one scene
of the play, the black-haired Alexander would ride his large black horse on stage, wearing
his black provost uniform, followed by his 182-pound black dog, Nero. The furloughed
272
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Confederate troops and Richmond audiences would give lengthy, raucous applause at the
captain’s appearance. Alexander’s stage image became famous among Richmond
residents, who could see the mounted captain and his dog galloping at full speed down
Cary Street on the way to Castle Thunder.275
To aid in the success of Virginia Cavalier, the play starred the Prima donna of the
Confederacy, also known as The Toast of Richmond and The Star of the South, actress,
Sallie Partington.276 A London born actress who immigrated to Richmond as a child,
Partington was the leading lady of the New Richmond Theatre for the duration of the
Civil War. In an interview at the end of her life, Partington describes her time performing
for the New Richmond Theatre:

I was the favorite of all the soldiers, and I often visited the hospitals, and helped
minister to the sick and wounded. Often when I would be riding or driving,
groups of soldiers in the streets would stop and cheer me as I passed. At night at
the theatre I was always greeted with enthusiasm. At many a performance have
the soldiers thrown money to me upon the stage.277

Partington gained national Confederate popularity during a performance of The Ghost of
the Dismal Swamp (an anonymously authored play believed by The Southern Illustrated
News to be the work of Captain Alexander), when a domesticated pigeon entered the
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theater; Partington extended her hand, to which the pigeon reportedly flew and perched
itself on her finger. Partington, a champion of the Confederate cause, declared, “Pretty
bird; look at him, gentlemen. See, he stands like a second Stonewall,” in reference to the
famous general. 278 The audience was rapturous, and the scene was described in
newspapers throughout the South.
The renowned Partington performed the most popular air of Alexander’s Virginia
Cavalier, “The Southern Soldier Boy,” which led to the song’s publication by Geo. Dunn
and Company in the latter half of 1863 (see Appendix A, page 248).279 Geo. Dunn and
Company advertised the piece as such on the cover, displaying:

The
Southern Soldier Boy
Song,
As Sung By
Miss Sallie Partington
In The
“Virginia Cavalier”
At The
Richmond New Theatre280
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Adapted as a parlor song, the air contains pro-Confederate text set to the
traditional Scottish folk tune, “The Boy with the Auburn Hair” also known as,
“Gilderoy.” This may be a clue to the plot setting of Virginia Cavalier. Like so many
traditional Scottish tunes, the melody would likely have been staple repertoire in the
western part of Virginia towards the Appalachian region.
The pro-Confederate parlor song is one of the few in the repertoire to be
composed in a minor key, F minor. At times, the song transitions between the traditional
aura of the Aeolian mode and the more contemporary harmonic minor scale. Using a 6/8
time signature with a con spirito tempo, the song emphasizes movement to beats 1 and 4,
in a steady 8th note pattern. More advanced musicians may have improvised dotted
rhythms and embellishments to give the parlor song a traditional Celtic swing. The
harmonic structure revolves around i, V, III, and VI chords, and uses a raised subtonic
when appropriate. The song is in strophic form with an instrumental coda at the end of
each verse. The text describes the wartime duty for the character Bob Roebuck in
Virginia Cavalier, reading:

Bob Roebuck is my sweetheart's name,
He's off to the wars and gone;
He's fighting for his Nanny dear,
His sword is buckled on,
He's fighting for his own true love;
His foes he does defy;
He is the darling of my heart,
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My Southern soldier boy.

When Bob comes home from war's alarms,
We'll start anew in life;
I'll give myself right up to him,
A dutiful, loving wife.
I'll try my best to please my dear,
For he is my only joy,
He is the darling of my heart,
My Southern soldier boy.

Oh, if in battle he were slain,
I know that I would die,
But I am sure he'll come again
To cheer my weeping eye.
But should he fall in this our glorious cause,
He still would be my joy,
For many a sweetheart mourns the loss
Of her Southern soldier boy.

I hope for the best, and so do all
Whose hopes are in the field;
I know that we shall win the day
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For Southerners never yield.
And when we think of those who are away,
We look above for joy,
And I'm mighty glad that my Bobby is
A Southern soldier boy.281

Alexander’s fame eventually morphed into infamy after The Richmond Sentinel
reported their findings of abuse and murder in Castle Thunder, coupled with conditions
that lead to smallpox, lung fever, mumps, and measles. The public outcries in Richmond
resulted in a Congressional investigation by the Confederate House of Representatives.
Just days after the first stretch of showings for Virginia Cavalier, hearings by the
Confederate House of Representatives took place from April 11 through April 29 of
1863. His investigators accused Alexander of medieval torture. Witnesses gave
testimonies of trysting, gagging, whipping, shooting, bucking, being shackled to posts,
being shackled to a ball and chain, solitary confinement, solitary confinement in the
dungeon, and three murders under Alexander’s supervision. The investigation ruined his
reputation with the public.282 Ultimately, the Confederate House of Representatives
declared Alexander innocent in his actions while managing Castle Thunder, but those
who pursued the captain had rendered him one of the most hated men in both the North
and South.283
In December of 1863, somewhat simultaneously with the holiday showings of
Virginia Cavalier, Alexander was again indicted and court martialed, this time under
281
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suspicion of malpractice in office, bribery, and the use of Federal currency. On February
15, 1864, the Confederate Court of Inquiry acquitted Alexander due to lack of evidence.
However, because Alexander had become so unpopular in Richmond, the court
recommended he be transferred elsewhere. That same day, General Winder reassigned
Alexander to Charlotte, North Carolina. Alexander relocated in the spring of 1864 and by
May 1st Alexander was commander of Salisbury Prison outside of Charlotte, North
Carolina.284
Alexander attempted to transfer to General Winder’s staff shortly after his
reassignment, visiting Richmond on July 4, 1864, to make his request in person.
Alexander’s proposal was denied. After a short stent of soldiering under Brigadier
General Barton in New Bern, North Carolina, the captain resigned from the Confederate
army on November 28, 1864.285
After the surrender of the Confederacy in October of 1865, the Federal
government released a list of Confederate commanders whom they were seeking
prosecution. Alexander was listed twice for his oversight of Castle Thunder. Alexander
anticipated the retribution of the Federal government and fled to Canada immediately
after the surrender of General Lee at Appomattox, Virginia. For several years, Alexander
hid and taught French to French speaking children across the border.286
In 1872, Ulysses S. Grant signed the Amnesty Act for former Confederates like
Alexander so they could return home. In 1873, Alexander returned to the United States
and settled in Washington D.C. where he edited for The Sunday Gazette. Alexander was
still hated by many and did not live in anonymity. He was the subject of a pamphlet
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entitled, The military-prison keepers of the late Southern Confederacy in the van of the
Democratic Party. By 1880, Alexander had resigned from his editing position and
relocated to Laurel, Maryland with his wife, Susanna. Alexander suffered from a series of
strokes in the remaining years of his life, which caused paralysis, until he finally passed
away in his home on February 20, 1895.287
In the entire wartime repertoire produced within Richmond, there existed no other
composer more suited to interpret the stories of Confederate soldiers than Captain George
Washington Alexander. Though his critics belittled Virginia Cavalier, Alexander
understood the vernacular and taste of common soldiers and citizens, which allowed him
to renew their inspiration for the Confederate cause. Alexander’s pro-Confederate text
and setting of, “The Southern Soldier Boy” was a reoccurring story for many young men
in 1863; a story Geo. Dunn and Company believed ought to be told in parlors across the
South. Alexander was a complicated figure in Civil War Richmond, known by so many
identities: a pirate for the people, a tyrannical warden, and a cavalier poet who found an
artistic home in The New Richmond Theatre.
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CHAPTER 9
ELLA WREN
Note: A very special thank you to author, Dr. Mary Lee Cooke, for her kind guidance and
contributions to the compilation of information found in this chapter.

“Strolling over the city at night I occasionally strolled into the theater and tried to enjoy
the poor performances or to see the fair face of Miss Ella Wren, an actress.”
– Diary of Stephen A. Morgan, Confederate Soldier November 29, 1861.

Elinore “Ella” Wren (named after her mother, but most often referred to as Ella)
was a premier actress at The New Richmond Theatre during the Civil War. Praised by
local newspapers for her vocal talents, Wren was only rivaled in popularity by her
colleague, Sallie Partington. Wren’s illustrious career brought her close to figures such as
composer, John Hill Hewitt, and the infamous John Wilkes Booth. During the war, Wren
composed the sentimental parlor song, “We Have Parted.” The composition is seemingly
a response to a song composed by Hewitt in 1863 and a final farewell to her Richmond
audience. Wren travelled the world and opened her own theater school in Washington
D.C. in the decades after the Civil War.
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Ella Wren was born in England in 1839.288 Though her birth city was never
disclosed in her memoirs, Wren’s parents (William and Eleanor) were residents of
London, England before they immigrated with their six children to Buffalo, New York in
1847.289 Wren’s maternal uncles, Drs. William and Frederick Olivier, were prominent
dental surgeons and residents of Buffalo, which was likely what prompted the family’s
relocation to the city.290
After nearly a decade of life in Buffalo, Wren’s father, William, a decorator by
trade, passed away in 1856. By this time, two more Wren children were born, totaling
eight (William, George, Ella, Eliza, Oliver, John, Fred, and Alice), which were left to the
charge of their mother. Wren’s mother, who was descended from an affluent French
family by the name of Olivier, was considered an accomplished artist and encouraged the
development of natural artistic traits in her children. As the most fruitful example,
Wren’s brother George was given a small space in the family stables to orchestrate inhouse performances with his siblings.291 The children’s enthusiasm for the theatrics
resulted in a family troupe dubbed: The Wren Juvenile Comedians.292 The children
toured through Canada beginning in Hamilton, Toronto, and ultimately across the sea to
London. The troupe was so successful that The Wren Juvenile Comedians were
conscripted by P.T. Barnum’s Museum on the corner of Broadway and Ann Street in
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New York City, and became a staple act between 1857 and 1859.293 The children were
given a space in the Lecture Room of the museum, which was constructed as a
functioning theater for their use. The children’s exposure to nationally renowned artists at
Barnum’s Museum likely aided in Wren’s interstate career preceding the Civil War.294
In 1859, Wren began performing more mature repertoire as she embarked on a
solo career. She was advertised in the New York Times as an, “eminent vocalist.”295
Wren performed lead roles, ballads, and more in Shakespearean and contemporary
repertoire. Also In 1859, Wren was introduced to Richmond audiences while touring at
the John Marshall and Richmond Theatres, where she first encountered the infamous
John Wilkes Booth.296
On October 16, 1859, as John Brown and his slave rebellion marched over the
Maryland/Virginia border, Wren and Booth were rehearsing at The Richmond Theatre (a
troupe predecessor of The New Richmond Theatre) for their upcoming shows The HeirAt-Law and The Illustrious Stranger, which were set to open at the end of the month.
Two of Wren’s siblings, George and Eliza, were also part of the casts for the duration of
the productions.297 In her brother Fred’s memoirs, he described a brief affair between
Wren and Booth.298 Her brother, George, shared a room with Booth, and said about him,
“There was no one of my friends that was better liked.”299 As Wren and Booth shared the
stage, they became more intimate behind the scenes. Though Booth knew many admirers,
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perhaps it was his bravery that intrigued Wren, as he rescued fellow actress Kate Fisher,
whose dress ignited when she meandered dangerously close to the open flames of the
gas-footlights.300 Booth’s older brother Edwin, inquired to Wren’s youngest brother,
Fred, about a rumored engagement between the two performers, asking him many
questions about his sister Ella, searching for proof of lady-like decorum.301 Wren and
Booth were rumored to have spent quite a bit of time together after rehearsals, although
the location of these meetings is unknown. At the time, Booth was staying in a room at
the Powhatan Hotel, conveniently located near the John Marshall Theatre.302 Ultimately,
the romance ceased, and according to Fred Wren’s memoirs it was Ella Wren who ended
the engagement due to Booth’s, “irrational behavior.”303 Neither of the performers ever
mentioned the other in their personal letters from that time.304
By early 1861, Wren had returned to Brooklyn, New York after her stint in
Richmond. While living with her mother and visiting sister, the Civil War was ushered in
with the assault on Fort Sumter, South Carolina on April 12, 1861.305 Wren’s sister was
married to a Richmonder, who insisted his bride return from New York as the conflict
escalated. 306 In her memoirs, The Stage in the South During the Civil War, Wren
describes the years of conflict and the troubles she was forced to endure.307
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Wren departed New York with her sister on April 19, 1861, recalling that the
Baltimore Riots had recently taken place. Believing the trip an opportunity to visit friends
in Richmond, and that the confrontation between the states wouldn’t last long, Wren left
her entire wardrobe behind. The trip went smoothly until the sisters reached Washington
D.C. where they were forced to find accommodations on a transport. They found space
on an old, rickety wagon with holes in the floorboard, which took them as far as the
Potomac River. Once at the river’s bridge, the travelers were stopped at a Federal
checkpoint. The officers ordered all passengers out of the wagon, so their belongings
could be searched for munitions or weapons of war attempting to be smuggled into
Confederate territory. After the first stretch of their travels, the two sisters were
exhausted and settled-in for the evening at a hotel in Alexandria, Virginia. The next
morning at daybreak, the sisters were stirred to the urgent message that the last train from
Alexandria to Richmond departed at 6:00AM.308 Wren recalled:

We had just left Alexandria when the Ellsworth Zouaves (Union troops)
came into town. Colonel Ellsworth was killed on that very morning. His
death put a stop to all trains, so that ours was really the last that left
Alexandria for the South.309
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When the sisters arrived in Richmond the city was filled with troops. As entertainment
for the residents, The New Orleans Light Artillery drilled every day, parading through the
city.310
In September of 1861, Wren rejoined her Richmond colleagues for the upcoming
season. The Daily Dispatch highly anticipated Wren’s performances, and declared:

Among the ladies who will appear at the commencement of the season is
Miss Ella Wren, who has heretofore been a favorite with the Richmond
public.311

Now under the management of the most renowned American composer of their
day, John Hill Hewitt took over what became The New Richmond Theatre (still The
Richmond Theatre at that time), which opened on November 2, 1861 on the corner of 7th
and Broad Streets. Wren recalled the theater’s intense schedule of shows:

We played domestic drama, war drama, comedy, farces, etc. for the first
three or four weeks, then into legitimate. I shall never forget my last two
weeks as stock star. Monday night, “Evande;” Tuesday, “The Stranger;”
Wednesday, “MacBeth;” Thursday, “Pizzaro;” Friday, “Evande;” and
Saturday, “Lucretia Borgia.” The second week, “Hunchback,” “Lady of
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Lyons,” “Romeo and Juliet,” “Wife,” “A Tale of Mantua,” and for
Saturday night, “La Tour de Nesle.”312

The Daily Dispatch again gave Wren high praise in their review of the theater’s
opening night, stating:

The opening address, by Miss Ella Wren, was well received, and we can
say in [sic] behalf of this young lady that she created a highly favorable
impression upon the minds of the spectators, to many of whom she was an
arranger.313

Later in the fall season, Hewitt produced the drama The Battle of Manassas,
which was a recreation of the recent battle where Confederate General Stonewall Jackson
earned his nickname. Wartime repertoire resulted in consistently full houses, as dramas
that championed the Confederate cause became a public favorite. Hewitt also produced
the drama Christmas Eve; or, The Duel in the Snow. Wren played two roles in this drama;
an old wife of sixty in Act 1, and in the final two acts the young wife of twenty. During
her performance of the latter character, Wren would perform one of Hewitt’s most
popular songs.314 Wren recalled:

In the last act of this play I sang for the first time, “Rock Me to Sleep.”
The music was written for me by Mr. Hewitt. It was a great success, so
312
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much so that for three years afterward I don’t think I had a night
anywhere from Lynchburg to Mobile that I did not have requests for it, if it
was not down on the program for that evening. I think it is much prettier
than the published version in the North, which seems to be a second only
to the original.315

As Wren’s popularity grew, so did jealousy from her fellow thespians within the
ranks of the company. There was a Property Man on staff who began to quarrel with
another employee at the company’s Christmas Eve banquet. Wren recalled the Property
Man as a drunkard who pulled a pistol on his opponent. As the gun was discharged, Wren
cites:

[Mrs. M] threw up the pistol just as it went off, probably saving Peter’s
life. By our own desire, the man was expelled from the building. It did not
end there, unfortunately. The next morning he came back, begged and
prayed for his place again, promising to do better.316

Wren believed the Property Man took revenge on her for insisting he be removed
from his position. The next night (Christmas night) while she was onstage in the drama,
Christmas Eve, Wren believed she was poisoned:
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That night, instead of going to Mrs. M’s [McGill] house for port wine for
me to drink [as a stage prop, The Property Man] went somewhere else. I
drank the wine (it is supposed to be poison to kill the old wife), but
fortunately for me the leading man did not turn quickly enough, so I had to
drink it all, which saved me, for as soon as I was taken to my room it was
expelled.317

Wren finished the play, but fell ill for nine weeks with a typhoid-like fever.
Curiously, in her absence The Richmond Theatre was burned to the ground. Wren
believed it to be arson by the Property Man. Wren insisted:

On the morning of January 3rd 1862, the Richmond Theatre was burned to
the ground. It was, without a doubt, the work of the same man who
poisoned me, or tried to. For when the back door was broken open, a man
rushed out in blackened face and in the confusion made his
escape. The theater had been set on fire in four or five different places.318

Wren recovered, but the mysteries of the poison and the arson went unsolved for
some time. That is, until Wren began to recall the details of the evening she fell ill:

I was not expected to live…then it all came back to me, the peculiar taste
of the wine that last night I appeared…They discovered the clubfooted
317
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Property Man had tried several places to buy arsenic, which they had
refused to sell him. At last he obtained two ounces of Laudanum, which I
drank…He was found, but, of course, denied everything, and as nothing
could be proven in those times, he was given two hours in which to leave
Richmond. He joined the army (so I heard from his mother, who called
upon me), but was drummed out of it and died, drunk in the ditch. It was,
perhaps, a good thing for me that he died so, for I carried a weapon on me
for some time, and would have shot him on sight if I had met him. What I
suffered no one knows but myself.319

For all of the unscrupulous dealings backstage, the Daily Dispatch reported
Wren’s absence only as typhoid fever. However, it raised the curiosity of admirers; one in
particular, Confederate Colonel Charles Blair. Blair stopped by Wren’s house daily to ask
about her health. When Wren was finally recovered, the suitor was allowed to introduce
himself. Wren and Blair met on a busy evening for the actress. She had recently returned
to her place at the theater and was given the role of Elvira in Pizzaro to learn overnight.
The two only spent twenty minutes introducing themselves in Wren’s parlor, a very short
window of time for conversation in the era. Nonetheless, a romance developed between
Wren and her admirer, who she described as, “Col. Blair and J.E.B. Stuart. They were
without a doubt the two handsomest men in Richmond at that time. Both over six feet,
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grand figures, and both grand men.”320 Over the course of several months, their
relationship developed, and the two married on April 17, 1862.321
In late February of 1862, Wren returned to The New Richmond Theatre
(temporarily rechristened as The Richmond Varieties while the theater was being rebuilt)
at its provisional venues of Franklin Hall or Trinity Church. The Daily Dispatch reviewed
her return:

Miss Ella Wren made her first appearance on the boards of this little
Theatre on Monday night after a long spell of sickness. Her "Julia,"Julia,"
in the Hunchback, was well sustained, though evincing physical
weakness.322

Wren continued her performance career with The New Richmond Theatre through
1863. Her reputation as a vocalist became worthy of advertisement by Geo. Dunn and
Company, who published the parlor song arrangement:
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See at Your Feet a Suppliant One
As Sung By
Miss Ella Wren
In Balfe’s Grand Opera of the
Bohemian Girl323

Throughout 1863, Wren and The New Richmond Theatre continued to receive
high praise from the Daily Dispatch. The paper declared in May of 1863:

Miss Ella Wren, and others, well known Richmond favorites, hold the
even tenor of their way, nightly filling the house with appreciative
audiences.324

One month later the paper underscored Wren’s most famous presentation of
Hewitt’s composition:

During the piece Miss Ella Wren will sing ‘Rock me to Sleep, Mother,’ as
originally sung by her in this piece.325

Whether it was a plateau of success, famine, or the encroaching war, Wren
ultimately decided to depart from Richmond sometime after June 15, 1863; the
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aforementioned review by the Daily Dispatch on this date being the last publication to
document her career in the city. Prior to her departure, theater manager, John Hill Hewitt
resigned from his position and headed south to Augusta, Georgia. To anoint their
friendship and professional success, Hewitt composed and dedicated a parlor song to
Wren in August of 1863. The parlor song, “I Will Meet Thee” is a sentiment of two
friends who have parted ways but will eventually reunite, a text which foreshadowed the
continued professional relationship between the composers in Columbia, South Carolina
later that year.326 Likely composed as a response, Wren authored the parlor song, “We
Have Parted” published by Geo. Dunn and Company in 1863 (see Appendix A, page
249). The cover reads:

We Have Parted
Ballad
Poetry and Music by
Miss Ella Wren327

While Hewitt did not receive a dedication on the cover, possibly due to Wren’s
status as a married woman, the subject, compositional similarities, and timing of the two
publications indicates they are a pair. Unlike her contemporaries in Richmond, Wren did
not discuss her personal feelings about the war in any of her music, public addresses, or
memoirs.328 Wren’s family life during the Civil War was one of true personal conflict and
her composition reflects this sentiment. Shortly after the war began, four of Wren’s
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brothers (George, Oliver, John, and Fred) joined the Union Army, either as soldiers or
drummer boys. Furthermore, Wren’s brother Oliver was wounded and captured at the
battle of Malvern Hill on July 1, 1862, after which he was sent to Libby Prison in
Richmond.329 Wren’s life was extremely conflicted from 1862 onward as a wife to a
Confederate Colonel, sister to a prisoner of war in the same city, and caring for three
more brothers in the Union Army.330 Wren was a foremost example of the public
demographic displaced and caught in the middle of the war’s turmoil. Her composition
can be interpreted as such. The text for Wren’s parlor song, “We Have Parted” reads:

We have parted! And forever o’er my life a shadow’s cast;
For the light of love, Ah! Never can restore the happy past.
We have parted! I have loved thee, but for me all hope is o’er:
All is over, we have parted, I must dream of thee no more.
All is over, we have parted, I must dream of thee no more.

We have parted, but thy image is engraven on my heart.
Canst thou think what happy moments we have passed? – and yet we part.
But thou lov’st me; and forever must thy mem’ry be with me:
We have parted – all is over; but I still must think of thee.
We have parted – all is over; but I still must think of thee.331
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The parlor song is set in common time in the key of B flat major. The harmonic
progression of the song orbits around V7 to I, giving the piece a simple sound. The bass
of the piano is generally homophonic with arpeggiation in the treble clef. Set in a
modified da capo form, although strophic in its entirety, the B section of the song
revolves around the relative key of G minor.332 Using a stepwise motion and secondary
chord progression, which yields a chromatic effect as Wren borrowed dissonances from
the natural minor scale, the B section cadences with a V of vi (if analyzed in B flat major)
to return to the A section in the tonic key. However in the return of the A section, though
still structurally the same, Wren chose to incorporate secondary chords from D major,
using V of iii and altering the vocal melody to match. The postlude of the section in the
piano abandons the arpeggiation for moving chords that continue to use secondary chords
from D major, though the song cadences on the tonic chord of B flat major, allowing a
true da capo or resolution.333
It is important to highlight the compositional similarities between Wren and
Hewitt’s parlor songs, most often found in the vocal melodies. Hewitt’s key of choice
was A major, and Wren’s choice B flat major; paralleling only a half step away, Wren’s
motive may have been a representation of the short distance between the two friends.
Wren and Hewitt both used the same rhythmic pattern for the onset of the vocal line in
the first two measures, and both leap up, which if played harmonically together create a
melancholy minor 3rd (Hewitt a 6th to C# and Wren a 4th to B flat). This is perhaps a
sentimental hidden message between the friends, revealing their despondent moods.
Furthermore, Wren purposefully uses the accidental of E natural in her first vocal phrase,
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the same as Hewitt’s first two notes in his dedication. Wren also quotes a descending
figure found repetitively in Hewitt’s song, a three note descending line from E to C#;
Wren’s variation is often found as E flat to C, both outlining a minor third figure.
Another notable similarity, Hewitt uses a descending chromatic line at the end of the B
section in his parlor song, which cadences from E natural to D natural before returning to
the A section. Wren compliments this figure at the end of her B section with an ascending
chromatic line, which also cadences on D natural arising from C natural. The two songs
conclude with a return to the A section as traditionally expected.
Wren’s composition, while likely in response to Hewitt’s dedication, is perhaps
an expression for all of her life’s turmoil while in Richmond; a final parting message to
her audiences, admirers, and friends. In the latter months of 1863, Wren left the capital of
the Confederacy for Columbia, South Carolina, where she would continue her stage
career and give birth to a daughter.334
Wren’s final performing days in Richmond were spent in Trinity Church on
Franklin Street, which the New Richmond Theatre Company repurposed, as they built a
replacement theater in the previous location on 7th and Broad Streets.335 From there,
Wren moved to Columbia, South Carolina to star in a legitimate drama under the
management of William H. Crisp.336 Sometime in 1863, Wren and Blair birthed a
daughter, Eugenie. Eugenie would mature into a famous actress like her mother,
performing all over the United States at the end of the 19th and early 20th centuries.337
From Columbia, Wren went on to Montgomery, Alabama to perform in a play familiar to
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her, The Wife: Or a Tale of Mantua. While there, another colleague and drunkard
attempted to ruin the stage career of the famous actress by boldly announcing slightly
corrected variations of her lines while she was performing. Wren recounted a thunderous
applause at the end of the performance and that the man’s attempts had the reverse effect,
as he sabotaged his own future with the theater in Montgomery, and was discharged from
the company that same evening. Wren continued to work in Montgomery for an
additional six weeks, performing the operas The Bohemian Girl and The Daughter of the
Regiment.338
Wren’s fame as a singer throughout the South grew with her travels and her
continued professional connection with Hewitt. Hewitt’s network of publishers produced
two more of his parlor songs in 1863, “The Young Volunteer,” and, “The Unknown
Dead.”339 The songs were distributed in Richmond by J.W. Randolph and Co. and West
and Johnston Publishing, among others.340 Additionally, these songs were published in
the cities where Wren was most frequently performing at the time, including Savannah,
Georgia, Montgomery, Alabama and Columbia, South Carolina.341
As a vocalist, Wren was contracted to perform with the Carlo Patti Concert
Company sometime between late 1863 and early 1864.342 There, Wren recounted
performing Schubert’s, “Serenade” and, “Sounds from Home.” Wren expressed her torn
feelings about the war in her memoirs:
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…When Carlo played, “Sounds from Home,” think what it was to me, with
my mother and family all in the North! Music affects me greatly at all
times, but that night I could scarcely contain myself. He played it
afterward for me, and if I live to be a hundred and keep my senses, I shall
always remember that divine music.343

After her time in Montgomery, Wren went on to perform in Savannah, Georgia.
When she arrived at the theater, the company had temporarily closed down. Wren
recalled:

On my arrival, I found the theater closed – bad business and no “star.”
There were no gas lamps in the streets, and everything and everybody
were looking and feeling blue.344

Wren’s presence at the theater in Savannah provided a resurgence of life to the company.
While there, she performed the lead roles in Evadne and Romeo and Juliet. Originally
contracted at $300 a night for three weeks, the shows were so popular the theater
extended Wren’s contract to nine weeks.345 Wren’s popularity gradually increased the
theater’s audiences every night until the house was consistently full.
During her travels in the late spring or summer of 1864, Wren and her family
spent some time on St. George Island. While there, both Wren and her husband fell ill
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with yellow fever.346 Whereas Wren was fortunate enough to recover, her husband,
Charles Blair, died from the illness in Nassau, Bahamas.347 In her memoirs, Wren
recounted one of Charles’ final sentiments before his death, citing:

We talked, this lady and I, of that storm tossed past in which we had lived,
and its glories; its men and its women. Of its heroes, then freshly born, but
now living in ivy grown fame’s niches. Of the stage and its plays and
players, and of those who made the dramatic history of a nation born of
our hopes. Of its heroes and among them her own, the genial, splendid
soldier, one of the handsomest [she] ever saw, Col. Charles Blair, father
of the charming Southern flower, Eugenie Blair, blooming for us nightly at
the theater, lavishing her loveliness and intellectual fragrance…We
talked, did grand Ella Wren and I, in her parlor at the St. Charles’ Hotel
of all these things that are past; of her art, and all those who had received
glory and renown in its service; of her life since war’s rude alarums had
hushed; of her ambition, which had not mocked her; of her pride in her
daughter. And when I told her that the heart which loved her in days of old
yet clung to her; that she reverence and affection of the Southern soldier
for Ella Wren had been transmitted as heritage to her daughter, there
lighted her dear, kindly face that look that charmed us all in those days
that are gone, but will never be forgotten.348
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The Daily Dispatch reported on Blair’s death on August 29, 1864.349 Wren returned to the
war-torn South through the port of Wilmington, North Carolina, widowed and forlorn.350
The month of August in 1864 also brought Wren to Mobile, Alabama, where she
experienced her only firsthand account of a conflict during the Civil War, The Battle of
Mobile Bay.351 The siege took place from August 5th through August 23rd of 1864 and
resulted in the capture of the port city; a simultaneous victory with burning of Atlanta,
Georgia, both of which secured the Union army’s dominance over the South and the
inevitable surrender of the Confederacy. During the siege of Mobile, Wren was forced to
escape from her burning hotel room with her daughter, Eugenie.352 It is unclear if the fire
was collateral damage of the siege.
The surrender of the Confederate army in April of 1865 brought considerable
change to Wren’s life. Wren remarried to Charles Nesbitt on June 24, 1865 in Mobile,
Alabama.353 From there, Wren and her new husband visited New Orleans, Louisiana,
where Wren starred with the Academy of Music as the lead in Lucretia Borgia.354 While
in New Orleans, Wren composed another parlor song with text authored by her brother,
William. The parlor song, “My Mother’s Voice,” is a sentimental work about the passing
of the two siblings’ mother, and how her maternal voice and guidance still lingered
strongly in their minds. It is possible that Wren’s mother passed while interstate travel
was still prohibited between the North and South, and the two were unable to
communicate their final farewells. The popular New Orleans publisher, A. E. Blackmar,
349
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printed and distributed the composition.355 Finally, In October of 1865, Wren and Nesbitt
settled in Augusta, Georgia, where the actress founded the Ella Wren Dramatic
Combination Company, which was scheduled to begin performances on November 1st of
that year.356 These latter months of 1865 marked the cadence of Wren’s time in the South
as travel over the Mason-Dixon Line reopened.
In the decades after the Civil War, Wren continued to travel and perform with her
daughter, Eugenie, who herself had blossomed into a beloved actress.357 In 1870, Wren
was documented in the census as a resident of Brooklyn, New York, and again in 1880 as
a resident of Chicago, Illinois.358 Additionally, Wren birthed a second child in 1872, her
son, Henry Blair, who was documented as living with the family in Chicago when he was
eight years of age.359 It is unclear who fathered Henry, as two years prior (in 1870), Wren
divorced Nesbitt, an uncommon undertaking for the 19th century. The article announcing
her divorce read:

Ella Wren Nesbitt, a member of the Park Theatre Company a season or
two ago, has sued for divorce in Chicago. She alleges that since she was
married two and a half years ago, her husband has contributed but $96
for her support, and that she has been compelled to pay a liquor bill of
$45 for him.360
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In 1878, Wren composed her final published parlor song, “Little feet; or Treading the
Streets of Gold.” The title page of the work cites Wren as being a player of Macauley’s
Theatre, at this time. The text is moderately abstract and seemingly nostalgic about the
infant days of a child, highlighting the innocence and purity of youth. F.W. Hemlick
published this terminal parlor song in Cincinnati, Ohio.361
In 1886, Wren officially retired from acting and began teaching a few select
pupils in Chicago.362 Ultimately, Wren resettled in Washington D.C., where she became a
playwright, taught stagecraft, and opened her own dramatic company. She advertised in
the Washington Post, lessons in, “Stage elocution and practical acting.” 363 During her
time in Washington D.C., Wren authored a play entitled, Putnum, which was performed
at the National Theatre in 1896. Wren cast her daughter, Eugenie, as the female lead in
the play. Eugenie had ascended as a nationally renowned actress by the 1890’s.364
The final years of Wren’s life were spent in Washington D.C. pursuing the
aforementioned endeavors. Wren passed away in December of 1899 while riding in her
carriage down Pennsylvania Avenue.365 Just as she was set to perform in Portland,
Oregon, Eugenie Wren received a telegram with word of her mother’s death. Although
distraught at the unexpected news, Eugenie visibly suppressed her grief, and like her
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mother, endured through her pain to deliver a stellar performance.366 The Anaconda
Standard highlighted Wren’s career as:

Mrs. Blair, better known to fame as Ella Wren, had been constantly with
her daughter throughout her starring career until this season, when she
decided to remain at home. Mrs. Blair was an actress of the old school,
and a writer of note. She recently finished a book of the drama during the
Civil War, for it was at that time that she was at the zenith of her career.
Her stage life has covered nearly two-score years, and has been
honorable in every way. She vividly recalls the night when John Wilkes
Booth shot Lincoln at Ford’s theater, and the struggle and capture of the
madman.367

Ella Wren was an actress who knew no borders or boundaries in her youth, and
made her artistic mark by playing to redrawn nations during the Civil War. She was a life
caught between, a seemingly philosophical no-man’s land when it came to the causes of
the Union and Confederacy. Sadly, Wren was often a ship in a storm of unfortunate
circumstances that were cast upon her, who navigated the world to the best of her
knowledge, and brought momentary amusements to war weary audiences. Wren’s parlor
songs spoke not to the causes of the Confederacy during her time in Richmond, but to the
hearts of those who valued family and relationships over the political strife of the day.
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Wren’s was a voice of unwavering wholesomeness in a time when the theater and parlor
songs were used as a means of propaganda and warmongering.
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CHAPTER 10
JOHN H. HEWITT
During the nation’s antebellum years, John Hill Hewitt was one of the most
renowned American composers of the era, often in competition with figures such as
Stephen Foster.368 Hewitt later became internationally known as the Father of the
American Ballad, and is credited with composing the first copiously American oratorio,
and the first American composer to be published overseas. At the onset of the Civil War,
Hewitt moved to Richmond, Virginia, where he composed pro-Confederate plays and
parlor songs while managing the original Richmond Theatre. While in the South, Hewitt
earned the moniker, Bard of the Confederacy. Hewitt managed the theater through its
reconstruction after perishing to arson, and renamed the company, The Richmond
Varieties, until its final renaming, The New Richmond Theatre. After resigning his
position at the theater, the composer moved further south to Augusta, Georgia, where he
continued his artistic work. Hewitt’s decision to remain in the South during the conflict
ultimately steered his career in the direction of national irrelevance in the post-war and
Reconstruction Era years.
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John Hill Hewitt was born on July 11, 1801 in Maiden Lane, New York City,
New York.369 His father, James Hewitt, was an English immigrant and composer who
fleetingly served as the maestro for the court orchestra of the notorious, King George
III.370 In the post-American Revolution year of 1792, the elder Hewitt moved to New
York City where he became the conductor of the Old American Company, which
produced orchestral works and operas. In 1796, the elder Hewitt married Eliza King at
Trinity Episcopal Church on Wall Street in New York City. Five years later, the young
family gave birth to John Hill, who was the third child of seven and the couple’s first
son.371
At the turn of the 19th century, the Hewitt family became renowned as first-rate
musicians. As an example, the eldest Hewitt daughter, Sophie Henriette, served as the
organist of the Handel and Haydn Society in Boston, Massachusetts.372 However,
Hewitt’s path to success as a musician was not as direct as his sister’s. The elder Hewitt
encouraged his oldest son to enter into the world of business and made arrangements for
him to work at the jewelry firm, Stollenmark, located on Broadway in New York City.
However, this was short lived as Hewitt was accused of thievery and subsequently
resigned his position.373 Hewitt’s final employment in the world of business was at a New
York commission house, where he was dismissed for leaving a scathing poem out in the
open where his employer discovered it. The poem read:
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None but a fool – my life I’ll wager
Will waste his best days o’er a ledger
And all for what?
Himself to starve
And give his masters beef to carve.374

Frustrated with the life his father had chosen for him, Hewitt entered into the
Academy at West Point with the help of General Swift and John C. Calhoun in 1818.
Hewitt, who had been training with General Swift in the New York drill corps, took his
father by surprise with his acceptance into the military academy. Nonetheless, his father
was supportive and wished his son success in his new endeavor.375
Though Hewitt did receive musical training in his youth, it was at West Point
where he received his formal music education. Under the instruction of the academy band
director and Irish immigrant, Captain Richard Willis, Hewitt honed his skills in theory
and performance. Hewitt gave homage to his instructor in his memoirs, stating:

To Captain Willis I am indebted for my musical education for he was a
good theorist as well as a good performer.376

Hewitt’s time at West Point was contentious. He was loosely complicit in a prank
in which a cannon was aimed at the Superintendent’s office, but failed to discharge.
Additionally, Hewitt’s grades in chemistry, trigonometry, algebra and geometry were
374
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subpar and Superintendent Thayer instructed him to repeat his final year at West Point.
Outraged, Hewitt accused the Superintendent of acting as an obstructionist, and
challenged him to a duel, which never came to fruition. Rather, Hewitt departed West
Point without graduating and planned to follow in his father’s footsteps as a musician in
late 1822.377
After his West Point debacle, Hewitt was extended an invitation by his father to
join a new theatre troupe in Augusta, Georgia, which was scheduled to tour to Columbia,
South Carolina and Savannah, Georgia. Hewitt left New York City by ship to Savannah,
and ultimately arrived in Augusta, to a theater that was a disappointment at first sight.
Hewitt described the scene as, “an old wooden structure, sitting on the banks of the river,
approached by dark and muddy streets.”378 As luck would have it, the theater burned
down on January 10, 1823, and Hewitt was relieved from his newfangled involvement
with his father’s troupe as they disbanded after the fire.379
Hewitt became enthralled with Southern society, charmed by the manners and
traditions of the people, and decided to stay in Augusta, where he taught music lessons on
flute and piano to the city’s social elites. In 1824, Hewitt moved to Columbia, South
Carolina to pursue legal studies in Judge Thompson’s law office, assuming the career
move might elevate his social status. Scandalously, this endeavor was short lived. Hewitt
and one of his music pupils, Elizabeth Macklin, went horseback riding one evening.
According to Hewitt, the two were caught in a violent storm and forced to take shelter in
an abandoned cottage for the night. Suddenly, a large bear came along, foraging around
the cabin, trapping the two inside. A search party discovered Hewitt and his pupil the
377
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next morning. Suspicious of the explanation, Hewitt was all but chased out of Columbia,
as he quickly accepted a position at the Baptist Female Academy in Greenville, South
Carolina.380
It was in his new position at the Baptist Female Academy, that Hewitt published
his first parlor song, “The Minstrels Return’d from the War.” This premier parlor song of
Hewitt’s became the first American composition to be published abroad, earning him the
title: Father of the American Ballad.381 Hewitt contributed immensely to the development
of parlor song repertoire, which took place between 1810 and 1840.382 He would go on to
compose dozens of parlor songs in the antebellum years, often with military themes,
which he was especially equipped to depict in musical language. Ultimately, this skill
would serve him well during the Civil War years.
In 1827, Hewitt moved to Boston to aide his mother in the care of his father, who
had become terminally ill. Hewitt lived with his family for nearly six months until the
death of his father on August 2, 1827.383 While in Boston, Hewitt married his first wife,
Estelle Magnin, a Jamaican born French woman of an elite family. To support his new
bride, Hewitt entered into journalism, working for the paper, The Massachusetts
Journal.384 The paper ultimately failed, and the young newlyweds relocated to Baltimore,
Maryland, where Hewitt would have a hard encounter with the famous Richmond poet,
Edgar Allan Poe.
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In the latter part of 1828, Hewitt and his wife moved to Baltimore, Maryland,
where the composer became an editor of multiple newspapers, including: The Emerald,
The Minerva, The Baltimore Saturday Visitor, The Daily Clipper, and The Sunday
Enterprise.385 Hewitt’s position afforded him the opportunity to meet famous poets such
as Francis Scott Key and Edward Pinckney. However, there was no encounter more
famous than his clash with Edgar Allan Poe. Hewitt had reviewed Poe’s first collection of
poems in 1829 in The Emerald. Though there were several scathing lines in the
newspaper, Hewitt’s position on Poe’s work is perhaps best summarized by his later
statement, “Poe was not the poet he was said to be; he added but little to the literary
reputation of our country.”386
On June 15, 1833, Poe and Hewitt both entered into a poetry competition held by
The Baltimore Saturday Visitor. Poe received an award for his short story, A Manuscript
Found in a Bottle, while the poetry award he coveted went to Hewitt, who had entered his
work, Song of the Wind, under the pseudonym, Henry Wilton. After some time, Poe
discovered Hewitt’s deception and confronted him at the front door of The Baltimore
Saturday Visitor. Poe accused Hewitt of influencing the prize committee of his own
newspaper, using, “Underhanded means…to obtain that prize...” Hewitt recounted in his
memoirs, “With my usual impulsiveness, I dealt him a blow which staggered him, for I
was physically his superior.” The two were pulled apart on the street, but the feud
continued for years after their physical encounter. Poe later described the newspaper as a,
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“Journal which has never yet been able to recover from the mauvais odeur imparted to it
by Hewitt.”387
Hewitt’s growing rough-and-tumble reputation had little impact on his successes.
In 1832, Hewitt’s first play, Washington: An Allegorical Spectacle, premiered in
Baltimore at The Front Street Theater. In 1833, the same theater staged his play, Rip Van
Winkle (based on the Washington Irving tale), for which he would later compose music
and remount in Richmond. Several years later in 1838, Hewitt composed text and music
for, Flora’s Festival, a Pastoral Oratorio. The in-part composition premiered at the
Baltimore Music Institute on May 1st of that year.388 His growing success as a musician
would soon be codified with his first major musical work.
In 1845, Hewitt premiered his work, Jephta, the first fully American oratorio
(libretto, composition, and premier as criterions). The Baltimore Music Institute first
displayed the composition and then the work was remounted in Washington D.C.,
Baltimore, Georgetown, and Norfolk, Virginia. The following year, the oratorio was sent
to New York City where it was performed at the Broadway Tabernacle with a full
orchestra and chorus of 200 members. After a troubled rehearsal schedule, the New York
Daily Tribune christened the work as, “the first successful American oratorio.”389
Between 1840 and 1860, Hewitt relocated numerous times pursuing job
opportunities in the upper Southern states. He first lived in Washington D.C. using his
newspaper connections to work on the presidential campaign of Henry Clay, which does
give some insight into his complicated political ideologies of the day.390 Clay was critical
387
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in founding the National Republican Party (or the Anti-Jacksonian Party) and the Whig
Party, both of which held varying degrees of anti-slavery stances, anti-native relocation
stances, pro-public works stances, pro-public education stances, and pro-national bank
stances. Many of these policies were in stark contrast to those of the Democratic Party
that would eventually lead the secessionist movement in the South, which Hewitt would
later embrace at the onset of the Civil War.391 In his memoirs, Hewitt shared that he had
been very pro-Union before 1861.392 Clay’s failure as a presidential candidate ended
Hewitt’s ambition in national politics.
In the last decade of the American Antebellum Era, Hewitt wrote for the Norfolk
Beacon, in Norfolk, Virginia and taught at the Chesapeake Female College in Hampton,
Virginia until 1859 when the passing of his wife prompted a need for change. Ultimately,
the composer relocated to Richmond, Virginia in January of 1860, just before the start of
the war and designation of the city as the Confederate capital.393 The Daily Dispatch
hailed Hewitt’s arrival in Richmond, by promoting his intentions to, “establish here an
academy of vocal music.”394 Hewitt quickly became a faculty member with the
Richmond Academy of Music, and by May of 1860 he was producing a remounted
juvenile version of Flora’s Festival, which the Daily Dispatch affirmed was performed
with, “splendid effect,” and, “everyone should attend.”395 Hewitt had established his
musical excellence in Richmond in this prelude year to the Civil War.
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1861 brought with it more seceding states, including Virginia. South Carolina’s
attack on Fort Sumter prompted a military response from the Federal government, as
Lincoln summoned 30,000 volunteer troops to suppress the rebellion. It was for this
reason and his empathy towards the Southern cause that the politically keen Hewitt
decided to remain in Richmond and offer his services to Jefferson Davis. Hewitt lied to
Davis, espousing the narrative that he was a West Point graduate and felt he should be
assigned a high-ranking position in the new Confederate army. However, Davis did not
trust Hewitt due to his Northern birth (so claimed Hewitt) and offered him a position
training new recruits. Hewitt, who was now sixty years old with no combat experience,
declined the offer. Instead, Hewitt would take charge of the New Richmond Theatre in
late 1861.396
Actress and composer, Ella Wren, recalled about the void position at the New
Richmond Theatre in September of 1861:

The city was full of troops. Mrs. M [McGill], the owner of the theater, said
to me one day, “Ella, what are we going to do? There is no one here to
open or manage the theater, and the town is full of troops.”

I said, “Well, why don’t you open and manage it yourself? What you don’t
know you will soon learn. I will assist you.”

She replied, “I? What do I know about managing, and, besides where will
we get a company?”
396
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“Only open the theater and advertise. Let it be known that the theater is
open, and you will get plenty of actors.”

So she engaged Mr. J.H. Hewitt…On the 5th of October 1861, we opened
the Richmond theater with five people – Mr. E.R. Dallon and his wife,
Mrs. Jennie Powell, myself (Miss Ella Wren), and a comedian whose name
I have forgotten. In less than a week the management received telegrams
and letters from Mr. Charles Morton and Mr. Dorsey Agden, who were in
Mobile, Alabama. They were engaged at once. In less than two weeks from
the opening we had a good company.397

Hewitt accepted McGill’s offer and on October 10, 1861, he announced the
schedule for the first performances of, The Loan of the Lover and Mr. and Mrs. White, set
to begin on the 2nd of November.398 Hewitt recalled a troubled opening in his memoirs:

How to gather a company was the question. On the breaking out of the
war, the best of the profession fled North, thinking it the safest ground to
stand upon—for actors are cosmopolites and claim citizenship nowhere. I
however managed in a short time to collect enough of the fag-ends of
dismantled companies to open the theatre with a passable exhibition of
novelty, if not of talent . . . The thing took well and money flowed into the
397
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treasury but often had I reason to upbraid myself for having fallen so low
in my own estimation, for I had always considered myself a gentleman,
and I found that, in taking control of this theatre and its vagabond
company I had forfeited my claim to a respectable stand in the ranks of
society—with one or two exceptions, the company I had engaged was
composed of harlots and 'Artful dodgers.'

Hewitt continued in his recollection about the first months of performances:

…The Broad street theatre was open and nightly crowded with soldiers
and civilians—it was but rarely that ladies visited it. The Confederate
Theatre opening night presented an unique programme—the full company
not yet having arrived. There was an old farce performed in which Miss
Ella Wrenn [Wren] and Mr. Charles Morton appeared. This fare was
followed by an olio composed of singing and dancing by Miss [Mary]
Partington; then came a drum solo by a little boy who made the sticks fly
to an orchestra accompaniment. The skill of the little drummer brought
down the house, for he had the military on his side. His efforts in a
sheepskin accompaniment to the popular tune of 'Dixie,' worked the
soldiers up to the highest pitch of enthusiasm. The result of this display of
the boy's agility in the legitimate use of drumsticks was— he obtained a
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place in the ranks of a drum corps and drew pay from the government
treasury.399

Between November and the first days of January 1862, Hewitt’s slew of opening
acts and productions yielded large audiences, successful sales, and an elevated
professional standard. However, the theater’s good fortune was short lived. As mentioned
in the previous chapter, The Richmond Theatre burned to the ground on January 3, 1862
due to the suspected assassin and arsonist, the infamous, Property Man. When the fire
broke out, Hewitt was inside, asleep in his quarters. Hewitt recalled the disaster in his
memoirs:

Suddenly there were several loud explosions, and I thought I heard the
roar of flames. I immediately jumped up, opened the door of the office and
found the entire stage and proscenium wrapt in the fiery element. The heat
was intense, and the flames like hungry serpents were twisting around the
columns that supported the family circle of boxes—the skeletons of the
flats and wings were sparkling as if studded with myriads of stars —and
tongues of fire lapped the damask curtains of the private boxes.400

The Daily Dispatch described the scene, as:
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The theatre is a complete wreck—nothing left but a portion of the walls.
All the valuable scenery, painted by the elder Grain, Getz, Heilge, and
Italian artists employed by George Jones, all the wardrobe and 'property,'
including some costly furniture and decorations, rich oil paintings and
steel portraits of celebrated dramatists, manuscript plays, operas, and
oratorios, all are involved in the common destruction. Miss Jennie Taylor,
the custodian of the wardrobe, lost about $1,200 worth individually, while
the whole stock wardrobe under her care, part of which belonged to
Kunkel and Moxley, and part to Mrs. McGill, was probably
worth from $4,000 to $5,000. Some members of the company lost quite
heavily—Messrs. Ogden and Dalton several hundred dollars worth in
books and wardrobe. Mr. Loebman, leader, and others of the orchestra
lost between $300 and $400 in instruments and sheet music. . . .Thos.
Halstead, machinist, (now in service at Gloucester Point,) and Frank
Ellers, stage carpenter, each lost $300 to $400 in tools, etc. Mrs.
Elizabeth McGill, the last owner, purchased the theatre in May,
1855, for $25,000, when property, particularly of that description, would
not command its value at public sale. Since that period, many costly
improvements have been made upon it and we suppose that $50,000 would
not more than make good her loss.401

Hewitt wasted no time moving the productions to Trinity Church and Franklin
Hall the following Monday, intermittently renaming the company, The Richmond
401
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Varieties.402 The location was ideal for the time being, as the company immediately
began financing construction on a new theater in the same location as the original.
Stationed next to the Ballard’s Exchange Hotel, The Richmond Varieties sold out shows
nearly every night, as they attracted the guests next door and Confederate soldiers
stationed in the city.403
In May of 1862, The Enquirer published a scathing review of the theaters in
Richmond, highlighting managers like Hewitt, for catering to the mob-like audiences that
had invaded the city with, “flash productions;” avoiding legitimate repertoire for the
more educated faction of the public. The article was a contributor to Hewitt’s undoing
with theater owner, McGill. After losing her confidence, Hewitt resigned from his
position as manager on June 20, 1862.404 He was replaced by his second in command,
Richard D'Orsey Ogden, who Hewitt described as, “a fawning sycophant, with just
enough brains to know how to fascinate a frail woman and keep himself from the
clutches of the conscript officer.”405
Hewitt remained in Richmond until late 1862, when he decided to follow a
professional acquaintance he had made in the city, The Queen Sisters (or the Waldron
family), to Augusta, Georgia, where he composed or adapted previous works specifically
for the voices of the six sisters. He briefly toured with the family as an advisor and stage
manager. Hewitt would not return to Richmond for the rest of the Civil War.406
Throughout the course of his life, Hewitt composed over 300 parlor songs and
dozens of plays, musicals, operas, oratorios, and poems. While in Richmond, it is
402
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assumed he composed seven parlor songs, which were often published outside of
Richmond as Hewitt had exclusive publishing arrangements with a variety of distributors,
which would change after 1861. In 1860, He composed four songs, though
chronologically it is unclear when exactly each piece was composed due to the vague
information of the title pages.
Alphabetically, the first parlor song Hewitt composed in Richmond was a song of
admiration, entitled, “Anna Maryé” (see Appendix A, page 250). The cover of some
versions has a beautifully lithographed basket of flowers and the title page reads:
Song
Annie Maryè
Poetry by
J.M. Magruder
Music by
JOHN H. HEWITT
OF RICHMOND
And respectfully dedicated
TO
MISS ANNA MARYÈ
OF PORT GIBSON
Mississippi407

George Willig of Baltimore, Maryland, and Dorr and Rade, of Richmond,
Virginia, published the work.408 The parlor song is composed in B flat major and in a 6/8
407
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time signature. The instruction by Hewitt is to perform the piece playfully.409 Overall the
song is very simple, with a few accidentals. The harmonic structure is predictable,
following a I – V – I – IV – V – I progression. The only exceptions to this are the
accidentals of an E natural, which creates the secondary chord V/V, and a minor vii chord
with the addition of an A flat. Both chords are used sparingly, often at a thematic change
or dovetailing a fermata.410 Everything about the composition is traditional of the parlor
song repertoire that Hewitt helped develop in prior decades (ease of progression and
chords, strophic with a refrain, established themes in the piano ritornello, slight virtuosity
in the final measures of the song, a light subject matter, and often a dedication to a friend
or colleague). The charming text for the parlor song, reads:

The "whippoorwill" sang for mate in the grove,
And the night-winds were wafting the strains of his love;
The moon kept her watch o'er the lands, o'er the sea.
And her beams kissed the sweet face of Anna Maryè!

I sat at her feet and I gazed on her face
And no stain of the earth on its features could trace;
Like the stars up above shone that fair brow to me,
Not a moonbeam looked gentler than Anna Maryè!

Oh! Her eye it smiles kindly on all it looks on.
408
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And her voice oh! How softly bewitching in tone;
Her heart is a treasure, which peerless will be,
To him who shall win the sweet Anna Maryè!

O'er all the wide world if there can be one found
To bring tears to those eyes, or that bosom to wound;
How lost to all good and how hardened must be
The heart that could harm thee, sweet Anna Maryè! 411

The second song in Hewitt’s repertoire from 1860 is a song of pioneering,
entitled, “Away to the Prairie, Away!” (see Appendix A, page 251). The title page reads:

Away to the prairie, away!
Written & Composed for
Mrs. W. Williams
of Fort Dodge
By
J.H. Hewitt 412

One of Hewitt’s main distributors, the popular Miller and Beacham Publishing of
Baltimore, Maryland produced the work. “Away to the Prairie, Away!” is another
charming, but simple song. The piece is composed in D major and in a 6/8 time signature.
411
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The accompaniment follows a standard progression with only one accidental in the
setting (G#), which briefly inserts a V/V. This strophic piece includes a refrain composed
for a four-part chorus (soprano, alto, tenor, bass), which gives it a charismatic quality for
parties in the parlor.413 The text for “Away to the Prairie, Away!” reads:

Away to the prairie, away!
Like a dove that is seeking her nest;
Where the flowers look up to the bright god of day,
The balmy and beautiful West!
There true hearts are waiting for thee
And sweet smiles bid thee welcome once more;
While music like zephyrs that steal o’er the sea,
Will whisper thy wand’rings are o’er.

Then away to the prairie, away!
Where life is a sun-shiny day!
Then away to the prairie, away!
Where life is a sun-shiny day!

Away to the prairie, away!
There’s no joy in the city for thee;
See the home beacon sheds from afar its mild ray,
And tells thee where cherish’d ones be,
413
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The wild deer and roe bid thee come,
And the singing bird gives thee her song,
The voices of dear ones are calling thee home;
To joys that have waited thee long.

Then away to the prairie, away!
Where life is a sun-shiny day!
Then away to the prairie, away!
Where life is a sun-shiny day!414

The third song from Hewitt’s 1860 compositions was likely his first indication
that he empathized with the Southern cause. The song, “Dear Land of the South,” begins
as a song paying homage to the natural beauties of the Southern states, but then shifts
character and touches on the political strife of the day (see Appendix A, page 252). While
not outright pro-Confederate during this prelude year to the Civil War, it certainly gives
the secessionist movement a head nod. Interestingly, Hewitt used the pseudonym, Eugene
Raymond, for this composition, which may be an indication that he was still
uncomfortable exposing himself publicly as a Southern sympathizer.415 The song title
page reads:
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TO MISS ALICE GREGORY,
Petersburg, Va
Dear Land of the South
Written & Composed
BY
Eugene Raymond.416

Henry McCaffrey, located at 201 Baltimore Street in Baltimore, Maryland and
John F. Ellis of Washington D.C., both published the parlor song.417 The piece is
composed in C major, uses common time, and indicates a moderato tempo. The micro
ritornelli bookending the vocal line are fairly virtuosic in the treble voicing, using several
grace notes and accidentals, which are indicative of the strengths of the dedicatee. Hewitt
continues the use of an F# accidental intermittently throughout the vocal accompaniment,
creating either V/V or V7/V secondary chords through the composition. Notably, the
song uses an ascending walking bass line in the more virtuosic areas, which is unique
from Hewitt’s other parlor songs during this same year. The harmonic progression of the
accompaniment with the entrance of the voice is very simple, almost exclusively using a I
to V motion. The vocal line is nearly entirely stepwise, with a few intervallic exceptions
that span no more than a 6th.418 The text for, “Dear Land of the South,” reads:

Dear land of the South, where the lofty pines grows,
And sings its wild song to the violet and rose;
416
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I love to recline where the orange trees bloom,
And bless, with a proud heart my own Southern home.
They tell of the health and the wealth of the North,
Of the beauty and plenty its valleys bring forth;
There are hearts of the South as warm as her sun,
Whose pulse is the same and whose feelings are one!

Then, ever be blest, dear land of my sires!
The home of the gen'rous, the noble and the true;
The first that enkindled and fed Freedom's fires,
And upheld our banner of red, white and blue!

The bright eyes of beauty illumines thy halls,
Her sighs like soft music, upon the soul fall;
The glow of the clime seems to dwell in her breast,
And woo the worn spirit from sorrow to rest.
The stalwart and brave are all ready to band
For the cause that is just and their own native land;
"The union of States, and the union of hands."
Is blazed on their standard wherever it stands.

Then, ever be blest, dear land of my sires!
The home of the gen'rous, the noble and the true;
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The first that enkindled and fed Freedom's fires,
And upheld our banner of red, white and blue!419

The fourth parlor song Hewitt composed in 1860, ironically, is a patriotic or proUnion song entitled, “I Love My Native Land the Best” (see Appendix A, page 253).420
While patriotic parlor songs were popular in the North during the Civil War, this proUnion parlor song is perhaps the only one, or at least the last one, of its kind to be
published in the South amidst the growing secessionist movement. Furthermore, in stark
contrast to his previously mentioned composition, this song shows Hewitt may have been
struggling with the idea of staying in the South, of which he had become so fond over the
years, as tension grew between the states. At the very least, the parlor song shows Hewitt
was still masquerading as a pro-Union man until Virginia’s secession in April of 1861.
The title page for, “I Love My Native Land the Best,” reads:

To Miss Annie Virginia Hayward
AMERICA,
MY NATIVE LAND,
Words by William H. Hayward, Esq.
MUSIC BY J.H. HEWITT 421
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The parlor song is composed in C major and common time with an indication to
play bold. The chords in the introduction are fairly dense for a parlor song, which allows
the pianist to lean into the sentiment of playing boldly. Additionally, the triadic chords in
the bass clef are displaced every beat by as much as an octave, giving a march-like
quality to the introduction. With the entrance of the vocal line, the rhythm of the
accompaniment changes to arpeggiated triplets, and is perhaps Hewitt’s most complex
rhythm of his 1860 repertoire. The vocal line, while mostly stepwise and outlining a V to
I motion, includes arpeggiated leaps that give the melody a triumphant quality. Overall,
the sound is very patriotic and Americana. The piece sparingly uses one accidental, B
flat, which in combination with the rest of the spellings creates a Neapolitan chord. The
piece concludes each strophe with a chorus for four voices (soprano, alto, tenor, bass) and
continues the patriotic trend of an arpeggiated melody in the soprano voice.422 The text
for, “I Love My Native Land Best,” reads:

America, my native land,
Star of the glorious west!
To thee I sing my boyhood's song;
I love my native land the best.
Tho' I have roam'd to distant climes,
Like a dove in search of rest,
To thee I turn and sing once more
I love my native land the best.
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I love, I love my native land,
I love, I love my native land;
To thee I turn and sing once more,
I love my native land the best.

Here freedom pure forever dwells,
The eagle is her crest;
Here grows the tree of liberty,
I love my native land the best.
And men renowned for noble deeds,
Who fought and stood the test,
Brave heroes of America;
I love my native land the best.

I love, I love my native land,
I love, I love my native land;
Brave heroes of America!
I love my native land the best.

The holy Bible here is free
Our guide to make us blest;
Home of my birth! I cling to thee,
I love my native land the best.
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Columbia, now and evermore!
All tyrants we detest;
The glory of my song shall be;
I love my native land the best.

I love, I love my native land,
I love, I love my native land;
The glory of my song shall be;
I love my native land the best.423

In 1861, Hewitt composed and published three more parlor songs. By April of
that year, Virginia had seceded and the transportation lines between the northern and
southern states were blockaded. This little bit of context helps us determine which of
Hewitt’s pieces were published before and after April of 1861. Two songs were likely
published between January and April, as they were published in Baltimore, north of the
Potomac blockade. Those two songs were, “A Light in the Window for Thee,” and,
“Santa Lucia.”424 The additional song published that year after April was one of Hewitt’s
most famous wartime parlor songs, “Rock Me to Sleep, Mother.”425
Hewitt’s composition, “Santa Lucia” is currently unavailable. However, it is
catalogued as, “Santa Lucia; beautiful Neapolitan barcarole with English and Italian
words arranged for piano forte. [English version, ‘Glide o’er the waveless sea,’ by John
423
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H. Hewitt]. Baltimore, Miller & Beacham, 1861.”426 This description of the title page
provides us some comprehension of the piece. Hewitt was certainly known for adapting
works of European origin for the parlor song market.
Hewitt’s second piece of 1861 entitled, “A Light in the Window for Thee,” is the
type of composition that earned him the label, Father of the American Ballad (see
Appendix A, page 254). This cover page for this parlor song has a unique transcription in
addition to the title of the work, which reads:
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To
Miss Alice Hurt
of Culpepper Co. Va.
A light in the window for thee
Ballad
Music Composed
BY
John H. Hewitt 427

When a boy, twelve years old, I worked hard to support my mother and two younger
brothers, and usually carried my earnings home every evening. One night, it being very
dark and muddy, and have three miles to travel, and a heavy bundle to carry, I did not
reach home till late. My mother feeble and weary, had retired, but quickly aroused when
she heard my footstep, and met me at the door with a warm heart, and warmer tears, and
kiss, and a, “God bless you, dear boy! After this, my son, I’ll set a light in the window for
you.” And, true to her word, the bright light in the window appeared. Oh! How it cheered
my heart, ever after, for years! Health failing me, I left home (after my brothers could
help mother), and went to sea. When three years from home, and on the Pacific Ocean,
my mother died; and just before she expired, she said to those around her, “Give Edward
my dying blessing, for he has been a good boy, and tell him I have gone to heaven, and I
will set a light in the window for him.
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This heartfelt composition was published by Lee & Walker Publishing, located at
922 Chestnut Street in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and distributed by Miller & Beacham
Publishing in Baltimore, Maryland. The inscription on the cover page affords us a deep
insight into the song’s context. The ballad is composed in E flat major, a 6/8 time
signature, and a modified strophic structure. The work revolves around a standard I – IV
– V – I progression with intermittent secondary chords, such as V/V by using a raised
subdominant. Occasionally, there is a C diminished chord that leads to E flat in second
inversion with D as a passing tone, which is found in both the refrain and the verse
supporting the reoccurring lyric, brother. The text for, “A Light in the Window for
Thee,” reads:

There’s a light in the window for thee, dear brother,
There’s a light in the window for thee,
Our mother has moved to the mansions above,
There’s a light in the window for thee.

A mansion in heaven we see, dear brother,
And a light in the window for thee
There’s a light in the window for thee, dear brother,
There’s a light in the window for thee.

There’s a crown and a robe and a palm, dear brother,
When your labors have ceased to be;
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For Jesus has gone to prepare you a home,
With a light in the window for thee.

A mansion in heaven we see, dear brother,
And a light in the window for thee
There’s a light in the window for thee, dear brother,
There’s a light in the window for thee.

Oh, watch and be faithful and pray, dear brother,
All your journey o’er life’s troubled sea;
Tho’ affliction assail you, and storms beat severe,
There’s a light in the window for thee.

A mansion in heaven we see, dear brother,
And a light in the window for thee
There’s a light in the window for thee, dear brother,
There’s a light in the window for thee.

Then on, perseveringly on, dear brother,
Till, from conflict and suffering, free;
Bright angels are beck’ning you over the stream,
There’s a light in the window for thee.
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A mansion in heaven we see, dear brother,
And a light in the window for thee
There’s a light in the window for thee, dear brother,
There’s a light in the window for thee.428

The third parlor song produced by Hewitt in the latter part of 1861, and the final
publication composed during his time in Richmond, was one of his most famous wartime
compositions, entitled, “Rock Me to Sleep, Mother” (see Appendix A, page 256). As
mentioned in the previous chapter, this composition first appeared in the final act of
Hewitt’s play, Christmas Eve; or A Duel in the Snow, and was specifically composed for
the voice of actress, Ella Wren.429 This is the very same play and song that Wren was
performing the night she was poisoned. The character, The Young Wife of 20, sings the
song though the context of the libretto was lost in the theater fire that occurred several
days after her poisoning.430 The text was adapted from a poem authored by Florence
Percy, a pseudonym for a popular poet at the time, Elizabeth Akers Allen.431 As Wren
mentioned, the song was so popular after being published it was requested at nearly every
concert she performed in her post-Richmond years. The title page for, “Rock Me to
Sleep, Mother,” reads:
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Rock Me To Sleep,
Mother
BALLAD
Words by Florence Percy. Music by John H. Hewitt.432

The parlor song was first published by the Columbia, South Carolina partner of
Geo. Dunn and Company, Julian A. Selby, and is arguably one of Hewitt’s most
fancifully lithographed publications. In a rare event, Selby included the month and year
of the publication, November 2, 1862.433 This is the earliest known publication of this
parlor song, which nearly falls on the one-year anniversary of the song’s premier in
Richmond. The song went on to be republished in three editions as late as 1889.434 Hewitt
set the piece in E flat major, a 6/8 time signature with an andante con expressione [sic]
indication, and strophic form. The song opens with a homophonic texture, establishing
the theme with open octaves in the right hand of the accompaniment. Following a
standard progression, the beginning accompaniment is triadic and dense. In the latter half
of the song, the composition uses successive arpeggiation that sounds much like a
European lullaby to reflect the reoccurring text, “rock me to sleep.” Overall, the vocal
line is very sing-able, and never extends above the staff. Generally, the melody is also
stepwise and never uses a leap greater than a 5th. As is Hewitt’s way, the song employs a
V/V secondary chord, as well as a Neapolitan chord during the arpeggiated section. Over
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all, the work has a somber, early Americana sound.435 The text for, “Rock Me to Sleep,
Mother,” reads:

Backward, turn backward, O Time, in your flight,
Make me a child again just for tonight;
Mother, come back from the echoless shore,
Take me again to your heart as of yore.
Kiss from my forehead the furrows of care,
Smooth the few silver threads out of my hair;
Over my slumbers your loving watch keep,
Rock me to sleep, mother, rock me to sleep.
Rock me, rock me, rock me to sleep;
Rock me, rock me, rock me to sleep.

Backward, flow backward, O sad tide of years,
I am so weary of toils and of tears
Toils without recompense tears all in vain
Take them, and give me my childhood again.
I have grown weary of dust and decay,
Weary of flinging my soul-wealth away
Weary of sowing for others to reap
Rock me to sleep, mother rock me to sleep.
Rock me, rock me, rock me to sleep
435
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Rock me, rock me, rock me to sleep.

Tired of the hollow, the base, the untrue,
Mother, oh! mother, my heart calls for you.
Many a summer the grass has grown green,
Blossomed and faded, our faces between
Yet with strong yearning and passionate pain,
Long I tonight for your presence again;
Come from the silence so long and so deep
Rock me to sleep, mother rock me to sleep.
Rock me, rock me, rock me to sleep
Rock me, rock me, rock me to sleep.

Over my faint heart, in the days that are flown,
No love like thy mother love, ever was shown
No other worship abides and endures,
Faithful, unselfish and patient like yours
None like a mother can charm away pain,
From the sick soul and the world-weary brain;
Slumber's soft calm o're my heavy lids creep
Rock me to sleep, mother rock me to sleep.
Rock me, rock me, rock me to sleep
Rock me, rock me, rock me to sleep.
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Come, let you brown hair just lighted with gold,
Fall on your shoulders again as of old
Let it fall over my forehead tonight,
Shading my faint eyes away from the light
For, with its sunny-edged shadows once more,
Haply will throng the sweet visions of yore;
Lovingly, softly, its bright billows weep
Rock me to sleep, mother rock me to sleep.
Rock me, rock me, rock me to sleep
Rock me, rock me, rock me to sleep.

Mother, dear mother, the years have been long,
Since I last hushed to your lullaby song;
Since then, and unto my soul it shall seem,
Womanhood's years have been but a dream;
Clasped to thy arms in a loving embrace,
With thy light lashes just sweeping my face,
Never hereafter to wake or to weep
Rock me to sleep, mother rock me to sleep.
Rock me, rock me, rock me to sleep
Rock me, rock me, rock me to sleep.436
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After Hewitt’s time in Richmond and his move to Augusta, Georgia, he began
composing major pro-Confederate works, such as his musical burletta, King Linkum the
First. Hewitt’s play premiered in the late fall of 1862 and is an example of the height of
Confederate propaganda in the Southern theater. The play depicts President Lincoln as a
drunken tyrant, haunted by a Freedman after emancipating the enslaved population, who
then chastises him for the deed. The script certainly includes elements of minstrel shows
and is full of contemporary political commentary, such as hailing Democratic Party wins
in the North amidst the Civil War, showing the population was tiring of Lincoln’s war
effort and the Confederacy would surely be victorious.437 The work is a sample of
Hewitt’s lean into the realm of Confederate propaganda. Hewitt’s parlor song
compositions also took a stark turn toward pro-Confederate sentiments. Parlor songs such
as, “The South”, “The Flag of the Sunny South”, and “The Stonewall Quickstep” reveal a
cogent framework of Hewitt’s embrace of the Confederate cause.
Hewitt continued to distribute parlor songs, both sentimental and proConfederate, in the city of Richmond by networking with Geo. Dunn and Company, West
& Johnston Publishing, J.W. Randolph & Company, and others. As a significant example
of this network, every major publisher in Richmond, as well as others in major cities both
north and south of the battle lines, would distribute his most popular wartime
composition, the parlor song, “All Quiet Along the Potomac Tonight” of 1863.438 The
parlor song appealed to audiences on all peripheries of the Civil War as it articulated the
story of an unidentified soldier who was shot in the dark while standing guard on a picket
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line.439 After three years of bloodshed, Hewitt touched on the heartbreak and readiness of
most Americans to seek peace.
In his personal life, Hewitt remarried to his eighteen year old student, Mary
Aletha Smith, on June 18, 1863.440 The bride’s family was firmly against the marriage
due to an age difference in excess of 40 years. Hewitt describes his preceding loneliness,
as:

The existing war had separated me from all that I held dear on earth, my
mother and my children. I knew not whether the former was alive or not,
for I had not means of communicating with the north.441

His wife, Allie, as he endearingly referred to her, was Hewitt’s companion for the rest of
his life and the couple would parent two children.442
In October of 1863, Hewitt forged a new career in publishing by opening an
Augusta branch on behalf of his network partner, the popular music publisher, John C.
Schreiner and Sons of Savannah, Georgia. Hewitt used his new position to publish many
of his parlor songs, including, “The Young Volunteer,” and, “The Unknown Dead,”
which he had composed for the voice of the former Richmond actress, Ella Wren. The
two performed the parlor songs nightly on a concert tour of the Deep South.443 Hewitt’s
compositions and plays brought him great success and fortune throughout the Civil War.
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His wealth was so abundant, he generously donated nearly $2,500 for public relief on two
instances in the later war years.444 Hewitt used his accrued capital to purchase the famous
publishing business, Blackmar and Brothers, on April 10, 1865. However, his ill-timing
would lead to his financial ruin, for the day prior to this purchase, Confederate General
Robert E. Lee surrendered to Union General Ulysses S. Grant in Appomattox, Virginia,
which was the final major defeat of the Southern war effort. 445 The former states of the
Confederacy were about to enter into a decade of poverty and rebuilding, leaving little
resources for luxuries such as sheet music.
After the war, Hewitt had much trouble finding employment to support his new
family. He returned to Baltimore, Maryland during the Reconstruction Era to search for
work while his wife stayed with their children in Savannah. Afterwards, the family
briefly returned to Virginia where Hewitt taught at various finishing schools for young
women.446 Hewitt continued to compose large works in the later years of his life,
including a parlor operetta entitled, The Musical Enthusiast, in 1872. The operetta was
marketed toward youths and young women still in finishing school, singing societies, and
home entertainers. The work was published as late as 1900. 447
In 1874, the family relocated to Baltimore, where Hewitt opened the Baltimore
Academy of Music. That same year, his wife, Allie, began teaching at the Maryland State
Institution of the Blind. Additionally, Hewitt continued his moonlighting efforts in
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journalism, but the ventures yielded little financial success. Allie was the primary income
earner in the latter years of Hewitt’s life.448
In February of 1888, the still rambunctious Hewitt tumbled down the stairs in his
home located on East North Avenue in Baltimore. Gravely injured, Hewitt was nearly
bedridden for 18 months. Hewitt passed away peacefully after his final farewells to his
wife and children on October 7, 1890.449 Historian E. Lawrence Abel, noted, “In one of
life’s little ironies, it was the same date on which his longtime rival Poe had died in
1849.”450 Hewitt is buried in London Park Cemetery of Baltimore.451

Lawrence uniquely summarized the spirit of Hewitt’s life as:

Hewitt embodied the restless can-do spirit of a young America. He had
grown up with the fledgling republic, and had personally witnessed some
of its most important technological firsts. As a boy in August 1807, he was
a deckhand on the first time a steamboat sailed on the Hudson River. In
the early 1830s he rode the first train to be pulled out of Baltimore by a
locomotive, and in 1844 he was present when William Morse sent the first
telegraph message from Baltimore to Washington.452

Hewitt’s shotgun-like legacy is scattered throughout the eastern seaboard of the
United States. His moods and efforts shifted as radically as his residences, employments,
448
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ideologies, and relationships. From a duel-challenging student, to a feisty street-brawling
poet, and most significantly, from patriot to Confederate, Hewitt embodies every twist
and turn that a soul could make in early America. His life’s work is contentious and
highly debatable as to his intentions from moment to moment. Regardless of how one
may view his persona, Hewitt’s legacy is justly both, Father of the American Ballad and
Bard of the Confederacy.
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SECTION 4
THE LOST COMPOSERS OF RICHMOND 1861 – 1866
The Lost Composers are defined as those figures who lived and worked as
musicians in Richmond during the Civil War, but whose legacies have little existing
information. These composers or contributors were often Confederate soldiers returning
from the war front to share their stories through parlor songs. Their compositions are
arguably not pro-Confederate in the same manner as previously mentioned composers,
whereas the cause of the Confederacy is not so significantly championed. Rather, these
composers are empathetic to the emotions of Confederate soldiers who experienced
separation, loss, and defeat.
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CHAPTER 11
J.W. BURTON AND A.J. ANDREWS
J.W. Burton (misrepresented as C.W. Burton on the cover of his parlor song) set
to music a wartime love poem authored by, Andrew Jackson Andrews, entitled, “Wait ‘til
the War, Love, is Over” (see Appendix A, page 257). Geo. Dunn and Company
lithographed the parlor song and West and Johnston Publishing distributed the
composition within the Confederate capital in 1864. There exists no biographical
information on J.W. Burton, and no determinative evidence that he was a resident of
Richmond, Virginia. However, the focused manufacturing and distribution of Geo. Dunn
and Company within the Richmond music market, and the collaboration with local
Richmond based poet, Andrews, indicates a composer who was likely a Richmonder.
Additionally, Andrews left behind personal memoirs, A Sketch of the Boyhood Days of
Andrew J. Andrews, of Gloucester County, Virginia, and His Experience as a Soldier in
the Late War between the States, which outlines his Civil War experiences and a
collection of poems inspired by the trying times, making this composition unique to
Richmond.
The title page of Burton’s parlor song reads:
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Popular Song
Wait ‘til the War, Love, is Over.453
Andrews’ lyrics read:

‘T’was gentle Spring, the flow’rs were bright,
The bird’s sweet song was lovely;
I wander’d in the moon’s pale light
With the maid I loved so dearly.
Her face was fair with smiles to me,
With joy my heart ran over,
To hear her sweet voice say to me
“Wait ‘till the war, love, is over.”
Wait love, wait love, wait ‘till the war, love, is over.

I left the maid I loved so well,
The girl I loved so dearly;
Tears, yes, tears from my eyelids fell;
Oh, my heart it felt severely.
But her face was fair with smiles to me,
With joy my heart ran over,
To hear her sweet voice say to me
“Wait ‘till the war, love, is over.”
453
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Wait love, wait love, wait ‘till the war, love, is over.

Sad was I to leave that maid
The girl I loved to dearly;
I hastened to the battle storm,
The foe to front so sternly.
And oh! At night, in visions free,
When the day’s hard toil was over,
Her spirit soft, would say to me,
“Hope, for the war will be over.”
Hope love, hope love, hope, for the war will be over.

Sweet gentle Peace came to our land
Our foes their flight had taken:
I hasten’d home with heart and hand
To the Southern maid awaiting.
Her face was fair with smiles to me,
With joy my heart ran over,
To hear her sweet voice say to me,
“Come, for the war, love, is over.”
Come love, come love, come, for the war, &c.454
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Burton composed this song in A major and common time, marked for an andante
tempo, in strophic form. The accompaniment opens with arpeggiated I – V – I chords in
the bass of the piano, and a stepwise melody using open octave in the treble voicing. The
introduction of the vocal melody is humble, often stepwise with moderate leaps of 3rds
and 4ths, supported by a standard chord progression in the accompaniment. The
accompaniment transfers the open octaves, originally found in the right hand, to the left
hand and follows a repeating 8th note pattern. There are some secondary chords by way of
a V/V using an added D#. The accompaniment does not deviate from its open octave, 8th
note pattern until it reaches the short refrain at the end of each strophe, which then
changes to paralleling 3rds, with some exceptions, on the text, “Wait love, wait love.”
Additionally, this is the only time the vocal melody uses a succession of half notes. This
bit of text painting highlights the longing of the song’s character. The parlor song
concludes by returning to the open octaves originally found in the treble voice, and the
arpeggiated chords in the bass.455
Though there is no information on Burton, Andrews’ autobiography sheds a deep
insight into the story behind this composition. Andrews’ poem portrays a sentiment
mutually felt on both sides of the conflict and is nearly neutral in its purpose. However,
his one specificity of a, “Southern maid” alludes to more profound occurrences and
resentments that Andrews expressed in his memoirs. Though generally factual and
neutral in his autobiography when discussing his participation in the Civil War (with the
exception of several racial slurs) Andrews vented, “I am not ashamed of what I did
during those long and dreary days of the late war, I cannot help looking back with pride
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at what I did in the defense of my own, my native land, Virginia.”456 Furthermore,
Andrews was courting his wife-to-be during his time as a Confederate soldier and
experienced much of the Civil War’s most enduring trials amidst their romance. The
intermingling of Andrews’ courtship and soldiering are experiences that should be
incorporated into the parlor song’s interpretation.
Andrews was an eighteen-year-old soldier in the Army of Northern Virginia
beginning in 1861. Stationed to defend the Confederate capital, he fought or participated
in significant battles around much of Richmond, Williamsburg, Fredericksburg and more.
Andrews recalled significant experiences during his time as a Confederate infantryman,
such as conversing with Confederate General Robert E. Lee and the death of Confederate
General Stonewall Jackson at Chancellorsville.457 An interesting note from Andrews’
memoirs: the poet fought at the Battle of Malvern Hill, Virginia, where Oliver Wren,
brother to the previously mentioned composer, Ella Wren, was captured and condemned
to Libby Prison.458
After a perilous effort to visit with his wife-to-be, Andrews went on to fight at the
Battle of Gettysburg in July of 1863, where he was captured and sent to Fort Delaware.
The young Andrews suffered near starvation while in Union captivity, but was released in
a prisoner exchange, after which he returned home to his parent’s farm in eastern
Virginia. While in recovery, Andrews recalled a party of Federal Dragoons who raided
his parent’s property of livestock and goods, leaving nothing for his family’s livelihood.
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For all his wartime trials, this was the most significant point of bitterness for Andrews.459
It was during this time that he may have authored or submitted his poem with Burton, as
the year would likely have been 1864 and Andrews had spare time for personal pursuits.
After his recovery, Andrews returned to his company outside of Richmond, where
he witnessed the burning of the Confederate capital in April of 1865. Andrews noted that
the fires destroyed Main Street, which he likely realized consumed the area of town that
housed West and Johnston Publishing, who had recently distributed his work.460 Though
Andrews’ poem appears universal in its content, every lyric is shadowed by the Civil
War’s most dreadful hardships.
While no information has been recovered about J.W. Burton, he was a composer
seemingly influenced by the wartime trials of the Richmond-based poet, Andrew Jackson
Andrews. Much like the humble appearances of many ragged Confederate soldiers, the
parlor song, “Wait ‘til the War, Love, is Over” offers an unsuspecting glimpse into the
wealth of love and misadventures of a young Confederate soldier who was thrust into
life’s richest and darkest experiences.
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CHAPTER 12
E.A. AMBOLD
Earnest A. Ambold was a professor of music and Confederate cavalryman from
Caroline County, Virginia, just north of Richmond. In his post-soldiering life, Ambold
composed the parlor song, “The Rebel’s Grave” (see Appendix A, page 257). Johnson
and Chamberlayne Music Dealers and Publishers, a new company founded in post-war
Richmond, distributed the composition in 1866. The work seemingly coincides with the
official declaration of the conclusion of the Civil War by President Andrew Johnson in
August of the same year.
Confederate Private Earnest A. Ambold was born on October 21, 1835 in
Germany. At the onset of the Civil War In 1861, Ambold was a 25-year-old music
instructor living in Port Royal, Caroline County, Virginia. On May 6, 1861, Ambold
enlisted with the Caroline Light Dragoons under Captain Samuel A. Swann in Bowling
Green, Virginia. This company would eventually become the 9th Virginia Cavalry.461
Confederate war records show that Ambold was a courier for General Holmes in
January and February of 1862. On March 6, 1862, Ambold reenlisted for two more years
with the Confederate Cavalry and received a $50 reenlistment bounty. Ambold continued
to work as a courier for General Holmes through May and June of 1863. From July of
1863 through June of 1864, Ambold was transferred as a clerk to the Medical Purveyor’s
461
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Office in Richmond, and he was briefly assigned to Company A, 3rd Regiment of the
Virginia Infantry, Local Defense. This time frame puts him in place to have experienced
the Siege of Petersburg, Virginia. Ambold’s military career with the Confederate Cavalry
ended in illness. He was hospitalized for over six months, from July 15, 1864 through
February 28, 1865.462 It is unclear if he continued to fight after this date.
After the Civil War, Ambold married a woman named Nannie, and fathered four
sons with her (Earnest, James, John and Robert). Ambold and Nannie moved to
Richmond during this time, where Ambold continued his career as a music professor. In
1866, Ambold submitted his Confederate memorial parlor song, “The Rebel’s Grave” to
Johnson and Chamberlayne, who published and distributed the work.463 Due to the
burning of Richmond in April of 1865, many of Richmond’s publishers lost their
storefronts and means of production. It is possible that Ambold was forced to wait for a
publisher to reestablish their methods of lithographing between the war’s end in 1865 and
the beginning of Reconstruction in 1866. The parlor song is sentimental in its
remembrance of fallen Confederate troops, appealing to the defeated mood of the
Richmond public. The title page states in memoriam:
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The
Rebel’s Grave
Composed and Dedicated to the
(Memory of)
The Heroic Dead
By
E.A. Ambold 464

The text for, “The Rebel’s Grave” reads:

There is a spot the herd will not pass,
Nor taste its long luxuriant grass,
There’s a mount the flow’r or sun
Can never tempt the child upon
But on that mound have old men lain
Bedewing it with tears like rain
And young men filled with purpose brave
Come there to bless the Rebel’s grave,
Come there to bless the Rebel’s grave.

The Rebel’s grave oh love it well,
The spot where true men fighting fell,
464
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Traitors to wrong, to guilt and fraud,
But true to freedom and to God,
Who dared the freeman’s sword to draw
To vindicate the freeman’s law
And from the land they could not save
Took its last gift, the Rebel’s grave.
Took its last gift, the Rebel’s grave.

Blest be the spot, not all in vain
There blood was lavished on the plain,
Not all in vain the greener grass!
Sighs to the young men as they pass.
I see the lip, I mark the eye,
That mutely send their stern reply,
Grant God, high yet that flag shall wave
The fell beside the Rebel’s grave.465

“The Rebel’s Grave” is arguably the most complex of all the pro-Confederate
parlor songs. At first glance, an amateur might find the piece daunting, as it appears more
akin to something Schubert would compose, full of 32nd notes, accidentals, and a
thematic accompaniment. Ambold composed the piece in C minor and common time,
marked for a larghetto tempo. He uses a variety of accidentals in the accompaniment and
an extremely chromatic melody in comparison to the rest of the parlor song repertoire.
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Some of the accidentals are simply outlining a harmonic minor scale, using a raised
leading tone. Other accidentals are outlining secondary chords with their spellings. One
reoccurring example of this is a V/VI, by means of a raised mediant, dominant, and
submediant. Additionally, Ambold frequently uses a fully diminished chord built upon a
raised supertonic, which is a rare quality within the repertoire. Often diminished chords,
or chords of any true dissonance, were used momentarily under fermatas or in passing
toward the cadence. Ambold uses all of these means as continuous supporting harmonies
in the accompaniment, which gives the parlor song an overall haunting sound. Moreover,
Ambold uses a reoccurring pattern between the vocal melody and accompaniment. The
vocal line starts each pattern with three 8th notes followed by a dotted quarter or half note,
which is then answered by an 8th and 32nd notes figure in the left hand of the piano. The
combination of these themes creates distinct musical imagery relative to the poem and
demonstrates Ambold’s expertise as a pianist. 466
In the decades after the Civil War, Ambold was an acclaimed concert pianist in
Richmond. On November 19, 1881, the Daily Dispatch described Ambold’s playing of
Beethoven on a concert presented by the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA) at
Grace Street Presbyterian Church, as, “Rendered in a most artistic manner.”467 Ambold
passed away on October 9, 1882 at the age of 46.468 He is buried in the Davies family
section of Hollywood Cemetery in Richmond, Virginia.469
Though little is known about Ambold’s life, his parlor song, “The Rebel’s
Grave,” dedicated to the fallen Confederate soldiers of the Civil War, was one of few
466
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within the national repertoire that expressed the defeated temperament of former
Confederate soldiers in 1866. Ambold was the only Richmond composer to publish an
empathetic Confederate parlor song after the year 1865. His composition ushered in the
official conclusion of the Civil War, and signaled the arduous path of healing and
reconciliation that would take place during the Reconstruction Era in Richmond.
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CHAPTER 13
THE FALL OF RICHMOND
On April 2, 1865, after a nine-month siege by Federal troops on Petersburg,
Virginia, Confederate lines faltered and the way was clear for the Union army to invade
Richmond, 25 miles north of the battlefield. While in attendance at St. Paul’s Episcopal
Church, Confederate President Jefferson Davis, was pulled from the service with the
panicked message that Union troops were on their way and the Confederate government
needed to evacuate immediately.
Departments of the Confederate government began packing records and materials
to leave the city, and burning any excess in street-side bonfires. In an attempt to prevent
looting and rioting, Confederate Mayor Mayo, ordered all liquor caches destroyed. Slaves
were attempted to be moved out of the city with the Confederate government, but were
denied access. Ultimately, these slaves would be emancipated with the arrival of Union
troops.
At 11:00PM, the last evacuation train departed Richmond for Danville, Virginia,
carrying the contents of the Confederate Treasury and President Jefferson Davis. The
remaining Confederate troops then destroyed three major bridges that spanned the James
River, in an effort to slow Union forces upon their arrival. At midnight, Mayor Mayo’s
order to destroy all of the city’s liquor was carried out. Officials cracked open barrels of
liquor and poured them into the streets. However, rather than preventing the rioting and
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looting Mayo feared, the starving population, including children, began using their hats
and hands to scoop up the liquor from the gutters. This sparked looting all along Main
Street by mobs of drunken Richmonders.
Just before dawn, the Confederate navy destroyed two warships in the James
River, shaking the entire city. Retreating Confederate troops then set fire to the tobacco
stores and munitions plants on the banks of the James River, the flames of which were
caught by a northward wind and spread the fires toward Main Street. Union soldiers
arrived in Richmond on the morning of April 3, 1865, and raised the American flag over
the former Confederate capitol building. Mayor Mayo surrendered the city to General
Godfrey Weitzel on the morning of April 3rd, and the General immediately began fighting
the fires along Main Street. The fire was contained by the afternoon, but nearly 20 city
blocks and over 800 buildings had been destroyed in the fire.
Thousands of residents who lost their homes in the fire camped on the capitol
grounds overnight. The next day, President Abraham Lincoln, visited the destroyed city
of Richmond. Happy crowds of freedmen and Richmonders greeted Lincoln, as he toured
the slave jails, the Confederate Whitehouse, and met with Union spy, Elizabeth Van Lew,
until he finally departed Richmond by way of Rockett’s Landing.470
The Fall of Richmond dealt a deathblow to the Confederate parlor song
production within the city. Nearly every Music Publisher of Richmond succumbed to the
looting and fires. Publishers who were in the path of destruction included: J.W. Randolph
& Co. located at 121 Main Street; J.W. Davies & Sons located at 181 Main Street; West
and Johnston Publishing and lithographer E. Crehen, located between 145 and 146 Main
470
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Street; and Geo. Dunn and Company, located on the corner of 14th and Main Street. As
for the musicians, the composers of The New Richmond Theatre had all departed the city
years before its defeat. Additionally, it is unclear if The Antebellum Composers remained
or fled during the fall of the city. The only contributor to the repertoire confirmed to have
witnessed the burning of Richmond, was Lost Composer poet, Andrew Jackson Andrews.
There is a significant moment for American music history that took place during
the Fall of Richmond. Among the Federal forces that invaded Richmond on April 3rd,
were the United States Colored Troops. As these troops marched through the streets,
some imprisoned slaves were able to witness their arrival through the barred windows of
Richmond’s slave jail. The sight of the United States Colored Troops inspired the
prisoners to sing, “Slavery chain d’un broke at last.”471 Unbeknown to these prisoners,
soon to be emancipated, their singing of this early spiritual heralded the end of an era of
music in Richmond and the beginning of a new genre in America.
With the end of the war, the songs of the former slaves would spark a new
American sound, uninfluenced by the European trends found in parlor songs, creating
unique genres like jazz and blues. These genres would come to shape the global musical
landscape during the 20th century. With the end of the Confederacy in Richmond, and the
singing by newly emancipated African Americans, so ended the pro-Confederate parlor
song genre; those printings and papers that once held the melodies and messages of
Confederate composers, ultimately became nothing more than kindling for the fires that
destroyed Richmond.
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SECTION 5
THE FIRST SPIRITUALS OF CENTRAL VIRGINIA 1861 – 1867
The musical category of the spiritual was a development that took place in the
post-Civil War years. Between the years of 1861 and 1867, many phrases were used to
describe the evolving genre, including: songs of the contrabands, shout-songs, slavesongs, negro-songs, Jim Crow-songs, field-songs, fiddle-sings, corn-songs, devil-songs,
jig-songs and more. Ultimately, in 1867, the term spiritual was finally adopted in the first
attempted documentation of all the songs of former slaves. The book was entitled, Slave
Songs of the United States, but referred to the vernacular spirituals in its content; a term
that derived from the former slaves. Today, audiences typically associate the term
spiritual with sacred songs. However, in the early days of the genre, both sacred and
secular songs (often thought of as field-songs) were considered part of the classification.
There exists little information on the following repertoire due to the conditions and laws
of slavery.
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CHAPTER 14
THE CONTRABANDS OF VIRGINIA
In 1861, the first spiritual ever published and sold in the United States was
released in New York City (see Appendix A, pages 258-259). The spiritual was entitled:

The Song of the
CONTRABANDS
“O Let my people Go”
Words and Music obtained through the
Rev. L.C. Lockwood
Chaplain of the “Contrabands” at Fortress Monroe
Arranged by
Thomas Baker.
Also have Published
The Lord Doth Now, To This Nation Speak
A Parody on the “Song of the Contrabands.”472
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Horace Waters, located at 481 Broadway in New York City, New York published
the composition. Musician, Thomas Baker, arranged the work, however the origins of the
song’s melody and text are found in Virginia and the heroic deeds of Harriet Tubman.473
On the front page of, “O Let My People Go,” there is a description of the song’s
origins. The inscription reads:

This song, originated among the “Contrabands,” and was first heard sung
on their arrival at Fortress Monroe; and was introduced here by their
Chaplain: Rev. L.C. Lockwood474

Reverend Lockwood was assigned to Fortress Monroe in Hampton, Virginia by
the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA) for his strong desire to enhance the
living conditions of the escaped slaves.475 The origins of the song are further identified on
page 5 of the publication, reading:

N.B. This Song has been sung for about nine years [since 1853] by the
Slaves of Virginia.476

Though the descriptions do not specify exactly from where in Virginia these
slaves escaped, the densest slave populations were found in a rugged triangle between
473
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three cities: Alexandria, Richmond, and Norfolk. According to the 1860 census, the total
slave population in Virginia was estimated to be 550,000 people. The two counties with
the largest slave populations were Amelia and Nottoway counties, just over 30 miles west
of Richmond. It is likely the spiritual’s origin resides somewhere within the piedmont and
tidewater areas of Virginia, and possibly close to Richmond due to the density of the
slave population between 1853 and 1860.
Baker and Waters transcription of, “O Let My People Go” reads:

The Lord by Moses to Pharaoh said:
“O let my people go!
If not I’ll smite your first-born dead,
Then let my people go!”

O! Go down, Moses, Away down to Egypt’s land,
And tell King Pharaoh, to let my people go!

No more shall they in bondage toil,
O let my people go!
Let them come out with Egypt’s spoil,
O let my people go!

O! Go down, Moses, Away down to Egypt’s land,
And tell King Pharaoh, to let my people go!
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Haste, Moses, ‘till the sea you’ve crossed,
O let my people go!
Pharaoh, shall in the deep be lost,
O let my people go!

O! Go down, Moses, Away down to Egypt’s land,
And tell King Pharaoh, to let my people go!

The sea before you shall divide,
O let my people go!
You’ll cross dry-shod to the other side,
O let my people go!

O! Go down, Moses, Away down to Egypt’s land,
And tell King Pharaoh, to let my people go!

Fear not King Pharaoh or his host,
O let my people go!
They all shall in the sea be lost,
O let my people go!

O! Go down, Moses, Away down to Egypt’s land,
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And tell King Pharaoh, to let my people go!

They’ll sink like lead to rise no more,
O let my people go!
And you’ll hear a shout on the other shore,
O let my people go!

O! Go down, Moses, Away down to Egypt’s land,
And tell King Pharaoh, to let my people go!

The firey cloud shall lead the way,
O let my people go!
A light by night, a shade by day,
O let my people go!

O! Go down, Moses, Away down to Egypt’s land,
And tell King Pharaoh, to let my people go!

Jordan shall stand up like a wall,
O let my people go!
And the walls of Jericho shall fall,
O let my people go!
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O! Go down, Moses, Away down to Egypt’s land,
And tell King Pharaoh, to let my people go!

Your foes shall not before you stand,
O let my people go!
And you’ll possess fair Canaan’s land,
O let my people go!

O! Go down, Moses, Away down to Egypt’s land,
And tell King Pharaoh, to let my people go!

O let us all from bondage flee,
O let my people go!
And let us all in Christ be free,
O let my people go!

O! Go down, Moses, Away down to Egypt’s land,
And tell King Pharaoh, to let my people go!

This world’s a wilderness of woe,
O let my people go!
O let us all to glory go,
O let my people go!
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O! Go down, Moses, Away down to Egypt’s land,
And tell King Pharaoh, to let my people go!

Baker and Waters also wrote a political parody on the existing song attached as an
addition to their transcription of the spiritual. The parody was an abolitionist message,
entitled, “The Lord Doth Now To This Nation Speak.” The parody’s text reads:

The Lord doth now to this Nation speak:
“O let my people go!
The bruised reed ye shall not break,
O let my people go!
Then go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!”

O go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!

No more shall they in bondage bleed,
O let my people go!
Oh! Men of state, this message heed
O let my people go!
Then go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
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And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!”

O go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!

Haste freemen, ‘till the sea you’ve crossed,
O let my people go!
Their chains shall in the deep be lost,
O let my people go!
Then go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!”

O go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!

Go freemen, say to Abraham:
O let my people go!
If not, I’ll smite the best in your land,
O let my people go!
Then go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!”

O go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
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And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!

Like Abraham of old we pray,
Let my people go!
That faith and works God’s wrath may stay,
O let my people go!
Then go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!”

O go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!

Save freemen, save, our land from stain,
O let my people go!
Go say to Congress yet again,
O let my people go!
Then go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!”

O go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!

God’s hand hath opened freedom’s door,
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O let my people go!
From sea to sea, from shore to shore,
O let my people go!
Then go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!”

O go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!

The cry of blood ascends to Heaven,
O let my people go!
As unto them, to you be given,
O let my people go!
Then go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!”

O go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!

Go say to Cameron, Seward and Chase,
O let my people go!
Lift up a poor down trodden race,
O let my people go!
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Then go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!”

O go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!

Go say to Smith, Welles, Blair and Bates,
If you let my people go;
Peace shall return to the Rebel States,
Then let my people go!
Then go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!”

O go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!

But, if you will not let them go,
Oh! Now a warning take,
Old England sure will be your foe,
She’ll smite from sea and lake!
Then go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!”
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O go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!

Fear not Jeff Davis, nor his host,
O let my people go!
The great Rebellion shall be crushed,
Soon as my people go!
Then go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!”

O go down, freemen, away down to Dixie’s land,
And tell Uncle Sam to let my people go!477

Baker’s arrangement of the spiritual is composed in G minor, set in strophic form
with a four-part chorus at the end of each verse. The accompaniment is sparse and
simple, never using more than five notes in a chord, but most often using two or three.
Perhaps this is meant to embody the acapella tradition of the spiritual, as they understood
it in 1862.478 Waters advertised the spiritual’s publication on December 21, 1861 in the
New York Tribune as being arranged for piano and harp, and was then republished for
voice and piano.479 Regardless of Waters’ efforts, the song was not well received by
customers in New York City, and the spiritual itself did not become popular until after
477
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the Civil War’s end. While an interest in spirituals had taken ahold of religious music
lovers in the North due to social experiments like Port Royal, South Carolina, Waters and
Baker were described as not understanding the singing tradition of the enslaved
population due to their lack of first-hand experience. The duo had appropriated a
secondhand melody and turned it into a European influenced parlor song, using
traditional chord progressions, lacking the swing and power of the spiritual’s original
African American contributors.480
Today, “O Let My People Go” or, “Go Down, Moses” is better known for its
association with Harriett Tubman. In the 1869 biography of Tubman, Scenes In the Life
of Harriet Tubman, author, Sarah Bradford, describes the emancipator’s use of the
spiritual to signal her arrival in any given area, offering an opportunity for freedom to the
enslaved that wished to traverse the Underground Railroad. Bradford details that Tubman
began her perilous deeds in Dorchester County, Maryland in December of 1850, three
years before Lockwood’s contraband slaves arrived at Fortress, Monroe in Virginia. The
spiritual was also documented in the 1867 publication, Slave Songs of the United States.
In the post-war years, “O Let My People Go” was recorded as having influenced many
areas of the Deep South, most notably in places such as Port Royal, South Carolina,
where the Federal government had set up a colony for freedmen from all Southern states
during the Civil War. The documentation of, “O Let My People Go” across such a wide
geographic, demonstrates how influential the spiritual was as a song of hope and a tool of
freedom.
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There are few definitive clues to the origins of spirituals such as, “O Let My
People Go” or, “Go Down Moses.” We may never know exactly what state, county,
town, farm, or transport is home to the powerful text and melody that served so many
who suffered through slavery. As we continue to research through the minimal records
that do exist in an effort to document the lives of enslaved individuals, we may yet
discover who is solely responsible for such an influential spiritual. Until then, we can
assign credit collectively to those enslaved African Americans who writhed through the
final decades of captivity. Their contribution of, “O Let My People Go” has echoed
through our modern worship hymnals, gospel songs, television shows, movies, genres of
jazz, blues, and beyond. Through the melody and lyrics of, “O Let My People Go” we are
able to finally hear the longing voices of those who were silenced for so many centuries.
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CHAPTER 15
SLAVE SONGS OF VIRGINIA
In the years immediately following the Civil War, the first labors to document
spirituals from every former slave state commenced. Where previous transcriptions and
understandings of the new spiritual genre failed, the book, Slave Songs of the United
States, offered specificity to the practice.
Interest in spirituals as a means of worship or entertainment had gained a foothold
in the North during the Civil War. Whereas Southerners were very aware of spirituals and
chose not to document the songs in order to suppress their enslaved population,
Northerners were generally unfamiliar with the culture of the African American race and
eager to immerse themselves.481 The authors of, Slave Songs of the United States, Lucy
McKim Garrison, William Francis Allen, and Charles Pickard Ware led the formal
charge in this endeavor. Their work was published in 1867 by the New York publishing
firm, A. Simpson and Company. The company’s work is still referred to as a primary
source by researchers today, and their study in Virginia documented many spirituals and
practices, both sacred and secular, that have been nearly lost to history.482
The authors of Slave Songs of the United States opened with a lengthy
explanation of how they acquired the spirituals within the collection. They categorized
their findings by state, sometimes highlighting a city or county as a place of origin.
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However, they emphasize that it was extremely difficult to pinpoint the source of each
song, and that often the same spiritual would appear in several localities with variations
on lyrics and melodies. They also discuss the difficulty in accurately dictating the
melodies, as they were habitually embellished; likely swinging in-and-out of time, often
with two independent voices simultaneously singing two separate variations on an
original melody. Moreover, the authors explain that the varying songs in different
localities were embellished in customs specific to the enslaved populations of that state,
county, or city.483
The authors compare and contrast the spiritual practices of each state, and as they
do a rift between the upper and lower Southern states is revealed. There is an overarching
theme that Virginia (along with North Carolina, Maryland, and Delaware) has a more
subdued performance manner. They note about Virginia’s modest practices in
comparison to the states of the Deep South:

Of course there was constant intercourse between neighboring
plantations; also between different states, by the sale of slaves from one to
another. But it is surprising how little this seems to have affected local
songs, which are different even upon adjoining plantations… “Gabriel’s
Trumpet” (No. 4) and “Wrestle on, Jacob” (No. 6) probably came from
Virginia, where they are sung without much variation from the form
usual at Port Royal [South Carolina].484
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This practice of minimal embellishment is unique to Virginia, and notably
different from the rest of the Deep South. Furthermore, the authors dispute the formerly
popular designation of spirituals as Shout Songs, by example of the Virginian repertoire.
They explain that this term is not all encompassing when it comes to the way spirituals
were sung, thus discrediting the phrase as an inappropriate title for the arising genre. The
Shout Song, as it was witnessed, was a spiritual sung by a group of the best African
American singers during a worship service, wherein they would clap and stomp in
rhythm, leading the congregation in an energetic song and dance. The authors specifically
compare Virginia as noncompliant with this description, by stating:

In the form here described, the “shout” is probably confined to South
Carolina and the states South of it. It appears to be found in Florida, but
not in North Carolina or Virginia. It is, however, an interesting fact that
the term “shouting” is used in Virginia in reference to a peculiar motion
of the body not wholly unlike the Carolina shouting.485

As one reads the descriptions of the original performances of the collected
spirituals, we can see the practices of Virginia were mild, perhaps even timid, in
comparison to the Deep South. However, the most notable difference resides in vocal
embellishments. The authors share:

In repeating [refrains or verses], it may be observed that the custom at
Port Royal is to repeat the first part of the tune over and over, it may be a
485
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dozen times, before passing to the “turn,” and then to do the same with
that. In the Virginia songs, on the other hand, the chorus is usually sung
twice after each verse – often the second time with some such
interjaculatory expression as “I say now,” or “God say you must,” as
given in No. 99.486

Virginia’s lack of embellishments (that would most resemble traditional
coloratura or grace notes) is exchanged for added text, which is the crux of the great
divide between the performance practices of the collected melodies. Additionally, the
authors note that Virginia yielded the second largest unique collection of melodies after
Port Royal, South Carolina, and the melodies were considered to be, “The most wild and
strange…all distinguished by odd intervals and a frequent use of chromatics” in
comparison to the rest of the repertoire.487 It seems what Virginia melodies lacked in
improvisation, were amended through creative themes, using accidentals and more modal
techniques, perhaps derived from strains originating in Africa. Additionally, as was
commonplace in literature during the 19th and early 20th centuries, the authors attempted
to phonetically transcribe the spirituals’ texts to accurately resemble the dialect of the
African American population, which was peppered with semblances of their original
language. The differences in dialect between Virginia and the Deep South, especially Port
Royal, South Carolina, were stark to the authors. They describe Port Royal’s parlance as
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being a language nearly all its own, whereas the Virginia collection resembles a more
mild form of the dialect.488
In all, the book Slave Songs of the United States contains 13 spirituals, both
secular and sacred in strophic form, which are believed to have originated in Virginia.
The spirituals have no accompaniment and are simply a documentation of the melodies.
The authors only specify one spiritual’s origins profounder than statehood, which is
Caroline County, 30 miles north of Richmond. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the
densest slave populations were found in a rugged triangle between three cities:
Alexandria, Richmond, and Norfolk. According to the 1860 census, the total slave
population in Virginia was estimated to be 550,000 people. The two counties with the
largest slave populations were Amelia and Nottoway counties, just over 30 miles west of
Richmond. It is likely the origins of these spirituals reside somewhere within the
piedmont and tidewater areas of Virginia, and possibly close to Richmond due to the
density of the slave population between 1853 and 1860. The following titles are the
original order in which the melodies were documented:

87. Round the Corn, Sally
88. Jordan’s Mills
89. Sabbath Has No End
90. I Don’t Feel Weary
91. The Hypocrite and the Concubine
92. O Shout Away
93. O’er the Crossing
488
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94. Rock O’ My Soul
95. We Will March Thro’ the Valley
96. What A Trying Time
97. Almost Over
98. Don’t Be Weary, Traveller
99. Let God’s Saints Come In489
(see Appendix A, pages 260-261 for all pieces)

The first spiritual, “Round the Corn, Sally” is a secular text, which would have
been considered a field-song and is referred to as a, “Corn-song” in the description. The
authors dictated the melody in F major and a 2/4 time signature. In their introduction, the
authors distinguish, “Round the Corn, Sally,” as a melody that is likely derived from an
original African song. Amidst each phrase the melody outlines a shift to the dominant
key by way of a raised subdominant scale degree on the repeated lyric, “Round the corn,
Sally!” The text for, “Round the Corn, Sally,” reads:

Five can’t ketch me and ten can’t hold me,
Ho…‘round the corn, Sally!
Round the corn, round the corn,
Round the corn, Sally!
Ho, ho, ho, round the corn, Sally

Here’s your iggle-quarter and here’s your count-aquils
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Ho…‘round the corn, Sally!
Round the corn, round the corn,
Round the corn, Sally!
Ho, ho, ho, round the corn, Sally

I can bank, ‘ginny bank, ‘ginny bank the weaver.
Ho…‘round the corn, Sally!
Round the corn, round the corn,
Round the corn, Sally!
Ho, ho, ho, round the corn, Sally.490

The authors note about the dialect:

“Iggle” is of course “eagle;” for the rest of the enigmatical words and
expressions in this corn-song, we must leave readers to guess at the
interpretation.491

The second Virginia spiritual is the sacred song, “Jordan’s Mills.” The authors
dictated the melody in F major and in a 3/4 time signature. The melody sounds modal in
some ways, as it begins on the submediant, as if it will reside in D minor, but quickly
descends to revolve around the tonic of F major, then cadences on the mediant. Overall, it
gives this short spiritual the qualities of the Phrygian mode. However, it is unlikely that
490
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the enslaved population would have been educated in formal musical language and thus
unaware of their innovation. The text for, “Jordan’s Mills,” reads:

Jerdan’s mills a-grinding, Jerdan’s ahay;
Jerdan’s mills a-grinding, Jerdan’s ahay.

Built without nail or hammer, Jerdan’s ahay;
Built without nail or hammer, Jerdan’s ahay.

Runs without wind or water, Jerdan’s ahay;
Runs without wind or water, Jerdan’s ahay.492

The third spiritual is the sacred song, “Sabbath Has No End.” This spiritual
certainly fits the description of, “The most wild and strange” as declared by the authors.
Dictated in F major and a 2/4 time signature, “Sabbath Has No End” revolves around the
tonic triad, but utilizes a lowered 6th (D flat) on the repeated word of Zion and its
subsequent text, which is then followed by a refrain that lowers the subtonic scale degree
(E flat). The combination of these accidentals creates a beautifully unique transitioning
between major and natural minor scales throughout the spiritual. The text for, “Sabbath
Has No End,” reads:

Gwine to walk about Zion, I really do believe;
Walk about Zion, I really do believe;
492
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Walk about Zion, I really do believe;
Sabbath has no end.

I did view one angel
In one angel stand;
Let’s mark him right down with the forehalf,
With the harpess in his hand.

Gwine to follow King Jesus, I really do believe…

I did view one angel
In one angel stand;
Let’s mark him right down with the forehalf,
With the harpess in his hand.

I love God certain, I really do believe…

I did view one angel
In one angel stand;
Let’s mark him right down with the forehalf,
With the harpess in his hand.

My sister’s got religion, I really do believe…
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I did view one angel
In one angel stand;
Let’s mark him right down with the forehalf,
With the harpess in his hand.

Set down in the kingdom, I really do believe…

I did view one angel
In one angel stand;
Let’s mark him right down with the forehalf,
With the harpess in his hand.

Religion is a fortune, I really do believe…

I did view one angel
In one angel stand;
Let’s mark him right down with the forehalf,
With the harpess in his hand.493

The authors note about the dialect:
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This chorus was written down exactly as possible from the lips of the
singer, and illustrates the odd transformations which words undergo in
their mouths. It is a verse of a familiar hymn: “fore-half” is “forehead;”
“harpess” is “harp.”494

The fourth spiritual in the Virginia collection is the sacred song, “I Don’t Feel
Weary.” The authors dictated the piece in E flat major, perhaps to capture the powerful
tessitura of the original interpretation, as the melody sits above the staff on a G natural at
its climax. The spiritual has no accidentals and stays in the major form for its entirety.
The melody often outlines a V to I motion or the tonic triad. The text for, “I Don’t Feel
Weary,” reads:

I don’t feel weary and noways tired, O glory hallelujah.
Jest let me in the kingdom while the world is on fire.
O Glory Hallelujah.

I don’t feel weary and noways tired, O glory hallelujah.
Gwine to live with God forever, while the world is on fire.
O Glory Hallelujah.

I don’t feel weary and noways tired, O glory hallelujah.
And keep the ark a-moving, while the world is on fire.
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O Glory Hallelujah.495

The fifth spiritual in the collection is a unique sacred song, entitled, “The
Hypocrite and the Concubine.” The spiritual’s melody was dictated by the authors in G
minor, but revolves around a C major tonic for the first two phrases, using what equates
to a raised and lowered subtonic scale degree, interchangeably. The latter phrases are
solidly in G minor, outlining the tonic triad. The singular stanza of text for, “The
Hypocrite and the Concubine,” reads:

Hypocrite and the Concubine,
Living among the swine.
They run to God with their lips and tongue
And leave all the heart behind.
Aunty did you hear when Jesus rose?
Did you hear when Jesus rose?
Aunty did you hear when Jesus rose?
He rose and he ‘scend on high.496

The sixth spiritual in the collection is the sacred song, “O Shout Away.” The
authors dictated the melody in G major and in common time. The melody stays securely
in G major, outlining the major triad and utilizes a I - IV or V - I motion at the onset and
cadence of various phrases. The only exception to the G major scale in this melody is a
495
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lowered subtonic (F natural) at the climax of the first phrase, which appropriately
coincides with the words, “O shout away and don’t you mind.” The entirety of the text
reads:

O shout, o shout, o shout away and don’t you mind
And glory, glory, glory in my soul!

And when ‘twas night I thought ‘twas day,
I thought I’d pray my soul away,
And glory, glory, glory in my soul.

O shout, o shout, o shout away and don’t you mind
And glory, glory, glory in my soul!

O Satan told me not to pray,
He want my soul at judgment day,
And glory, glory, glory in my soul.

O shout, o shout, o shout away and don’t you mind
And glory, glory, glory in my soul!

And everywhere I went to pray,
There something was in my away,
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And glory, glory, glory in my soul.497

The seventh spiritual is the sacred song, “O’er the Crossing.” The authors dictated
the melody in A flat major and in common time. “O’er the Crossing,” is another melody
that the author’s deem likely to be, “Purely African in origin.”498 The spiritual revolves
around the tonic triad, utilizing V to I motions often enough that the melody feels steady.
The exception to this is in the refrain, where the use of an alternating lowered subtonic
creates an affect that may best be described as a precursor to the modern blue note.
Additionally, this event takes place above the staff between G flat, A flat, and G natural,
empowered by the phrase’s high tessitura. The text for, “O’er the Crossing,” reads:

Bendin’ knees a-achin’,
Body racked wid pain,
I wish I was a child of God,
I’d git home bime-by.

Keep prayin’,
I do believe we’re a long time waggin’ o’ de crossin’;
Keep prayin’,
I do believe we’ll git home to heaven bime-bye.

O yonder’s my ole mudder,
497
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Been a waggin’ at de hill so long;
It’s about time she cross over,
Git home bime-by.

Keep prayin’,
I do believe we’re a long time waggin’ o’ de crossin’;
Keep prayin’,
I do believe we’ll git home to heaven bime-bye.

O hear dat lumberin’ thunder
A-roll from do’ to do’,
A-callin’ de people home to God,
Dey’ll git home bime-by.

Little chil’n,
I do believe we’re a long time waggin’ o’ de crossin’;
Little chil’n,
I do believe we’ll git home to heaven bime-bye.

O see dat forked lightnin’
A jump from cloud to cloud,
A-pickin’ up God’s chil’n;
Dey’ll git home bime-by.
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Pray mourner,
I do believe we’re a long time waggin’ o’ de crossin’;
Pray mourner,
I do believe we’ll git home to heaven bime-bye.499

“O’er the Crossing” is a distinctive spiritual that was highlighted as originating in
Caroline County, Virginia but transcended state-lines to Augusta, Georgia and Nashville,
Tennessee. The authors noted the following:

This, “infinitely quaint description of the length of the heavenly road,” as
Col. Higginson styles it, is one of the most peculiar and wide-spread of the
spirituals. It was sung as given above in Caroline Co., Virginia, and
probably spread Southward from this State, variously modified in different
localities. “My body rock ‘long fever,” (No. 45) would hardly be
recognized as the same, either by words or tune, and yet it is almost
certainly the same, as is shown by the following, sung in Augusta,
Georgia, which has some of the words of the present song, adapted to a
tune which is unmistakably identical with No. 45…We regret we do not
have the air of the Nashville variation, “My Lord Called Daniel.”500
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The eighth spiritual in the Virginia collection is the sacred song, “Rock O’ My
Soul.” The authors dictated the piece in F major with a 2/4 time signature. The melody
has no accidentals and often outlines a I – IV – V – I progression. The two stanzas
spiritual, reads:

Rock o’ my soul in the bosom of Abraham
Rock o’ my soul in the bosom of Abraham
Rock o’ my soul in the bosom of Abraham
Lord, Rock o’ my soul. (King Jesus).

He toted the young lambs in his bosom,

He toted the young lambs in his bosom,
He toted the young lambs in his bosom,
And leave the old sheep alone.501

The ninth spiritual in the collection is a sacred song entitled, “We Will March
Through The Valley.” The authors dictated the piece in B flat major and common time.
The melody outlines a I – IV – V – I progression and contains no accidentals. The text
for, “We Will March Through the Valley,” reads:

We will march thro’ the valley in peace,
We will march thro’ the valley in peace,
501
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If Jesus himself be our leader,
We will march thro’ the valley in peace.

We will march thro’ the valley in peace,
We will march thro’ the valley in peace,
Behold I give myself away, and
We will march thro’ the valley in peace.

We will march thro’ the valley in peace,
We will march thro’ the valley in peace,
This track I’ll see and I’ll pursue,
We will march thro’ the valley in peace.

We will march thro’ the valley in peace,
We will march thro’ the valley in peace,
When I’m dead and buried and in the cold silent tomb,
I don’t want you to grieve for me.502

The tenth spiritual in the Virginia collection is the sacred song, “What A Trying
Time.” The authors dictated the melody in D major and in common time. The melody
outlines a I – IV – I – V- I progression and contains no accidentals. The text for the
spiritual, reads:
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O Adam, where are you?
O Adam, where are you?
O Adam, where are you?
O what a trying time!

Lord, I am in the garden.
Lord, I am in the garden.
Lord, I am in the garden.
O what a trying time!

Adam, you ate that apple.
Adam, you ate that apple.
Adam, you ate that apple.
O what a trying time!

Lord, Eve she gave it to me.
Lord, Eve she gave it to me.
Lord, Eve she gave it to me.
O what a trying time!

Adam, it was forbidden.
Adam, it was forbidden.
Adam, it was forbidden.
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O what a trying time!

Lord said, walk out de garden.
Lord said, walk out de garden.
Lord said, walk out de garden.
O what a trying time! 503

The authors noted:

A most compendious account of the fall.504

The eleventh spiritual in the collection is the sacred song, “Almost Over.” The
authors dictated the melody in F major and in a 2/4 time signature. The melody outlines a
I – IV –V – I progression with a single accidental (dictated as B# in the publication)
which is indicative of the barrowed chord, V of V. The text for, “Almost Over,” reads:

Some seek de Lord and they don’t seek him right,
Pray all day and sleep all night;
And I’ll thank God, almost over, almost over,
(My Lord) and I’ll thank God, almost over.
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Sister, if you heart is warm,
Snow and ice will do you no harm.
And I’ll thank God, almost over, almost over,
(My Lord) and I’ll thank God, almost over.

I done been down, and I done been tried,
I been through the water, and I been baptized.
And I’ll thank God, almost over, almost over,
(My Lord) and I’ll thank God, almost over.

O sister, you must mind how you step on the cross,
Your foot might slip, and your soul get lost.
And I’ll thank God, almost over, almost over,
(My Lord) and I’ll thank God, almost over.

And when you get to heaven, you’ll be able for to tell
How you shunned the gates of hell.
And I’ll thank God, almost over, almost over,
(My Lord) and I’ll thank God, almost over.

Wrestle with Satan and wrestle with sin,
Stepped over hell and come back again.
And I’ll thank God, almost over, almost over,
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(My Lord) and I’ll thank God, almost over.505

Additionally, the authors noted about the context of the spiritual:

A baptismal song, as the chattering, “almost over” so forcibly suggests.506

The twelfth spiritual is a sacred song entitled, “Don’t Be Weary, Traveller.” The
authors dictated the melody in D minor and common time. The melody clearly outlines a
D minor harmonic minor scale, with the sole reoccurring accidental of the raised leading
tone (C#). The opening tessitura of the song sits within the passaggio for most voice
types, likely dictated this way to emphasize the power of the original vocalists. The text
for, “Don’t Be Weary, Traveller,” reads:

Don’t be weary, traveller, come along home to Jesus;
Don’t be weary, traveller, come along home to Jesus.
My head got wet with the morning dew,
Come along home to Jesus;
Angels bear me witness too,
Come along home to Jesus.

Don’t be weary, traveller, come along home to Jesus;
Don’t be weary, traveller, come along home to Jesus.
505
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Where to go I did not know,
Come along home to Jesus;
Ever since he freed my soul,
Come along home to Jesus.

Don’t be weary, traveller, come along home to Jesus;
Don’t be weary, traveller, come along home to Jesus.
I look at de worl’ and de worl’ look new,
Come along home to Jesus;
I look at de worl’ and de worl’ look new,
Come along home to Jesus.507

The thirteenth and final spiritual in the Virginia collection, is a sacred song
entitled, “Let God’s Saints Come In,” which outlines the story of Moses, much like the
first spiritual ever published from Virginia, “Let My People Go.” The authors dictated the
song in G major and a 2/4 time signature. The song’s refrain revolves around a V – IV –
V – IV – I progression. The melody uses a raised subdominant (C#) in the verses, giving
it a feeling of momentarily revolving around the barrowed chord, vi/V, until the melody
seemingly ends on a deceptive cadence in the tonic key of G and returns to the refrain.
The text for, “Let God’s Saints Come In,” reads:

Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
507
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Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
And let God’s saints come in. (God say you must)

Canaan land is the land for me,
And let God’s saints come in.
Canaan land is the land for me,
And let God’s saints come in.

Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
And let God’s saints come in. (God say you must)

There was a wicked man,
And let God’s saints come in.
He kept them children in Egypt land,
And let God’s saints come in.

Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
And let God’s saints come in. (God say you must)
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There was a wicked man,
And let God’s saints come in.
He kept them children in Egypt land,
And let God’s saints come in.

Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
And let God’s saints come in. (God say you must)

God did say to Moses one day,
And let God’s saints come in.
Say, Moses go to Egypt land,
And let God’s saints come in.

Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
And let God’s saints come in. (God say you must)

And tell him to let my people go,
And let God’s saints come in.
And Pharaoh would not let ‘em go,
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And let God’s saints come in.

Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
And let God’s saints come in. (God say you must)

God did go to Moses’ house,
And let God’s saints come in.
And God did tell him who he was,
And let God’s saints come in.

Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
Come down, angel, and trouble the water,
And let God’s saints come in. (God say you must)

God and Moses walked and talked,
And let God’s saints come in.
And God did show him who he was,
And let God’s saints come in.508
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The efforts of the authors, Garrison, Allen, and Ware, were pure in their intention.
Prior to and during the Civil War, all three of these authors were active abolitionists.
Both Allen and Ware, who were cousins and Harvard graduates, employed the help of
Garrison, a formally trained pianist from Philadelphia at the end of the war. The political
mission of the book was likely to combat the legacy of minstrel shows, which promoted a
debasing image of the African American race as enjoying enslavement and subhuman in
intellect. Their more enduring objective was to ensure that the heredities of the spiritual
be preserved for future generations.509 Furthermore, these three abolitionists made a
definitive declaration by the obvious omission of their names on the title page of the book
(as would be tradition); that these spirituals are not the property of the authors. Rather,
they use language that depicts themselves as transcribers for the melodies’ collective
proprietors, the men and women who endured slavery. Only at the conclusion of their
extensive explanation of the unique musical culture of 19th century African Americans do
these three writers credit themselves, as if to foremost introduce the public to the true
authors and composers of the collected spirituals.510
Today, it is hard to imagine the scenes in which these spirituals were crafted:
likely sung in distant Virginian fields or improvised worship services as those in white
society passed by without a glance or care. Only through war were the abolitionists, who
understood the value of all human life and experiences, able to show the appreciation
these formerly enslaved composers deserved. Nevertheless, through the enduring spirit of
those men and women, the spiritual has been enshrined as a genus for those seeking hope,
inspiration, and salvation.
509
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In their freedom, the descendants of these composers would go on to create the
first purely American genres such as blues, jazz, and gospel, thus influencing the rest of
the world during the 20th century. Prior to the arrival of these modern genres, some of
these spirituals would become popular parlor songs in the late 19th century, made
prevalent by composers such as Harry T. Burleigh. As an example, Burleigh published
the first widely admired version of, “Go Down Moses,” or, “Let My People Go,” which
by comparison, Bakers and Waters failed to achieve in their attempt as mentioned in the
previous chapter. The unique melodies and qualities of these early spirituals reshaped the
market and demand for parlor song repertoire in the later years of the 19th Century,
especially in the North. However, all credit is due to those original composers, who:

All, indeed, are valuable as an expression of the character and life of the
race, which is playing a conspicuous part in our history. The wild, sad
strains tell, as the sufferers themselves could, of crushed hopes, keen
sorrow, and a dull, daily misery, which covered them as hopelessly as the
fog from the rice swamps. On the other hand, the words breathe a trusting
faith in rest for the future…to which their eyes seem constantly turned.511
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CHAPTER 16
FINAL REFLECTION
Where does the sum of this content piece-in to our existing American music
history? Years ago as I was first venturing into my studies of western music, there were
often references to this era in American history and how 19th century spirituals influenced
20th century composers. However, rarely was there any specificity about early American
music, how spirituals became popular in the first place, and what exactly preceded them.
It is my hope that this document will help clarify some of the ambiguity surrounding
early American music’s transition and not leave students questioning the lack of
information as I did.
Since compiling this document, a variety of interested audiences and several gaps
in our modern textbooks where this information is applicable have revealed themselves.
By sharing this content and performing some of the parlor songs and spirituals, audiences
and students have shown a better understanding of early American music and its
transition, leading to a greater appreciation of those more renowned 20th century
composers.
Across the country, there exists a swath of scholars and dilettantes who are
invested in Civil War history. In Richmond, Virginia, there is an audience specifically
dedicated to the preservation of the city’s antiquity, which includes institutions such as
The American Civil War Museum. Several years ago as a personal pursuit, this
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information was presented as part of a lecture series to audiences throughout the Greater
Richmond area, including venues such as the Chesterfield Learning Center and
Westminster Canterbury’s Roof Terrace Chamber Series. Many native Richmonders,
some of whom were patrons of the city’s Civil War museums, were extremely curious to
learn about life behind the battle lines. The history supporting the parlor song and
spiritual repertoire helped to paint a richer picture of domestic life that the museums did
not offer, as their concentration tends to be on military leaders and their campaigns.
While these lectures focused mainly on Richmond repertoire, they alluded to similar proUnion parlor song repertoire that can also be found in the archives; proposing an
exploration of this sister repertory published in the North could aid in highlighting
domestic life in the 1860’s. After the lectures, many audience members inquired about
the possibility of a publication and recordings, suggesting a place for the repertoire on the
bookshelves of history enthusiasts.
Several years after these initial lectures, an opportunity to teach a Music
Appreciation class through Carroll College in Helena, Montana presented itself. The
textbook chosen for the class was, A History of Western Music, by J. Peter Burkholder.
Burkholder dedicates a fair amount of chapters to American music, but the timeline
focuses almost solely on 20th century composers and genres.512 There is a deficit of
information between European influences on early American music, the first American
composers of the 19th century, and America’s transition in style due to the documenting
of early spirituals. To span this void, many facsimile sources and a variety of information
contained in this paper have been included within classroom lectures and materials.
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One final avenue where the history of parlor music and spirituals is practically
applied has been in the teaching of hymnology at Canyon Ferry Road Baptist Church in
Helena, Montana. As part of the music ministry, music education has become a focal
point. Part of that education has been the exploration of the hymnal and highlighting the
historical context of some hymns that derive from early spirituals. Giving context and a
refreshed meaning to these hymns has served to reinvigorate the congregation’s
dedication to preserving the hymnals during a time when they are seemingly falling from
favor. By placing a charge of historical preservation to some of the hymns and what
struggles early Americans went through to share these spirituals, there is a renewed
interest in their relevance and meaning.
Often our world requires contrasting or opposing elements in order to forge
something new or unique. As a microcosm, the study of artists in Civil War Richmond
offers clarity on what defines early American music and its transition. It is an
encompassing repertoire of parlor songs and folk songs, arias, and spirituals that were
composed by people from all peripheries of a divided American society in the mid-19th
century. By 1867, early American music had found its compositional exclusivity in the
first published spirituals, casting off many of the old European standards. Spirituals,
which now make up a large portion of our modern hymnals and worship music, have
been the most enduring of any of the era’s repertoire. Other works, such as John Hill
Hewitt’s parlor songs, can now only be heard in movies such as Gone With the Wind.513
Although lush in remembrances and first-hand experiences, most of America’s parlor
513
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songs and spirituals have been adrift in the archives for over a century. Whereas our lack
of understanding of history often leads us to cast opinions of the era in extremes, the
repertoire tells a more multifaceted story. Many composers of these early American
works were often politically uncertain, trapped in an unanticipated situation, or sheltered
their hope amidst inhumane conditions. Other composers were certainly more
contentious, highlighting the margins of the societal or political spectrum. By performing
early American songs in our modern-day world, their original intention may be revealed
to us, helping us to better understand our American history and each other.
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